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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores three factors which contributed to the concept and practice of
prayer in two ancient Christian writings, De Oratione by Tertullian o f Carthage and Peri
Ertches by Origen of Alexandria. This thesis examines their concept of Scripture, their

hemeneutic theory and their philosophical presuppositions. Further, this thesis
demonstrates how these thtee factors contribute to the concept and practice of prayer in
the works in question. The second chapter is devoted to a background discussion of these
factors as they pertain to De Oratione and Peri Euches. The third through fifth chapters
examine these authors' expositions of the Lord's Prayer along with topics they treat in
common and in isolation fiom each other. This thesis also compares and contrasts the two
authors' works in such a way that the diffaences between the two are explained basai
upon the varying presuppositions with which each author worked.
This study is important since these two writings are the earliest treatises devoted
to prayer. Tertullian's was the first while Origen's was an early comprehensive treatise

on prayer. Terhdlian and Origen are contrasted since each represents a distinct strand of
ancient Christianity. Tertullian lived in the western portion of the Roman empire while
Origen lived in the east. They were influenced by different philosophical traditions and

used different hermeneutical methods. They were near contemporaries. These reasons
lend support to the notion that a cornparison o f the two authors and their writings on
prayer would be important.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1. Prefatory Remarks on Prayer and the Fathers

Prayer is a spiritual exercise. Christian prayer is an exercise in Christian
spirituality. In the first sentence of the introductoty chapter of his book, Invitafion fo
Christian Spir-ituali~,
John Tyson describes Christian spirituality as "the relationship,
union, and conformity with God that a Christian experiences through his or her reception
of the grace of God, and a corresponding willingness to turn fiom sin and (to use a

Pauline phrase) 'to walk according to the Spirit."'I
much more than a rational process-although

Prayer as a spiritual discipline is

it certainly must involve the thinking agent.

It is a divine mystery by which those who are mired in the finite realrn of creation c m

interact with a being who transcends al1 that is. It is a continuing act of grace on G d ' s
behaif that allows people to communicate with God even though they have rebelled
against their creator. Christian prayer is more than communication with the divine, it is
communion with the divine.' It is not simply a conversation but a process by which those
who pray experience the hoty glory of a loving heavenly father and are changed from
-

- -

-

John R. Tyson, ed. Invirarion tu Chrkrian Spirirua@: An Ecumenical Anthology, (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1999), 1.
So Pannenberg writes, "We have already shown above that the love o f God in which believers share by
the Holy Spirit has an element o f mutuality, the mutuality that has its basic etemal form in the mutual
perichoresis of the trinitarian persans.. ..But a primary expression of love for God as a response to his love
for us is payer. In this we express the filial relation that we have received fiom God as a gift of his love."
See WolEhart Pannenberg,Sysremaric Theologv: Volume 3. Trans. Geoffiey W. Bromiley. (Grand
Rapids: Eerdrnans, 1998), 204.

'

lives marked by sin to lives of those ernpowered by the indwelling of this very sarne God
in the person of the Holy Spirit. Christian prayer is informed by the teachings of its

master, Jesus Christ. Christ, however, is not simply an exemplar of how to pray. It is
through his own death, resurrection, and ascension that the Christian can be sure that a
God, who may be characterised as othenvise transcendent, becornes imminent for his

creation. Christian prayer, then, is intensely trinitarian.' Christian prayer, like Christian
spiri tuali ty, c m affirm something that other forrns of spirituali ty cannot-the

importance

of the individual before his or her creator. Christian prayer does not ask that one's own

identity be lost in sorne great divine pool. Instead, the God to whom Christians pray
values individuals. This God does not wish that people are somehow taken up into some
ecstasy that destroys the individual consciousness." The Bible does offer views of
ecstatic visions, but never do those taken into glorious visions lose their own sense of
self? Prayer certainiy includes the rational individual but it must reach beyond meagre

human understanding.'

' E. P. Clowney defines Christian prayer in this way:

"Prayer is communication with God in worship.
Prayer is possible because the aiune God is personal, and has so revealed himself that men and women,
made in his image, may address him by name. Because God is holy, sin breaks the fellowship in which
prayer is acceptable to him. G d ' s gracious work of satvation restores and renews that fellowship through
Jesus Christ." See E. P. Clowney, "Theology of Prayer" in Sinclair B. Ferguson, David F. Wright and J. 1.
Packer. eds. New fiictionary of Theologv. (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1988), 526.
Zbid.,527. Clowney writes, "An opposi te danger is formless and wordless prayer that seeks rnystical
absorption into deity rather than living and personal fellowship with the Father through Jesus Christ. The
witness of the Spirit gram inexpressible joy to Christians in prayer, yet prayer does not seek to gain
ecstasy for ourselves, but to give joy and glory to God."
Isaiah's vision in the Temple (1s. 6: 1-6); Ezekiel's visions (i-e. Ezekiel 1:1-28); John on Patmos (Rev.
1 :10); and Paul's talk of someone taken up into the third heaven (2 Cor. 12:2) are examples.
Oscar Cuflmann's book, Prayer in the New Testameni, is a recent book that has alerted the present author
to many of the contemporary issues pertinent to a discussion of prayer. The book addresses such issues as:
philosophical problems with prayer, the desire of God for human prayer; the subjects of prayer; the Lord's
Prayer; Prayer in the Pauline corpus; Prayer in the Johannine writings; and prayer in other New Testament
writings. Most of the ideas noted by Cullmann are addressed in De Oratione and Peri Euches. See
Cul1mann, Pruyer in the N e w Testament, Trans. John Bowden, (MinneapoIis: Fortress Press, 1994), v-viii.

Why is anottier thesis on prayer important? Would not the average lay-person
(and perhaps most pastors) simply a f i n n that les talk of prayer is needed and more

prayer is? Certainly this perspective has some credibility. However, one may well
respond that both processes can exist at the same time. Simply because one examines

prayer as an intellectual exercise does not neuter prayer of ail its spiritual efficacy. One
c m now find nurnerous books on Christian spirituality such as the one mentioned above
edited by John Tyson.

This study is also exarnining prayer with respect to ancient Christian authors.
Tertullian of Carthage and Ongen of Alexandria (and later Caesarea) both wrote treatises
on prayer, In essence these treatises were expositions on the Lord's Prayer, but they also
offer much more information on these two great thinkers' views on prayer as weK7 The

next question that one may justifiably ask is: why does one need to study the Fathers?
Roman Catholics and Eastern Orthodox traditions have maintained an active converse
with the early Fathers of the Church, but in recent mernory, Protestants have begun to

rediscover early Church h i s t ~ r y .One
~ finds in the writings of the Church Fathers ample
testimony to men and wornen who have devoted their entire lives to God in the service o f
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The perspectives that the Fathers betray may not resonate
with the modem mind, but the examples of their faith serve as an inspiration to those who

' See Appendix A for a breakdown of Tertullian's De Oratione and Origen's Peri Euches. Notice that each
author only devotes approxirnately half of his treatise to the Lord's Prayer.
Well known scholars such as P. Schaff, K. Latourette, H. von Campenhausen, and H. Chadwick are but a
few examples.

try to articulate their Christian faith in a meaningfiil way to the non-Christian world

Thomas Oden, in his book, Requiem, puts out a cal1 for "young-fogeys" to

rediscover the wisdom of the ancient church in opposition to the claims of the
EnIightenment's accounting of faith and reason. Oden's book is a critique of the
direction that some seminaries have followed as they adopted the critical methods of
biblical scholarship as formed in the nineteenth century. Oden highlights some pertinent
issues when he writes, "Young mod-surpassing evangelicals are those who, having
entered in good faith into the disciplines of modernity, and having become disillusioned
with its illusions, are again studying the word of God made known in history as attestai
by prophetic and apostolic witnesses, whose testirnonies have become peremial texts for
this world-wide, multicultural, multigenerational remembering and celebrating
c~mmunity."'~
Oden calls people to rediscover Christian foundations. Not only is the
Bible important for detetmining Christian identity, but so are those who have built upon

the foundation laid in Jesus Christ. The history of the Christian Church is important. The
Fathers are especially important since they were the first writers to grapple with the issues
raised by their trust in the apostolic teaching, which-for

the most part-is

located in

Scripture. Oden finish- with this appeal to "young fogies":
Center yourself in the text of the primitive apostolic witness. Listen to
Scripture wirh the historic church. You will then be more ready to receive
the ernpowerment of the Spirit to hold fast to the oneness, catholicity, and
apostolicity of the community of Faith amid cultural wntingency. Thus

' As will be discussed in following chapters, philosophical influences such as Platonism and Stoicism can
be seen in the writings of Origen and TertuIlian. These philosophical systems would not attract many
adherents nowadays. As well, Origen's allegorical hermeneutics is not generally viewed as a viable
method o f scriptural interpretation.
"'Thomas Oden, Requiem: A Lamenr in Three Movemenrs, (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995). 137.

prepared, the Holy Spirit will give you new fieedom to resist
accommodating to systems of syncretistic secularizïng spirituality that
have already miserably failed."
A knowledge of the Fathers is a mooring upon which Chnstians can have a sure anchor.

This is not a claim for homogeneity in thought. It would be foolhardy to try to support
the claim that every Christian thinks in exactly the same manner and aIways arrives at
identical conclusions as other Christians. The Fathers offer an anchor because they
demonstrate a shared faith. One's appreciation of the Fathers has an ecclesiological focus.
It stresses the tram-chronological nature of God's Church. It stresses the communion of

saints, both triumphant and militant. The Fathers show real people with their own
particular-and

sometimes, peculiar-understandings

in a life fiaught with danger who

learned to express not only their inteliectual assent to certain notions about God but also a
deep piety. The Fathers are part of the great chain of Church history which subsequent
ages dare not ignore.
An appropnate theme statement for the underlying presupposition in this thesis

would be found in Anthony Thiselton's apt summary of Roger Lundin's section of the
book they CO-wrotewith Clarence Walhout:

Roger Lundin has exposed the fragile brittle foundations on which the
philosophy of the orphaned individual rests in Descartes and in the
pervasive legacy of Cartesian and Enlightenment rationalism. He traces
the persistence of individualist strand through Kantian notion of auronomy
and the expressionisrn of much romanticist literature and art. By contrast,
hermeneutics does not place the individual human self at the center of the
stage in heroic or illusory self-isolation. It substitutes a paradigrn of
listening to the Other in give-and-take, or, more strictly, a triadic relation
between the Other, the self, and a content that emerges fiom the dialogue

and fiom the self-transformation or self-transcendence which results fiom
it.I2

Here one can discern a rejection of the individualism that has characterisecl Western
society. This thesis is assuming that a knowledge of the Fathers is an effective counter to
individualism since it places the believer within the greater context of the Church.
Thiselton's explanation of henneneutics as a "listening to the Other in give-and-take" is
also an helpful definition of Christian Prayer. Although the particulars of this thesis have
not yet been presented, the above discussion was thought necessary as a theoretical
justification for the study of prayer in the Fathers.

II. TerhiIlian and Origen
This study will focus on the factors that contributeci to the concept and practice of
prayer in Tertullian's De Oratione and Origen's Peri Euches. The reasons these two
treatises were chosen for a comparative study are threefold. First, space prohibits an
examination into the entire corpus of work of Tertullian and Origen to detemine their
overall notion and practice of prayer. Second, both of these works offer commentary on
the Lord's Prayer so they seemed likely candidates for a comparative study. Third, these
two works are important as original endeavours in their own rites. Tertullian's De
Oi-arione is the first known treatise conceming the Lord's Prayer. Origen's

Peri Euches

is the "oldest scientific discussion of Christian prayer in existence.""

'' Roger Lundin, Clarence Walhout and Anthony Thiselton, The Promhe ofHemenmtics, (Grand Rapids:
Eerdrnans, 1999), 133.
Johannes Quasten, Patrology, Volume 2. The Ante-Nicene Literature Afier Irenaeus. (Allen, Texas:
Christian Classics, 1983), 66.

''

TertuIlian lived at the end of the second and beginning of the third century in
Carthage. He is the most well known convert to the Montanist sect although this De
Oratiorze predates his subsequent Montanist alliance. Unfortunately the scope of this

thesis precludes any discussion on Montanism and Tertullian's understanding and
practice of prayer. Quasten places its composition somewhere between C.E. 198-200.'"
Tradition supposed that he was well-trained in rhetoric and was involved in the practice
of law. These views have been called into question by David Barnes who sees that

TertuIlian's rhetorical ability reflects an education but not necessarily a Iegal one.15 These
probiems notwithstanding, TertuIlian lived in the western portion of the Roman empire,
he wrote in Latin, was indebted to Stoic philosophy (as will be discussed in Chapter 21,
and had a certain mode of exegetical procedure somewhat analogous to the criticai

techniques developed in the nineteenth century (cj:Chapter 2).
Origen wrote his treatise on prayer, Peri Euches, around the year C.E. 233-4.'6
Ongen was born in Alexandria around C.E. 185 and for a time was head of the

catechetical school there. Due to difficulties with his own bishop, Demetrius, Origen fled

to Caesarea in 23 1. In 253 he died fiom wounds he received through torture during the
Decian persecution. Origen was weIl known as a grammarian, a philosopher, the
compiler of the Hexapla, and an able expositor. He lived in the eastern portion of the

Roman Empire. He wrote Peri Euches in Greek. He is cited as the prime example of one

lJ

Quasten, 296.

"See Timothy Barnes, TerruIlian: A Hisroncal and Literary Study, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 197 l), 22-

29.
'" Quasten, 66.

who used allegory in his exegesis and showed a definite platonic influence in his thinking
(cf: Chapter 2).

These two individuals offer a compelling opportunity for comparison. In
distinction fiom John Oulton and Henry Chadwick who wrote, "The purpose and s a p e of
the two treatises are so different that any attempted comparison between than is certainly

very difficult and may seern to be even misleading, "" the present author thinks a
comparative study is usefbl. As indicated above, TertuIlian and Origen came fiom two
different portions of the Roman empire, they wrote in different languages, diverged in
exegetical practices, and were influenced b y differing philosophical traditions.
Furtherrnore, they lived at a time when the canon of Scripture was not considered closed.
As well, Tertullian's Bible was Latin while Origen's was Greek. Despite al1 these

differences, the two treated the same subject. As will be seen below, they sometimes
agreed on points but more often they differed. This thesis is an examination in how
factors such as Scripture, henneneutics, and philosophical presuppositions shaped a
concept and practice of prayer in Tertullian's De Oratione and Origen's Peri Euches. It
also assumes that a comparison of these two near contemporaries will be helpful in
defining the position of each one. The similarities and differences in their approaches
and conclusions will serve to bear testimony to the multifarious nature of the Christian

faith even at such an early date in its history. One will be able to see two Christians who
were equally capabie of pondering prayer who nonetheless shared diverging world-views.

'' John Ernest Leonard Oulton and Henry Chadwick, eds. and tmns., Alsrandrian Chrisrianip. Vol. 2.
Library ofChristian Classics, (London: SCM Press Ltd., 1954). 224.

Most signifiant is that both men are çonsidered important figures within the history of
Christianity and both are regardeci as men of the utmost devotion to their common faith.
This thesis contains six chapters with the first as an introduction and the last as a
conclusion. The second chapter will be a background study of Tertullian and Origen. It
will examine their attitudes toward Saipture, their hemeneutics, and their philosophical
presuppositions. Much could be said of any of these subjects; however, discussion will
be limited to ideas which are pertinent to their notions and practices of prayer in the two
works being consulted in this thesis. Chapter 3 will compare Tertullian's and Ongen's
clause by clause analysis of the Lord's Prayer. Chapter 4 will compare other topics
related to prayer that both authors treat in common. The fifth chapter will focus on topics
which one author addresses while the other does not. The conclusion will then offer a
brief summary of the thesis, restating the notion that these three presuppositions were
important determinants in foming their understandings and practices of prayer in the
works in question.

III. Sources
The most recent critical editions of each ancient document will be followed.
Tertullian's De Oratione is found in the Corpus Christianorum Latin Series, Volume 1. It
was edited by G. Diercks and published in 1954." An English translation of this
particular edition was supplied by Sister Emily Joseph Daly." This translation is

'qertullian, "De Oratione", in Tertu!liani Opera, Pars 1. Opera Catholica. Corpus Christianorum. Series
Latina. (Tumholt: Brepols, 1954), 257-274.
I q Terni llian, "Prayer," trans. Emily Joseph Dafy in Disclplinaty, Moral and Ascerical Worh,(New York:
Fathers of the Church, Inc., 1959), 153- 188.

generally us&;

although, the Latin itself is constantly under scrutiny. Origen's text o f

Peri Euches is edited by Paul Koetschau and dates fiom 1899. This is the most recent
critical edition o f this particular work by Origen.'O The English translation o f this edition
is supplied by Oulton and Chadwick. Origen's work on prayer is variously refmed to as
Peri Euches o r De Oratione. However, since Tertullian's work has the sarne title as the

latter. it was deemed best to refer always to Origen's work as Peri Euches in order to
avoid confusio~.
Before continuing into the main body o f the thesis, a reminder of the a h of this
thesis should be given. This thesis wiil explore the factors o f the Bible, hermeneutics,
and philosophy in Tertullian's De Oratione and Origen's Peri Euches and show that they

were indeed important factors for each author in formulating their concept and practice o f
prayer. A cornparison of the two authors wiil also M e r this goal by emphasising to
their treatrnent of the Lord's Prayer, their cornmon topics, as well as the unique topics

treated by each of these authors.

" Origen, Die Schriji vom Geber, in Paul Koetschau, ed. 0rrgene.s Werke. 2 band. Die Griechischen
Chnstlichen Schnfisteller der ersten drei Jahrhunderte, (Leipzig: J. C . Hinrichs, 1899), 295403.

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO TE€E FACTORS INFLUENCING
THE CONCEPT AND PRACTICE OF PRAYER IN
TERTULLIGN'S DE ORA TIONE AND ORIGEN'S PERi EUCHES

This chapter will briefly examine the factors of Scripture, hermeneutics, and
philosophical presuppositions which contribute to Tertullian's notion of prayer in De
Orafione and Origen's notion of prayer in Peri Euches. Although much could be said

about each author's presuppositions with relation to the Scriptures, hermeneutics, and
philosophy; this chapter will focus on understandings in these three categories which are
relevant to the concept and practice of prayer in these particular works. This chapter will
not engage in a detailed discussion on how these factors influence Tertullian's and
Origen's theory and practice of prayer. Instead it will simply make the reader aware of

the sort of discussion that will appear in the following chapters.

1.

Background Factors for Tertullian
A. Tertullian's Concept of Scripture

Since TertulIian's extant writings were composed in Latin one may well suppose
that he had access to a Latin text of the Bible. The Scnpture witb which Tertullian was
farniliar falls within the Verus Latina tradition.' V e ~Latina
s
itself was not a monolithic

'

So says Adhémar d'Alès, "Le texte original.. .des Écritures, n'étant accesible qu'à un petit nombre de
fidèles, spécialement dans I'Afiique occidentale, be bonne heure s'occupa de la traduire pour l'usage

translation of Scripture. Instead it is a designation for the various translations of
Scripture into Latin that occurred in the Christian west-chiefly that is, Carthage in
Afica and Italy in Europe. T. P. O'Malley notes that Tertullian made use of the Verus
Latina tradition; however he notes a mixture of Afncan and European vocabularies in

Tertullian's writings.: If one were to think that Tertullian's notion of Scxipture was so
simplistic then one would be mistaken. Tertullian was aiso fluent in Greek. Sometimes
his biblicd citations reflected a Septuagintal f l a ~ o u r .Sometimes
~
his biblical citations

seem to be neither.'
As far as a text is concerneci, one can assume that Tertullian had access to a Latin
text of the Bible as well as access to the Septuagint fiom which he also made direct
translations. There are only a few places in De Oratione in which the choice of scriptural
text is pertinent to the discussion of Tertullian's concept and practice of prayer. Those
instances are çoncemed with his text of the Lord's frayer. This being the case, they will
be discussed in the appropriate sections of chapter 3.

--

commun. Tertuflien est l'un des premiers témoins de ce travail, et cite largement les versions primitives."
Adhémar d'Alès, L a théologie de Tertullien, 2e éd. (Paris: Beauchesne, 190S), 23 1.
O' Malley, T.P. Terlulliun and the Bib1e:Language-/mageyEregesisis (Utrecht: Dekker & Van de
Vegt N.V. Nijmegen, 1967), 1. O'Malley cites such words as: semo/uerbum; finguerdaptizare;
claritus/gloria; fefidbeatus; saeculum/mundus.
See d'Alès, 232.
' Paul and France Monceau note tbat Tertullian cites works differently in different genres o f writings. In
his apologetic writings, Tertullian seems to cite fiom memory. In his theological or polemical writings he
appears to refer more precisely to the text. In his writings that have the flavour of commentary, he looks as
though he has the text before him. The Monceaws also indicate that Tertullian would be more apt to use
the Greek text of the Bible when discussing issues in the Carthaginian church. See Paul and France
Monceaux, Tertullien et les origines, Tome 1. Histoue littéraire de 1' Afnque chrétienne depuis les origines
jusqu'a l'invasion arabe. (Paris: E. Leroux, 1901), 109-1 11. Johannes Quasten refers to the work of J.
Quispel who concludes that in Tertullian's Adversus Marcionem, "the biblical quotations, whether
Marcionite or Catholic, were turned by TertuHian himself and do not depend o n some previously existing
versions." See Johannes Quasten, Patrologv. Volume 2. The Ante-Nicene Literature afier Irenaus. (Allen,
Texas: Christian Classics, 1983), 275. O'Mailey supports such a view when he writes, "[Tertullian's] very
numerous citations of, and allusions to the scriptures show a great fieedom and variety." (p. 2)

'

Tertullian was one of the first authors to designate an "Old Testament" and a
"New Testament'? This fact does not mean that he had a crystallised notion of what was
contained in each testament." Gerald T. Sheppard's notion of "canon 1" and "canon 2" is
a helpfùl distinction.' The Scripture that Tertullian used would have been a mixture of
the hvo types of canon. His Old Testament would have had a fixed nature to it in some
respects. The Pentateuch and the Prophets would have enjoyed a "canon 2" status. The
controversy aises with the Hagiographa,"
As far as the New Testament is concernai, Tertullian appears to give greater

credence to the Gospels of John and Matthew since they were written by apostles;

whereas Mark and Luke were written by followers of apostles.' This notion is important
since Tertullian would favour Matthew's account of the Lord's Prayer since it had been

written by an apostle; whereas, Luke was only a follower of an apostle (see Chapter 3.1).
According to the citation apparatus of the Corpus Christianorum edition of De
Oratione there are 242 biblical citations or allusions, Of these, only 38 corne fiom Old

Testament books (including one fiom Tobit). The rernaining references come fiom New

Temllian writes in Adversus Pruxean 15, "If 1 fail in resolving this article [of our faith] by passages
which may admit of dispute out of the Old Testament, I will take out of the New Testament a confurnation
of our view,. .." See Tertullian, "Adversus Praxean" in Alexander Roberts and lames Donaldson, eds. The
FVrirings of Terrullian (Vol. 2). Ante-Nicene Christian Library. Vol. 15. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1870). 365. In fact, Irenaeus is the first known writer to make such a distinction ca. 180 (cf:Adv. Haer.
4.28.1-2)

O'MaIiey writes, "The canon of Scnpnire is not sharply defmed." (p. 2)
1'. as a rule or standard that is followed. "Canon 2" refers to wrïtings that became
faed or standardised. As referred to in Lee M. McDonald, The Formation ofthe Chnsrian Biblical Canon.
Revised and expanded edition. (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson Publishers. 1996,2* printing), 20.
Some scholars, notably R. T. Beckwith, argue for an early furing of the Old Testament Canon (fmt
century C.E.). See for example, R T. Beckwith, "A Modem Theory of the Old Testament Canon" in Verus
Tesramenrum 4 1. No. 4, ( 1991): 385-395. Others, notably Lee McDonald would argue that the Old
Testament canon was fixed relatively late (fourth century C.E.). See McDonald, particularly pages 127 to
133 and 251.
See Adv. Marc. 4.2.5.

' Sheppard sees "canon

Testament literature (including three references fiom the Didache and one fiom the
Shepherd of Hermas). Matthew is by f a the most quoted book with 49 references. This

is explainable by the nature of this tract. Tertullian is writing about the nature of prayer
and spends the first eight chapters reflecting on the Lord's Prayer as it is found in

Matthew's gospel. The relative infiequency of Old Testament quotations in cornparison

to New Testament quotations is important. In the following chapters, one will see that
Tertullian sees a discontinuity between prayer under the old covenant and under Christ.

This opinion naturally leads Tertullian to base many of his remarks about Christian
prayer in Scnpture on New Testament passages.
The editors of Corpus Christianonim also placed what they viewed as direct
quotations fiom Scripture in italics. These direct quotations account for 35 of the 242
references. Interestingly only three quotations are introduced with some cognate of
scr-iptlcs, the Latin word for Scnpture.'O Seventeen of these direct quotations purport to be
the words of Jesus himself. They are related to gospel passages but hold their authority

from the notion that they were the words of Christ himself." Six quotations are the words
fiom the Lord's Prayer and are generally introduced with a first person plural verb,I2
implying that the wording for the Lord's Prayer was fairly well known. This is important
to his theory of prayer since the use of fint person verbs indicates the communal

-

'O These references are found in De Orarione 2.1 and 22.5 and 6. 2.1 quotes fiom John 1 :12. 22.5 and 6
both refer COGenesis 6:2. J. E. L. van der Geest notes chat "L'expression scripfum est est très 6équente
chez Tertullian." See J. E. L. van der Geest, Le Christ et l 'Ancien Tesrarnenr chez Tertullien. Recherches
rernrinologique, (Nijmegen: Dekker & Van de Vegt, 1972), 49. See also van der Geest, 7 for a discussion
O € scriprura which occurs in De Orar. 22.1.
'' See De Orurione 1.3; 2.4; 3.1 (3 times); 4.5; 6.1, 2, 3 (2 times), 4 ( 2 times); 7.3 (2 thes); 8. 5; IO.1; 28.
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See De Orarione 2.1; 3.4; 4.1; 5.1; 7.1; 8. 1

dimension of the Lord's Prayer. It is a prayer which contributes to the unity of the
Church.
B. Tertullian's Hermeneutics

Although, as Maureen Tilley points out," Tertullian never wrote a theory of
exegesis; one can surmise that Tertullian approached the biblical text with some definite
ideas about biblical interpretation. Tilley traces two major influences on Tertullian's
hermeneutics, his rhetorical training and the practice of the church in interpreting
script~re.'~
Tilley discusses some of the following influences o f rhetonc on Tertullian's
hermeneutics:

0

Knowledge of sources;
The ordinary sense of words;
The use of intemal evidence for explaining the meaning of words
followed by extemal evidence;
The testing of interpretations by playing out their possible results;
In the case of two divergent interpretations the interpretation should be
chosen which preserves the honour of the people involved;
Evaluating documents by the date they were written; reconciling two
contradictory documents through some tertiurn quid. l 5

R. P. C. Hanson also notices these elements in Tertuilian's hermeneutical approach. He
wri tes, "1 ts characteristics are common sense, realism, and restraint." Later he adds,

"Perhaps the most remarkable evidence of Tertullian's ability as an expounder of the
Bible is his insistence that a passage must be taken in its original sense, and interpreted
according to the situation in which it was uttered or written."'Viowever, Hanson points

"

Maureen Tilley, "The use of scripture in Christian North Afnca: An examination o f Donatist
herrneneutics" (Ph.D. diss., Duke University, 1989), 17.
'' Ibid., 18.
Ti 1ley, 20-22. Til ley ci tes tiom Cicero's De lnvenrione and then proçeeds to give references o f simiIar
reasoning in Tertullian's Adversus Marcionem 4.1 1 . 1 2 .
'%- P. C. Hanson, "Notes on Tertullian's Interpretation of Scripture" in Journal of Theological Studies,
Vol. 12, 1961,277-8.

''

out that Tertullian is not opposed to traditional Christian allegory though he concludes,
"he [Tertullian] often rejects the practice and his writings leave a general impression that
h e was suspicious of allegory."" T. P. O'Malley points out that Tertullian's major

hermeneutical principle is seeing Christ in the Old Testament. He writes:
The best tradition of ailegorical interpretation will in fact be occupied with
the prefiguring of Christ in the Old Testament: Christ and the Church.
And Tertullian is already in this tradition, Gal. 4.22-25 is the great text, to
which later authors will appeal to found a Christian theory of alleg~ry.'~

O'Malley quickly points out one of the inconsistencies in TertuIlian's hermeneutic when
h e writes, "It is surely a paradox that Tertullian defends allegory, against Marcion, by

showing the absurdity of a literal interpretation; and that it is precisely this literalism
which makes him usually prefer the simple reading."'9 This certainly seems a
conundrum. Many scholars recognise that Tertullian's highest pnnciple in his polemical

treatises is victory, so much so that he is rarely able to concede a point to his opponents.'*
Tertullian was also influenced by the importance of the Hebrew Scriptures for
Christians and the use of typology." The Hebrew Scriptures were imponant for early
Christians, for they spoke about the Messiah whom they regarded as coming in the person

Hanson, 274.
'%O'Malley, 128.
'"bid.
So Hanson writes. "Indeed Tertullian's interpretation of Scripture, where he is not using any and every
argument in order to indulge in special pleading, leaves a very favourable impression on the modem
reader." (p. 275) In al1 f a i n e s , O'Malley points to TerniIlian's arguments against Marcion in which
Tertullian shows that Marcion in his avowal o f a literal interpretation has inadvertently used allegory
himself (Adv. Marc. 4.17.12). O'Malley concludes about Tertullian's attitude to ailegory, "TertuIlian
employs it with most confidence in his polemic with Marcion, and in that controversy, he justifies its use
from the text of Marcion-Paul, to show the unity of the two testaments. T o appreciate his use o f allegorical
terrninology, this distinction should be made; the application of, and attitude to allegory is very different
from the one work to the other. His principle, that allegory obtains when the 'literal sense' results in
nonsense, has its reverse side: allegory is not present where the Scripture is c o n f m e d by actual events."
(pp. 157-8)
" Tilley, 25 and 33.
"

'"

o f Jesus of Nazareth. TertuIlian, along with Justin and Irenaeus, tries to appropnate the
Hebrew Scriptures for Christians while disallowing their use by Jews (who they

perceived misused thern), heretics, and pagans." Thus the importance of establishing the
homogeneity of the Old Testament with the New Testament becornes apparent?
Conversely, it will be demonstrated in the following chapters that when the concept and
practice of prayer is considered, Tertullian prefm to dwell on the discontinuity in prayer
as portrayed in the Old Testament and the New Testament. Hanson notes that Tertullian
did not simpiy do away with the law but recognised the moral comrnands in it that were

forever binding."
O'MalIey notes the preponderance of the Latin word,Jigura, and its cognates in
Tertullian's writings." Tertullian's usage of the word shows the typology by which the
early church approached the Hebrew Scriptures. O'Malley refers to E. Auerbach's
argument for historical existence of thefigura as 'Realprophetie' when he writes:
This is nowhere more evident than in the well-known commentary which
Tertullian makes upon Ezechiel37.1- 14 (de resum. 29.2ff quotes the text;
30.1 tT comments). Tertullian's argument, which sounds strange to us, is:
unless the bones in the valley were really re-united, and unless they really
rose again, the vision of Ezechiel could not itself be revetatory o f the
resurrection, or of the restoration of Israel."
One must remember that the difference between allegory and typology should be

rnaintained. Typology always draws upon a historical figure or event as a type or figure
by which a later person or circumstance is interpreted. An allegory uses the details o f a
" See

Tilley, 27-32.

" See Adv. Marc. 4 and 5. In these books Tertullian argues that contrary to Marcion's opinion, the Old
Testament agrees with the New Testament.
'"Hanson, 277. See De Pud. 6.4. Hanson tùrther notes on page 278 that TertuIlian still observed at least
one ritual observance, "the refbsal to eat flesh from which the blood had not been drained." (Apol- 9.13)
O'Malley, 158.

story to represent something else. There need not be any historical referent in an
allegory. The lines between allegory and typology are 0 t h bluc~ed.Tilley points out
that "TerhiIlian 's allegories operated as extended typ~logies."~'Typology is d s o an
exegetical tool that helps inform Tertullian's understanding and practice of prayer in De
Orarione (see Chapter 4.111).
As well, Tertullian also saw that passages of Scripture had to be interpreted from

the context in which they were piaced. Furthmore, he was aware that certain rhetorical

units had to be read in certain ways? So if a passage contained a parable then it should
be read differently than if it was an historical narrative. As well, Tertullian wanted
people to be aware of the original audience when reading Scripture. Tilley points out the
following example, "The cornmand 'Seek and you shall find*applied to the Jews seeking
the Messiah, not to the heretics seeking novelty."-" These methods of interpretation were

not to be applied in isolation but were to rely on the custom of the Christian cornmunity
and the guidance of the Ho1y Spirit.l0 The idea that interpretation should also consider

the context of a scriptural passage being investigated is present in De Oratione (see
Chapter 4.IV). It is an idea which influences his concept and practice of prayer.
Ibid., 162-3.
4 1.
'"bid.
37. O' Malley also concurs. He notes that for Tertullian the context o f a scriptural statement is
important. So too are its historical and stylistic contexts. (p. 13 1) cj: Praescr. haer. 14.3.
Tilley, 38-9. cf: Praescr. haer. 8.1 - 16.
Ibid., 39. O'Malley points to the regdafidei as the control over any interpretation (p. 133) O'Malley
notes a paradox in Tertullian's hermeneutic, "Paradoxically, the desire of Temdlian for clarity, and his
latent rationalism drive him towards a non-rational source for certitude, which he found in Montanism.
This revelation would solve al1 those ambiguities in Scripture which Tertullian had always felt. From his
rules on caking Scripture as a whole, fiom his attention to historical and sîylistic context, Tertullian cornes
to limit the sense o f the scriptures. Using the tools which his wide learning afforded hirn, he opts for the
simplet-reading. He shows a certain scepticism which tends to deprive the Scripiure of its p r h a c y . A very
different attitude is found in his catechetical works; but the rationalism which wishes simple and clear
2b

" Tilley,

C. Tertullian's Phüosophy
Much that has been taken for granted with respect to Tertullian's life has been
called into question. At one time it was thought Tertullian was the son of a soldier and a

man trained as a jurist. Subsequently, Barnes has shown that there were in fact two
Tertullians mentioned in literature around the end of the second and the beginning of the
third century." Many scholars have seen the presence of a legal form of argument in
Tertullian's writings thus concluding that Tertullian was a jurist. Rûnkin offers a study
which concludes that Tertullian's use of legal language as a proof of his juristic status as
"somewhat inconcl~sive."?~
At most, Rankin is wiiling to admit that Tertullian shows
some knowledge of the law so that he could have been trained as an advocate but doubts
whether Tertullian was a professionai ju~ist.~'The fact that Tertullian has some training
in law also implies similar training in rhetoric. Schools of rhetoric were undoubtedly
influenced by the writings of Seneca and Cicero, both of whom espoused a Stoic
philosophy. Tertullian, himself, was influenced by and used Stoic philosophy in his own
writings.
Ferguson discusses the three major foci of Stoic thought: physics, logic, and
ethics. His organisational structure will be very helptùl in addressing Tertullian's

statements finally drives him to take refuge increasingly in non-scriptural noms; in the rule o f faith, in
tradition, and finally, in the certitude which the Montanist Paraclete offered." (p. 133)
" Tirnothy D. Barnes, Tertullian: A Hisroncal and Literav Studv, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
197 1 ), Chapter 4.
" David 1. Rankin, "Was Tertullian a Jurist?" in Elizabeth Livingstone, ed. Studia Parristica. Volume
XXXI. Papers presented at the Twelfüi International Conference on Patnsitic Studies held in Oxford 1995.
(Leuven: Peeters, 1997), 342.
33

Ibid

Everett Ferguson, Background of Early Chrisrianity, 2nded. (Grand Rapids: Eerdrnans, 1993), 333-347.

1. Physics. An important premise in Stoicism is that everything is material. This

notion is seen at numerous points in Tertullian's theological statements. Sel1 notes that
Tertullian's Stoicism manifests itself in his remarks about the corporeality of God and of
the s o ~ l . 'He
~ points to two such staternents in which Tertullian espouses a materid

nature for Cod and the soul. In Adversus Praxean 7 Tertullian writes, "How could...He
who is incorporeal have made things which have a body?. ..God is Spirit.. .Spirit has a
bodily substance of its own kind, in its own f ~ r m . "In
~ De Anima 5 he writes, "1 cail on
the Stoics also to help me, who, while declaring almost in our own terms that the sou1 is a
spiritual essence (inasmuch as breath and spirit are in their nature very akin to each
other), will yet have no difficulty in persuading [us] that the soul is a corporeal
sub~tance."~'Osborn lists the four categones for the Stoics as: substance, quality,
disposition and relative disposition. Substance designates everything which exists as a
rnaterial entity. For the Stoic, the term substanria meant something akin to the generic
English tenn "stuff." This terrn has been taken up into the subsequent trinitarian and
christological debates of the third and fourth centuries, but for Tertullian he generally
meant the basic stuff that composed material objects, in which soul and God also were
found.'"
Tertullian was one of the first Christians to begin to stmggle with the
philosophical nature of the Trinity and the duai nature of Christ. Both of these issues
were dealt with in his Stoic system. Tertullian discussed the relationship of the Father to
Alan P. F. Sell, " Theology and the Philosophical Ciimate: Case Studies fiom the Second Century A.D."
in Vo-YEvungeiica 13, ( 1983): 5 8.
Tertullian, "Against Praxeas" in ANCL. Volume 15,345-6. (Adv. Prux. 7)
Tertullian, "On the Sour in ANCL. Volume IS,419. (DeAni. 5 )

'5

''

the Son via the Stoic category of relative disposition. Osborn sumrnarises Tertullian's
argument:
Tertullian takes over this category and uses it in his own way ( P m 10).
Father and son have their existence in their disposition alone; therefore,
when that disposition is denied, they cease to be. Father and son are no
more identical than day and night. Neither can be both. A father makes a
son and a son makes a father. Their relative disposition means that the
father cannot relate to the faîher as he does to the son, nor can the son
relate to the son as he does to the father. God establishes and guards
relations. These relations make me what 1 am when 1 corne to possess
them. When they are reflexive (father-father, son-son), the members cease
to exist. Since, for Praxeas, rnonarchy makes father identical with son,
and son identical with father, both father and son are no more?
As will be seen, this notion of relative disposition appears in De Oratione and does

influence Tertullian's notion of prayer (see Chapter 3.11)
2. Logic and Epistemology. Tertullian's views on the knowledge of God also

showed Stoic influence. Osborn refers to the Stoic notion of God being a balance
between positive and negative theology. He wrïtes, "Stoics were philosophers of the
divine existence, o f a God who was immanent and yet whose transcendence was
Terhillian much like other Stoic philosophers saw
maintained by a negative traditi~n."~
proof of God's existence in two ways. First of all, God is proved fiom his works "by
which we are preserved, sustained, and covered with delight and wonder.'"' Secondly,
there is a natural knowledge of God inherent in al1 people. For the Stoic this was
awareness of the divine logos which indwells every living thing; whereas, for Tertullian
-

'Y

Eric Osborn, Tmullian First Theologian ofthe West, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997),

131-

Ibid., 127.
Ibid., 115.
41
Ibid, 78. In his Apologericus, Tertullian writes, "Would you have the proof fiom the works of his hands,
so numerous and so great, which both contain you and sustain you, which rninister at once to your
enjoyrnent, and strike you with awe.. .?" (ANCL,Vol. I 1.87; Apol. 17)
"

the testimony of the sou1 bears testimony to the existence of G d 4 =Ideas related to
natural theology are present within De Oratione (cf: De Orat. 29)
As far as logic is concemeci, R. H. Ayers has ably demonstrateci that Tertullian
used Stoic logic in his writings. Part of the Stoic method of arguing is by using the
common meaning of words." One may recall fiom the discussion of Tertullian's
hermeneutics that he advocated that the Bible be understood simply without investing
uncornmon meanings in words." This idea will appear in the following chapters (for
example in Chapter 3.VII). Ayers analysis is deficient in one respect. He fails to pay
proper attentions to the Stoic love of paradox. For a discussion of this, one must look to
Osborn's discussion of Tertullian who claims that "For Tertullian almost anything worth
saying can go into a paradox."'* In another work, he Iists the six key Stoic paradoxes
which helped define the tenor of Tertullian's work." Examples of paradox in De

"'Eric Osborn, Beginning ofChristian Philosophy, (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 198L), 85.
Robert H. Ayers, Language. Logic. and Reason in the Church Fathers: a SIU& of Terrullian. Augirstine.
and Aquinm, Altertumswissenschafiliche Texte und Studien. Band VI, (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag,
1979), 17-24. He discusses the Stoic system of argumentation with five different argument types (modus
ponens, modus rolicns. modus ponendo toliem, modus ponendo tol/4ns. and modus rollendo ponens) and
demonstrates how thsse elements are present within TerniIlian's work.
" See footnote 15.
"'Osborn, "Was Tertullian a Philosopher'!", 328.
a Osborn, Tertullian First Theologian of the West" 6 3 4 . These six are found in Cicero's Paradoxa
Sroicorum :
1. OnIy what is morally good is noble.
2. Possession of virtue is sufficient for happiness.
3. Transgressions are equal and right actions are equal.
4. Every foolish man is mad.
5. Onlj- the wise man is free and every foolish man is a slave.
6. The wise man alone is rich.
These were paradoxes because they ran counter to universal opinion in the ancient world. One
can readily see how such paradoxes could be adapted to a Christian context. For example #6 taiks
about the wise man king alone rich. Many would wonder about those with pienty of matenal
things not beïng considered rich. However, the Christian understands the fleeting nanue of
material wealth and recognises that abiding virtues like wisdom render their owner wealthy.
-IS

Oratione will be provided in following chapters. One will see that use of paradox helped

to forrn Tertullian's concept of prayer.
3. Ethics. Stoics centre-their ethics around virtue. The goal of life was to be a

virtuous person. As Ferguson points out, Stoicism viewed human beings as rational, thus
the virtuous person lived according to reason." Anyone familiar with Tertul lian' s

writings is aware of the rigorous discipline with which he approached life. Osbom sees
Stoic ethics as mled by conscience, law, and nature.'Vor Tertullian these notions are
present as well. Conscience is a common ground through which discussion can h a p p a .
It provides notions such as God's existence, the immortality of the soul, and the
difference between good and evil.'" Tertullian also laid great importance on the Iaw as
recorded in Scripture. He dismissed the ceremonial aspects of the Old Testament law but
insisted on the ongoing validity of the moral laws therein recorded9 Tertullian also

insisted that "natural law is the source of common wisdom and discipline and it is free
fiom the histoncal limitations of the law of M o ~ e s . ' ~ '
Tertullian's account o f sin is also Stoic in influence. As much as the early Stoics
viewed a wrong choice as an irrational decision made by the individual, so too Tertullian
stresses the persona1 responsibility of the one who has sinned. In De Exhortarione
Castiratis he writes, "It is our will, when we will the evil which is contrary to the will of
4-

Ferguson, 337.

'%sborn, Tertrcllian Firsr Theologian ofthe West, 238-9.
For example in his work De Resurrecrione Carnis, Tertullian writes, "One may no doubt be wise in the
things of God, even from one's natural powers, ...For some things are known even b y nanue: the
immortality of the soul, for instance, is held by many; the knowledge of G d is possessed by dl."
Tertullian, De Resurrectione Curnis in ANCL. Volume 15,220- (Ress-Cam.3.1)
TertuIlian describes the Decalogue as üieprimu l a dei and the sancfissima Iex (De Pud. 5.1 and 5).
"

God who wills the good. If you ask whence cornes this will by which we will something
contrary to the will of Goci, 1 shall Say: fiom ourselve~."~'This notion of sin being a
personal responsibility appears in De Oratione and influences his theory and practice of
confession (see Chapter 3.VII).
The preceding pages have given a brief overview of areas in which Tertullian's
thought seems indebted to Stoicism. The ideas listed above will be highlighted in the
following chapters in order to demonstrate that the Stoic philosophical notions appear in
Tertullian 's concept and practice o f prayer in De Oratione.

II. Background Information for Origen
A. Origen and Scripture

Both Lee McDonald and E. Earle Ellis notice that Origen in his cornrnentary on
Psalm 1 lists twenty-two books recognised as authoritative by the H e b r e w ~ Ellis
. ~ ~ says
that Origen allows the use of other materials such as Maccabees, Tobit, and others;
however, he does not view them as authoritative in the sarne sense as the recognised
Hebrew S ~ r i p t u r e s .It~ wili be seen in the following chapters, however, that Origen uses

Osborn, Terrullian Finr Theologian of the West,240. In Adversus Iudaeos 2.1 - 14 Tertullian advances
the notion that God gave a primordial law to Adam which consisted of love for God and neighbour as well
as the moral cornmanciments of the Decalogue.
" De Exhorrarione Cariraris 2.5 as quoted in Ibid., 168.
" McDonald, 1 10- 1 1 1 and E. Earle Ellis, "The Oid Testament Canon in the Early Church" in Martin Jan
Mulder, ed., Mkra: Texr. Tramlarion. Reading and Inrerpreration of the Hebrav Bible in Ancient Judakm
and Eu-? Chrisrianih. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990), 66 1. These books are: Genesis, Exodus,
Leviticus, Nurnbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, ludges-Ruth, Kingdoms (l,2), Kingdoms (3,4), Chronictes
( 1,2), Esdras ( 1,2), Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Isaiah, Jeremiah-Lamentatiom-Letter,
Daniel, Ezekiel, Job, and Esther. This list only has twenty-one items. It would appear that the Minor
Prophets were accidentally omitted by Origen.
Ellis, 664. Ellis cites Origen's commentary on Matihew 23:37-39 in which Ongen asserts that these
books cannot be used for purposes of establishing doctrine.
"

non-Hebrew books in the same way as he uses Hebrew-based books (i.e. to establish
various doctrinal points about p r a ~ e r ) . ~ ~
With respect to delimiting what Origen considered authoritative in a New
Testament context, McDonald points out, "The main problem with a supposed canon of
Origen is that we have no solid evidence fiom him as to what that canon might have been.
Kalin is probably right when he concludes that Rufinus' translation of Origen's Homily
on Joshua 7

presents us more with Rufinus' canon than it does Origen's.'""is

problem

of Rufinus' translation of Origen is perennial.
According to the scriptural citation footnotes provided by Oulton and Chadwick
in their translation of Peri Euches, Origen made great use Scripture. Aside fiom a
preponderance of quotations fiom the Hebrew-based Scriptures, the following books are
used: Tobit, Judith, Wisdom of Solomon, Susanna, and 2 Maccabees. in all, Oulton and
Chadwick note 289 Old Testament quotations. The single-most used Old Testament
source is Psalms (63 references-2

1.7% of al1 Old Testament citations). The five books

of the Pentateuch represent a significant number of biblical references (93 times32.2%). Other books that are referred to more than ten times are: Job ( 18 times4.2%);

Proverbs ( 1 2 times4.2%); and Jererniah ( 16 times-5.5%).

A much higher proportion

of Old Testament to New Testament quotations is found in Peri Euches than in De
Orarione. Whereas, Tertullian wishes to stress the radical newness of Christian prayer,

5s This is in agreement with McDonald's argument that Origen allowed for a wider canon. He cites
Origen's homily on Numbers "in which he recornmends that a Christian's intellectual diet should begin
with the OT Apocrypha.. .and then proceed to the P s a h s and the Gospels." See McDonald, 1 1 1.
Ibid. 204.

Origen desires to show a cuntinuity in the notion and practice of prayer between the Old
Testament and New Testament.
With respect to the New Testament, references number 55 1 according to Oulton

and Chadwick's translation. Part of the reason this nurnber is so large is multiple listings

for references from the Synoptic Gospels. Thus, if Origen refers to a story that appears in
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, then the footnotes will detail the reference fkom each of the
three Gospels. Matthew is the most prevalent book ( 1 14 references-20.7%

of al1 New

Testament quotations). This is explainable since Origen prefers Matthew's account o f the
Lord's Prayer over Luke's. Luke, however, is referenced 66 times ( 12%). References to
Mark number only I 1 (2%). The Gospel of John appears 67 times in the footnotes
(12.1 %). Since Origen seems to have had a strong m y s t i d side, it should hardly be
surprising that the fourth Gospel-generally

regardeci as the most spintual Gospel-

should have a prominent place in Origen's writing on prayer; prayer being a spirituat
discipline (see Chapter 3-11 and VI). Other New Testament works quoted more than
twenty times include: Acts (2 1 times-3.8%);
(62 times-1

Romans (50 times-9.1%);

1 Corinthians

1.3%); 2 Corinthians (22 t i m e s 4 % ) ; and Hebrews (24 times4.4%).

Although this data may be interesting in that one can see how prevalent the use of
Scripture is in Peri Euches, the use of passages from non-Hebrew based books will be
highlighted in the following chapters in order to show that Origen's broader sense of what
is authoritative influences his theory and practice of prayer in Peri Euches.
B. Origen's Hermeneutics
When one considers Origen's theory and methodology for interpreting the Bible

one concept comes to mind-allegorical

interpretation. There is no doubt that Ongen

approached the Bible with a view to determining its hidden or spiritual meaning. Hardly
anyone would even doubt the influences under which he laboured. One can see Philo's

approach to bi blical interpretation very ciearly in Origen 's wri tings." Origen favoured an
allegorical method of interpretation because it helped him amve at his goal of seeing the
spintual sense of S c r i p t ~ r e . ~ ~

Karen JO Tojesen's book, Hermeneuticai Procedure and Theoiogical Structure in
Origeti 's Exegesis, is quite helpful. She makes explicit what others have deait with

tacitIy. The ovemding principle for Origen is the presence of the Logos in S~ripture.~'
The prcsence of the Logos in Scripture ensures the following suppositions in Ongen's

exegetical writings:
The Logos in Scripture defines its spiritual sense;
The teaching activity of the Logos is in Scripture;
The single content o f Scripture is seen in various forms;
The origin of Scripture is fiom the Logos;

Fearghus O Fearghail, "Philo and the Fathers" in Thomas Finan and Vincent Twomey, eds., Scriptural
Inrerprefation in fhe Fathers: Letter and Spirit, (Cambridge: Four Courts Press. 1995), 55. O Fearghail
w-rïtes. "Indeed while direct borrowings fkom Philo are not lacking, it is in Origen's application of Philo's
method that his debt is most evident." Points of similarity with Philo include: belief in the inspiration of
Scripture and Scripture could have both literal and allegorical senses.
'Y The theme staiement for Origen's approach to Scripture is seen in De Prirrc@ik 4.2.4, wfiere he writes:
'Therefore ,a person ought to describe threefold in his soul the meaning of divine letters, that is, so îhat the
simple may be edified by, so to speak, the body of Scriptures; for that is what we cal1 the ordinary and
narrative meaning. But if any have begun to make some progress and can contemplate something more
tùlly, they should be edified by the sou1 of Scnpture. And chose who are perfect are like those whorn the
Apostle says, 'Yet among the perfect we do impart wisdom, although it is not a wisdom of this world or of
the rulers of this world, who are doomed to p a s away. But we irnpart a secret and hidden wisdom of God,
which God decreed before the ages for our giorification' (1 Cor. 2:6-7). Such people should be edified as
by the Spirit of Scnpture. Thus, just as a human king is said to be made up of body, soul, and spirit, so
also is sacred Scripture, which has been granted by God's gracious dispensation for man's salvation." See
Origen, An Exhortation to Martyrdom. Prayer. Firsf Pn-nciples: Book IV, Prologue to the Commentury on
the Song ofsongs, Homify Mn/IIon Numbers, trans. Rowan A. Greer (New York: Paulist Press, 1979),
p. 182.
" Karen JOTorjesen, Hemeneutical Procedure and Theological Stmcture in Origen '
s Exegesis, (Berlin:
De Gmyter, l986), 108. Tojesen's work focuses on Ongen's commentaries and homilies as exegetical
works, but the present study sees her research as helpfiil to the thIl breadth of Origen studies.

Scripture is used pedagogically by the Logos in its interpretation for
the people of Origen 's day.*
With such a view of the Bible, one can see why Origen would go to great lengths to
invest every part of the Bible with a deeper spintual meaning. As it turns out7aliegory is

most helpfiil in investing spiritual meaning into a text, especially when the text's literal
reading is nonsensical or contradictory to other biblical passages. Scalise explores

Origen 's "a1 legorical flights o f fancy" and gives three reasons for Origen's justification of
such a system:
(1 ) an overly narrow understanding of sensus literalis of Scripture, (2)a
move fiom typology to allegory in a quest for "spiritual meaning," and (3)

a forced allegonsm developing fiom a plenary verbal view of biblical
~nspiration.~'
This theme of the Logos being present throughout al1 Scripture is very important to
Origen's hermeneutics. Tojesen sees the locus of this importance in the pedagogical
activity of the Logos. She writes,
What we see here is that Scripture is invested by the Holy Spirit with a
divine intentionality both as historical narrative and as repository of
mystical doctrine. This divine intentionality seeks and addresses the
reader with the purpose of educating and spiritually advancing him, as he
is capable of being educated and advanced. This is the significance of the
inspiration of Scnpture by the Holy Spirit. The ernphasis does not lie on
its divinely attestai truthfiilness, but rather on the intention of this truth to
reach and instnictively aid the r e a d e P

-

-

-

Ibid. Robert Daly also brings attention to the ramifications of an incarnation of the Logos in Scripture,
with similar conclusions. See Robert Daly, "The hermeneutics of Origen: Existentid interpretation in the
Third Centup" in Richard J. Clifford and George W. MacRae, eds. The Word in the World- Essays in
Honor ofFrederick L. Moriarry, (Cambrdige, Mass.: Weston College Press, 1973), 137.
6' Charles J. Scalise, "Allegorical Flights o f Fancy: The Problem of Origen's Exegesis" in Greek Orthodox
Reviero 32, (Spring 1987): p.7 1.
" Torjesen, 125.
M3

Wataru Mizugaki cites De Principiis 4.2.9 as a place in which the Logos is equated with
the Spirit as the agent for the formation of the Bible.63TOrjesen sees Origen setting out a

program of exegesis; although she does note that his exegetical approach is not identical

for al1 types of literature. However, there are overarching ideas that occw in Ongen's
writing. First, Tojesen sees that Origen begins by placing the hearer within the text.
This is done by explaining the grammatical and historical elements as they appear in the
text.

Origen's goal is the placement of the hearer in a position in which they are in

sympathy ~ 4 t h
the author's world view. Tojesen then briefly describes how this placing

of the hearer in the text takes on different forms when applied to Psalms, prophets,
historical writings, wisdom literature, and G ~ s p e l .Once
~ the grammatical-historical
sense is established, Origen moves his discussion to the spirituai sense of the text itself.
There is a progression in Origen's exegesis fiom a literal reading to a spiritual
reading not only within the context of an entire passage but also on a verse by verse
basis."' It is when Origen moves tiom a grammatical and historicai explmation to a

'"atani
Mizugaki, "Spirit and Search: The Basis of Biblical Henneneutics in Origen's On First
Principles 4.1-3)" in Harold W. Amidge and Gohei Hata, eds., Eusebius, Christianity, a n d h d a i s m ,
(Detroit : Wayne State University Press, 1992 ), 570. Mizugaki focuses on the work of the Spirit in his
article on Origen'o hermeneutics, whereas Tojesen is concemed with the presence of the Logos within
Origen's concept of Scripture and henneneutics. If one recalls that Origen does not generally distinguish
carefùlIy between the work of the Spirit and the work of the Logos then no great problem arises.
Mizugaki's reference to De Principik 4.2.9 shows the two king equated.
TOjesen, 13 1-3. Tojesen points out that Origen viewed the New Testament as one genre, that of
Gospel. She wri tes, "1 t is no t the narratives conceming the coming of Christ whic h make a writing gospel,
I F O O Z Q E I C ~ L K ~which
~)
makes a report of the works of Christ
but rather the educational intention (O
truIy gospel."
b5 Tocjesen, 133- 134. In fact, Gerard Watson points out that Origen invested a lot of attention to individual
words. Watson says, "But the fact that each word in the Bible was chosen by the Hoty Spirit meant, as
Origen saw it, that we must often look further than the obvious meanings might already be.. ..The result is
that events recorded in, say, the Gospels, which may sound entirely credible as they stand to us, are
subjected by Origen to firther analysis which gives the original story at best a seconplace.'' See
Gerard Watson, "Origen and the Literal lnterpretation of Scripture" in Thomas Finan and Vincent
Twomey, eds., Scriptural Interpreiation in the Faihers: Letlet- und Spirit, (Cambridge: Four COW Press,
1995), 8 1.

spiritual explmation that he moved fiom particular observations to general p r i n c i p l e ~ . ~ ~
Ongen used two methods of moving from the particular to the universal. Allegory is his

usual method by which elements in the text are symbols for an eternal reality. The other
method is historical generalisations. Ongen reasoned that the Logos was always the same
so the pedagogical activities of the Logos were equall y fiee fiom the constraints of
particular historical sit~ations.~'
Origen was not content to leave his audience within the realm of the text. Instead

he sought to move his hearers fiom ''the doctrine of the Logos within the world of
Scripture to the doctrine of the Logos present within the world of the hearer."qike
many preachers either ancient or modem, Origen wanted to elucidate the biblical text in

such a way that his hearers would be changed into more spiritual believers. An eternal
truth expressed in Scriphire is little help if the hearer does not see a present useful
application. Origen's notion of spiritual growth may be different from most modern day
theoiogians, but the goal is the same-the

maturing of be1ieverC9

" Mizugaki, 568.
'' TOjesen provides an exarnple of historical generalisation in Origen's exegesis of Psalm 37, she writes:
"This form of transposition fiom the historical to the universal is also what we observed in the Psalms. The
histoncal situation was studied for the answer to the question, how is the Logos dealing with the Psalmist?
The answer to this question provides a universal description for the dealing of the Logos with sinners, since
the Logos remains identicai with himself in his manner of c o m t i n g and educating." See Tojesen 143.
bs Ibid. 146.
" Although this paper looks at the principles and methods of Ongen's biblical interpretation, Mizugaki's
paper which stresses the Spirit's role in interpretation is a helpfùl reminder that Origen did not believe that
spiritual growth was simply a human endeavour. Instead, as Mizugaki summarises, "The Spirit who
inspires the scriptures is at the same time the 'most searching one' who plumbs the depths of God and who
is the principal interpreter of scripture" (Mizugaki, 579). James McEvoy also supports the notion of the
Spirit being active in exegesis. He writes, "He [Origen] believes, that practically al1 of Scripture contains a
hidden sense, placed there by its author, the Spirit, and accessible only to the reader in whom the Spirit is
actively working to uncover for him the spiritual sense of what he is readhg." See James McEvoy, "The
Patristic Hermeneutic of Spiritual Freedom" in Thomas Finan and Vincent Twomey, eds., Smptural
Interpretation in rhe Fathers: Letter and Spirit,(Cambridge: Four Courts Press, 1995)- 14.

Origen used allegory in Peri Euches. This should corne as no surprise to those
who have read any of Origen's surviving writings. Origen explicitly stated in places that
allegory must be used in order to interpret a saying. For example in Peri Euches 26.3 he
discusses the clause of the Lord's Prayer, "Thy wiil be done, as in heaven, so on earth,"
and as part of his discussion he further writes, "Anyone, however, will easily resolve the
question by allegorizing 'heaven,' and saying that it is Christ, and that the Church is
'ea~-th'."'~Instead of focusing on the allegorising in Ongen, Torjesen's thesis on Origen's

technique of moving h m the literal world of the biblical text (both grammatical and
historical) to the spiritual level of meaning found therein will be used with respect to Peri
Etrches.

Origen does not go about a verse by verse exegesis-except, of course, in his
commentary on the Lord's Prayer. One should remernber that Peri Euches is a topical

discussion and so will not take on the same sort of form as a strictly exegetical work. Be
that as it may. the reader of Peri Euches will see the sarne sort of progression in thought
whenever Origen examines an idea. He first addresses the literal meaning of the text and

then proceeds to the text's spiritual meaning. Sometimes he dismisses the literal meaning
as inaccurate (as in his discussion of "Our Father which art in heaven", see Chapter 3.11)

and sometimes the spiritual meaning expands the scope of the literal meaning (as in his

discussion of answered prayers in the Old Testament, see Chapter 4.V). One wiIl see
below that Origen's henneneutic does influence his concept of prayer.

Origen, "On Prayer," in John Ernest Leonard Oulton and Henry Chadwick, eds. Alsrclndrian
Chrisrinni@, tram. Henry Chadwick, Library of Christian Classics. Vol. 2. (London: SCM Press Ltd.,
1954), 292. (P.E. 26.3)

'O

C . Origen's Philosopby

There are various facets of philosophical thought present in Origen's P eri Euches.
They will be discussed in the following chapters; however, it would prove helpful to see
from what philosophical perspective Origen was writing. Daniélou endorses the theory
that Origen was a Middle Platonist. This theory wins Daniélou's endorsement for a
number of reasons. As Daniélou writes:
On the one hand there was his persona1 knowledge of some of Plato's
works, and at the opposite end of the scale came the oral teaching of
Arnrnonius Saccas, the scope of which it is difficult to detemine. But the
essential factor seems to lie between these two and to wnsist of Origen's
contacts with the philosophers and commentators of the previous
generation."
Ferguson defines Middle Platonism as "Platonism influenced by Stoic ethics,
Daniélou daims that
Aristotelian logic, and Neopythagorean metaphysics and r e l i g i ~ n . " ~
Origen's chief debt to Stoicism was the system of allegorical interpretation. Ronaid Heine

has ako observed in Origen the Stoic conception of freewill.'j
The Platonist school is the single largest influence on Origen. This is not the
Platonism of Plato and his immediate successors, but instead it is a Middle Platonkm
which can be traced back to Antiochus of Ascalon who kept the general outlook of the

Platonic system but not al1 the details. Daniélou characterises this Platonism as an

" Ibid., 79. Daniélou cites Hal Koch's Pronoia und Paideusk who lists the influential philosophers on
Origen as: Gaius, Albinus, Atticus, Maximus of Tyre, Celsus, and Numenius. These were al1 comected
with the Middle Platonic school.
" Ferguson, 364. See also Joseph Wilson Trigg, Origen, (London: Routledge, 1998), 12. Trigg sees
Ongen as a Middle Platonist who was influenced primarily by Ammonius Saccas. Strangely enough,
Trigg does not label Arnmonius Saccas a neo-Platonist as Daniélou had done over forty years earlier. The
two scholars do agree that it is nearly impossible to discern anything specific about Ammonius Saccas.
Trigg sees this philosopher as the influence on Origen, while Daniélou believes Ongen to have gathered his
ideas frorn other sources as well.

"eclectic, mystical kind" o f Platonism." The first philosopher who seems to have

influenced Origen was Plutarch (50- 125 C.E.) who stressed G d ' s transcendence but also
emphasised God's activity in and care for the world. Plutarch also laid great stress on

demonology and like him Origen emphasised the activity of angels and demons in his
writings including Peri Euche~.'~
Numenius is another important philosopher who influenced Origen. Otigen
asserts that Numenius thought of God as incorp~real.'~This idea is prominent in Peri

Euches and helps form Origen's conception of prayer. Numenius' theory of the three

gods also influenced Origen." For Numenius the three gods were: the father, the creator,

and the cosmos. As Daniélou writes:
It [the theory of the three go&] doubtless had something to do with the
way Origen conceived the Logos. I f he condemned the idea that the

cosmos was the third god, he was influenced, al1 the same, by the concept
of the second god. That this was the case becomes quite evident when we
find Nurnenius. .xalling the first god a b m a y a 8 6 ~and saying that the
demiurge is good only in so far as he imitates the first god. He is no good
of himself, his goodness is denved fiom the first god. The same statement
is found textually in Origen as w e i P

.-Trigg, 28.

Trigg points out that Origen substitutes a loving personal God for the Stoic notion of
inexorable, impersonal fate.
'' Daniélou. 87.
Ibid., 87-8. It will be noticed below that angeb do figure prominently in Origen's concept of prayer. For
exampie in Peri Euches 1 1 Origen discusses how angels pray for and with people.
'' Origen writes in Conrra Cefsum, "How much more impartial than Celsus is Numenius the Pythagorean,
who has given rnany proofs of k i n g a very eloquent man, ...; for, in the fmt book of his treatise On rire
Good, speaking of those nations who have adopted the opinion that Goci is incorporeal, he enurnerates thé
Jews also among rhose who hold this view." Origen, "Against Celsus" in The Wnntingsof Origen (Vol. 1).
ANCL.
Volume IO., (Edinburgh: T.& T. Clark, 1869). 4 12. (Con. Cels 1.15)
*' ' Numenius ~ r i t e s"The
,
First God, existing in his own place, is simple and, consorting as he does with
himself alone, can never be divisible. The Second and Third God, however, are in fact one; but in the
process of coming into contact with Maner, which is the Dyad, He gives unity to it, but is Hirnself divided
by it, since Maner has a character prone to desire and is in flux. So in virtue of not k i n g in contact with
the Intelligible.. .by reason of looking towards Maner and taking thought for it, He becomes unregardhg
(aperioptos)of Himself. And He seizes upon the sense realm and ministers to it and yet draws it up to His
own character, as a result of this yeaming towards Matter." As quoted from Fragment 1 1 in John Dillon,
The Middle Plaronists: A Srudy of PluronrSnt 80 B.C. ro A.D. 220 (London: Duckworth, 1969), 367-8.
'"aniélou,
92. cJ De Prin. 6.3.
"

-'

The relationship between the Father and the Son finds echoes in Mgen's treatment on
the proper addressee of prayer (cf:P.E. 15.1). It will indeed help define his notion of
prayer.

Origen's thought shows some resemblance to Maximus of Tyre's thought" One
will see in the discussion below that the philosophical problems of prayer that Origen
lists are similar to those is Maximus. As well, Maximus' twofold account of the origin of
evil is also found in Origen's w ~ i t i n g s .Both
~ of these issues help f o m Origen's
understanding of prayer.
Albinus' work, the Didaskilos, deals with principles (i-e., matter, ideas, the Good).
The Good is the author o f the universe and is incorporeal." This notion that the supreme

God is incorporeal is similar to Origen's notion of the Father-an

idea important in his

thinking about prayer. As well, humanity belongs to the class of mortal creatures which
are specially endowed with souls by the first God. The perfection of individual hwnan

beings is in the contemplation of the first God. Daniélou finishes his discussion by listing

further parallels between Albinus and Origen:
The Logos sets the world in order in Origen, just as the sou1 of the world
does in Albinus; the Logos envelops and supports the world as the souls
does the body.. ..[H]is general views.. .were the same as Albinus': he too
considered the heavenly bodies were living, intelligent beings. AI1 he
asked was that they should not be worshipped.. ..With regard to the
creation of man, we find him maintaining the idea of the pre-existence of
'O Ibid,93. Daniélou p d e b Maximus' discussion o f the erecting o f statues and Origen's discussion o f
outward worship in Christianity in Contra Celsum.
Ibid.,94. Maximus attributes evil fust to the &ouda
and then as an inevitable consequence
of the reception o f the good. Origen regards eviI as resulting fkom k w i l l but also as a consequence o f the
good willed by God (Con. Ceis. 6.55).
AIbinus writes in Didakilos L 0.3, "[God] is Father by reason of the fact that he is cause o f al1 things and
orders the heavenly Mind and the Sou1 of the World in accordance with himself and with his thoughts." As
quoted in Dillon, The Middle Platonists, 283.

the soul and its descent into the body, as well as the theory that the
passions are bound up with the nature of the body and are superadded to
Origen 's doctrine of God and the pre-existence of souls are two notable ideas that bear
fùrther discussion. In his discussion of De Principiis 1.3.5, John Dillon, instead of taking
Rufinus' translation of the work at face value, opts to follow Jerome's critique of
Origen's views on the Trinity as more representative of Ongen's achial thought. Dillon
describes Origen's views:

The Father alone extends his power "to lifeless things and to absolutely
everything that exists," whereas the Son's power extends to al1 living
things, both rational and irrational. The influence of the Holy Spirit, in
turn, extends only to that class of rational beings which Ongen's Gnostic
predecessors classed as "pneumatics," those "saved individuals endowed
not only with soul but pne~rna.~?
Dillon parallels this doctrine to Proclus' theory. Dillon's idea is not to show that Origen
influenced Proclus-who

lived two centuries later-but

tentativeiy to demonstrate that

both Origen and Proclus espoused theories about God that came fiom a comrnon Platonic
source. The article cannot offer a conclusive result mainly because it is difficult to
reconstruct the theories of many ancient philosophers who left no written works. Dillon
concludes that, "Origen's theory and Proclus' theory are applications of the sarne
-

-

" Daniélou, 98. Trigg sees chat Origen uses the pre-existence of souls as a way to explain apparent
injustices in the way providence operates (Trigg, 28-9). A. van de Beek also notes that Origen used the
idea of the pre-exis:ence of souls as a way to deal with apparent discrepancies with which some are bom.
For example, the Bible shows God favouring Jacob over Esau before they were even bom! Origen
explains ihis as God rendering judgement on these two because of some prior act before they were boni as
mortal human beings (De Prin. 2.7-9). Van de Beek claims that Ongen did not make this conclusion
because of any Platonic influence but because he wished to protect the just will of God. Van de Beek's
argument is hardly cornpelling since one cannot hope to extricate Origen fiom a notion which had its ongin
in Platonic thought. See A. van de Beek, "Ongen as a Theologian of the Will" in Refonned Review, Vol.
5 1. No. 3, 1998,249.
'j John Dillon, "Origen's Doctrine of the Trinity and Some Later NeoPlatonic Theones," Chapter XXI in
The Golden Chain: Studies in the Development of Pfatonism and Christianity, (Brookfield, Vt.: Gower,
1990), 20.

doctrine, and that this doctrine was not invented by Origen. Further than that, at the
moment, 1 cannot go.'"'

Ongen believed that if God was a creator, he must be so

eternally. The implication of this idea is that the present world may be only one world in
an infinite succession of created w o r l d ~The
. ~ ~pre-existence of souls is intimately tied to

Origen's views on their fa11 fiom a state of W e c t i o n . Dillon sees Origen's acwunt of
the Fa11 as both objective necessity and subjective ~ i l l f u l n e s s .The
~ ~ Fa11 is an objective

necessity since God's necessity to create causes some intellects to "fall" to creation. The
Fa11 is also subjective wilfulness in that some intellects simply become negligent. They
do not hold pedection dearly enough and thus have it taken away fiom them. As

Larnpert writes, "Souls become negligent ( 1-4.1), Origen says, and because of this vanity
receive bodies (1 -5.3)as punishment (1.8.1) and thus begin a history of decline which
descends to complete evil and materiality if not reversed by another act of ~il1(1.8.4).'~'
The "Fall" also occurs because some have been commissioned by God to help lead the
human race back to perfecti~n.~*e

notion of pre-existent souls, their Fall, and their

subsequent restoration to perfection is an influence on Origen's concept of prayer.
Middle Platonism influenced Origen in many ways. The preceding discussion
will alert the reader of Origen's Peri Euches to those influences which may be discernible
in this work. Furthemore, these Middle Platonic notions do indeed influence his

9s

Ibid., 23.
Christopher Scead, Philosophy in Chrisrian Anriquify, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995),

87. See aIso Lampert, 655. Larnpert refers to Peri Archon 1 .2. 1 O and 2.3.5. Stead also notes that Ongen
may have supported the notion that human souls have previously inhabited other bodies not in this world
but in previous worlds. See Stead, 88.
'"Dillon, "Origen and Plotinus," 25.
" Lampert, 657.
Dillon, 25. He cites the prophets and John the Baptist as exemplars of this role.

understanding and practice of prayer in Peri Euches. Proof of this assertion will occur in
the following chapters.

CHAPTER 3
THE LORD'S PRAYER INTERPRETED BY TERTULLIAN AND ORIGEN

1.

Introduction to the Lord's Prayer
The previous chapter deal t with TertuIlian's and Origen's notion of Scripture,

their hermeneutical approach, and their philosophical presuppositions. This chapter,
along with the following two, will be a çomparison and contrast between Tertullian's De
Oratiotze and Origen's Peri Euches, especially concentrating on how Scripture,
hermeneutics, and philosophical presuppositions influenced each author's understanding

and practice of prayer.
One of the first things to notice concerning the way in which the two authors deait
with the Lord's Prayer is in their choice of texts. Although, dissimilar fiom the modem

Vulgate, one can see that Tertullian's text of the Lord's Prayer is based on the Matthean
account of the prayer. The following table shows Tertullian's text of the Lord's Prayer as
compared to the Vulgate's version. The words in boldface type indicate differences
between the two texts. The significance of these differences will be discussed in t h e
appropriate sections of this chapter.

( Tertullian's text for the Lord's Prayer

1 Pater qui in caelis es, sanclijcateur

nomen tuum.
Fiat vo/untas tua in caei's et in tema.
Veniat regnum tuum.

1 Vulgate

1 Pater noster qui in caelis. es sanctifwetur
nomen tuum.
Fiat voluntas tua sicut in caelo et in ferra.
Veniat regnum tuum.

1
1
4

Panem nostrum quotidianum da nobis
hodie.
Rimirte nobis debita nostra [sicut] nos
quoque remittimus debitoribus nostris
Ne nos inducas in temptationem. sed
devehe nos a malo.

Panem nostnrm supersubstontiuiem da
nobis hodie.
Et dimitte nobis debita nostra
sicut et nos dimisimus debitoribus nostris
Et ne inducas nos in temptationem, sed
likm nos a malo.

Tertullian does not specifically indicate a preference for Matthew's version of the Lord's

Prayer over Luke's at any place in this work; however, discussion in the previous chapter
did draw attention to Origen's preference for apostolic writings over non-apostolic
writings.' Origen, on the other hand, devotes the better part of four chapters to
dernonstrating his choice of text for the Lord's Prayer as being that one found in

Matthew's Gospel.' Both of these authors chose to explore Matthew's version of the
Lord's Prayer. What is the reason? 1s there something that Origen and Tertullian would

share in common which would lend itself to favour Matthew's text. One explanation
involves the practice o f the Church. It has long been recognised that Matthew's acçount
of the Lord's Prayer was the version most ofien used in the liturgy of worship.? As well,

as indicated above, the apostolic authorship attributed to Matthew would be a
contnbuting factor. Thus, it is hardly surprising that both Tertullian and Ongen would
choose Matthew's account since it would be the version of the Lord's Prayer with which
their readers would be more familiar.

As well see TertuIlian Adv. Marc. 4.2.5. "Of the apostles, therefore, John and Matthew, fust instil faith
into us; whilst of apostolic men, Luke and Mark renew it afierwards." Tertullian, Againsr Marcion, Tram.
Peter Holmes. Ante-Nicene Christian Library. Volume 7. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1870), 180.
' Origen's text for the Lord's Prayer is identical to that found in UBS 4"' edition. In fact, manuscript
evidence seems to show linle variation in the wording of the Lord's Prayer. This may indicate that the
wording for this prayer was standardised very early in the Gospel tradition.
' Oscar C u l h a n . ,Prayer in the New Testament, tram. John Bowden, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995),
39. Cullrnann points out that in the Didache (8.20, the text of the Lord's Prayer is Matthean with the
addition of a doxology.
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Despite the fact that Origen favours a study of Matthew's text, he is unwilling
simply to abandon Luke's. Thus, Origen will use Luke's account throughout his treatise
to help shed Iight on Matthew's account of the Lord's Prayer. As well, Ongen's
background as a grammarian is certainly evident in his opening remarks on the Lord's
Prayer. AAer establishing Matthew's text as the one which he will favour, he then
devotes chapters nineteen through twenty-one to deal with the context in which
Matthew's account of the Lord's Prayer is found.' Interestingly, Origen connects the
'tain repetitions" in prayer against which Christ inveighed to the contrast between
simplicity and multiplicity (cj: Matt. 6 5 ) . His Platonic heritage championed simplicity

while multiplicity was ad.^ Thus, "vain repetitions" reflected multiplicity and were,
therefore, bad (Peri Euches 2 1.2). In this instance, one can see Origen using
philosophical categories in commenting on Christ's injunction for brevity in prayer.

II. "Our Father which art in heavenm
Both Tertullian and Ongen identim the notion of the fatherhood of God in their

' Thus, he points to Matthew 6 5 - 9 in Peri Euches 19.1: "When ye pray, ye shall not be as the hypocrites;
for they love to stand and pray in the synagogues and in the corners of the streets, that they may be seen of
men. Verily 1 say unto you, They have received their reward. But thou, when thou prayest, enter into t h e
inner chamber, and having shut thy door, pray to thy Father which is in secret, and ihy Father which seeth
in secret shall recompense thee. And in praying use not vain repetitions, as the Gentiles do: for they think
that shall be heard for their much speaking. Be not therefore like unto hem: for your Father knoweth
what things ye have need of, before ye ask him. After this manner pray ye." (Origen, "On Prayer," in John
Ernest Leonard Ou Iton and Henry Chadwick, eds. Alexandrian Christianity. Library of Christian Classics.
Volume 2. (London: SCM Press Ltd., 1954). 276)
Plato wrote in Republic 4.445C, Êv pév &baiEX*
q q & p &It&tpa
~ ~&
, t?)ç ~ a K i a ç("there
is one fonn of excellence, and chat the forms of evil are infmite"). See Plato, Plaro Y. Republic 1, Trans.
Paul Shorey. (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1982 reprint), 423.
Tertullian: Parerquiin caelis es (De Omt. 2.1). Origen:
fi@v b kv
W u 6 i ç (P.E.
22.1)
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commentary o f the phrase, "Our Father which art in heaven". Their discussions also
touch upon Christ's status as Son and the believers' adoption as sons of God. Terhillian's
De Oratione 2 discusses this clause. He begins with the claim that this phrase shows

adoration to God and believers' faith in God. H e then cites John 1 :12 showing believers
being made sons (or daughters) of God. Tertullian points out that Christ often spoke of
God as Father. Father is also a title that can be ascribed to God. Finally, Tertullian uses
Stoic categories of relative disposition showing that by calling God Father, believers also
address the Son, since a child is implied if a fathw is addressed.' He hrther specifies that
in considering the Father and the Son, a mother must be understood. He understands the
believer's mother to be the Church. This description of the Church fails within the Stoic
notion of relationai disposition wherein the characteristic of a certain thing is descnbed in
relation to something else rather than some quality inherent within the object itself."ere
we see Tertullian's very high view of the Church within the wntext of the lives of

bel ievers. This work predates Terhdlian 's subsequent Montanist allegiance; however,
even as a Montanist Tertullian would not have denigrated the importance of the Church in
One may with some justification argue that this notion is not Stoic so much as it is an idea present in the
New Testament (Le., Jesus addressed God a s Father in prayer, Mk. l4:36; Paul, Rom. 8: 15); however, the
notion that the Church is the believer's mother goes beyond the scope of the New Testament familial
relation and seems to indicate some Stoic overtones in Tertullian's description of the relational disposition
between Father and Son.
%. Zeller defines relative disposition (x&
zi m<EXOU) as "chose feamres and states which are pureiy
relative-such as right and lefi, sonship and fatherhd, etc." See E. Zeller, The Sroics, Epicureans and
Sceprics, Trans. Oswald Reichel (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1892), 108. Zeller cites extensively
in his footnotes fiom Simplicius who discussed this concept in his comrnentary on Aristotles On
Cufegories(cf: Simplicius, Car. 16, d and 42, e). Plotinus lists this concept among the four Stoic categories
in his Ennead 6.1.25. Plotinus, k i n g a Neopiatonist, does not view these categories favourably. J. M. Rist
offers a lucid discussion on these categories in his book. In his discussion of relative disposition, he writes,
"Relative dispositions are the relations of an individual thing to other individual things which are
associated with it in the world, but on which its continuing existence as an entity does not depend.. ..We
can recognize a man's existence without lcnowing that he is a father. I f his children die, he ceases to be a

the lives of believersq AS his mind tumed to ever more legalistic routes, it was the

Church that was the primary body of discipline to ensure holy living."
Origen does not draw the Church into his discussion of the first phrase in the
Lord's Prayer. In fact, even on points in which he and Tertullian seem to address the
same issue, his approach is different. Whereas Tertullian reminds his readers that Christ

often refmed to God as Father, Ongen instead examines the Old Testament for evidence
of God being addressed as Father in prayer. Thus in his Peri Euches 22.1, he writes, "It
is worth while examining with unusual m e the Old Testament, as it is calleci, to see if it

is possible to find anywhere in it a prayer in which someone calls God 'Father.' He
writes, "Though we searched to the best of our ability, up to the present we have f o n d

none."" Origen, in apparent contradiction, then proceeds to mention that God is refmed
to as Father at numerous places in the Old Testament but a clear "fimand unchangeable
affirmation of sonship" (22.2) is lacking fiom the Old Testament. Origen then cites John
1 : 12, among other passages, as an indication of a new permanent sonship to those who
believe. Origen describes the adoption of believers in a very Platonic way; although he
does use biblical passages. He writes, "The saints, therefore, being 'an image' of an
-

-

-

father (fatherhood k i n g a relative disposition). He does not cease to exist, but, uistead of being a father,
he is an ex-fa ther." J. M. Rist, Stoic Phiiosoph-v(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, l969), 170.
David Rankin, Tertulhan and the Church (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), chapter 2.
Rankin argues that the Monatanist rnovement was more of a faction withia the overall Church, at least in
North Afnca. He compares it to the modem charismatic movement which engenders smaller groups within
a larger congregation. Rankin not only shows places in Tertullian's Montanist works in which he still
refers to members o f the Catholic Church inclusively (cf: De Ejrhor. Casrit. 12.1,s). He also points out
that Cypnan, "the arch-foe of schismatic and heretic alike", would probably not regard Tertullian as his
"Mas ter*' had TertuIlian broke with the Catholic Church.
IO
For example, Tertullian's De Pudiciria, wrïtten afier his subsequent allegiance to Montanism. makes
mention of the three unforgiveable sins (peccara irremissibi1ia)-idolatry, fornication, and murder (De
Pird. 2); whereas his earlier work, De Paenitenria, made no distinction between forgiveable and
unforgiveable sins.
Il
Origen, "On Prayer," 280. (P.E. 22.1 )

image (that image being the Son). acquire an impression of sonship, becoming

'conformed' not only 'to the body of giory' of Christ, but aiso to him who is 'in the
body'.""

Such Platonic language helps define the new sort of relationship between God

and believers-thus

providing a rationale for Christian prayer. Ongen finishes chapter 22

with a very practical cal1 to prayer as it is related to life in general. He cites 1

Thessalonians 5:17 (praying without ceasing) as an encouragement for al1 believers that
their whole lives should say "Our Father which art in heaven" as an indication of their
citizenship in heaven (22.5).
This reference to heaven then l a d s Origen into a discussion of what is meant by
'heaven'. Chapter 23 of Peri Euches is a place in which Origen dismisses the
anthropomorphisms attributed to God in the Bible showing his henneneutic of moving
from the literal meaning of a text to its spiritual meaning. In 23.1 he notes the problem of
saying that the Father is in heaven. He wrîtes, "But when 'the Father' of the saints is said
to be 'in heaven, ' we are not to suppose that he is circumscribed in bodily fashion and

dwells 'in heaven'; otherwise, if the heaven contained him, God would be found less
than, because contained by, the heaven."13 Origen sees the literal meaning of the text to

be nonsense. God does not have a body nor can God be spatially localised. The notion
that God is immaterial is also present in Peri Euches. In 22.3 Origen is discussing
-

" ibid., 282. ( P X . 22.4) These references to images ( E ~ K ~ and
v ) a h i e m h y of beings seems to reflect a
certain Platonic notion of God, the demiurge, and the created world (cf Numenius' theory of the three
gods, see chapter 2 above). The ideal is that those in the created realm are seekuig to return to thek pristine
state by being uansformed into the image of God. This notion should not be overemphasised, at least in
this place, since their are some very biblical notions of k i n g perfected-or sancti fied-as one grows in the
maturity of one's faith as one becornes more Christlike. This may simply be a place where biblical ideas of
sanctification have certain parallels with Platonic notions of the ascent of the soul. The difference between
the two, however, is the Platonic denigration of the material realm; whereas, the biblical view would ammi
the goodness of al1 of creation as God had intended it.

whether God c m b e said to be in a location spatially. Origen rasons that if God can be
in a place he must have a body as well. He argues against such a notion since it leads "to
most impious opinions, namely, to suppose that h e is divisible, material, corruptible.""
For Origen, God must be simple. Henri Crouzel notes in Peri Euches 2 1.2 that Origen

extends a preference for sirnplicity from the sphere of G d ' s essence to rnorality. Crouzel
writes, "Pour Origène comme pur Plotin l'unité est la marque du bien, la multiplicité

celle du mal et de I ' e r r e ~ r . " ~This desire to affirm God's immateriality and simpleness is
another example o f Middle Platonic doctrines in Peri Euches. The notion that God is
immaterial and simple is an important idea for Origen as it relates to his idea and practice
of prayer in Peri Euches. The way in which one conceives of God influences how one
will address him in prayer. G d ' s simpleness implied a certain steadfastness in his nature
and his immateriality implied his strictly spiritual nature.
Origen expounds upon this idea that God cannot be spatially located by referring
to Jesus' words that he was going to the Father (e-g. John 14:28; 16:s). Ongen then

defines what he thinks Jesus intends when he is saying that he is returning to the Father.
H e writes:

These sayings do not conceive of a local departure of the Father and the
Son to him who loves the word of Jesus, nor are they to be taken in a local
sense. But the Word of God, condescending for Our sakes and being
'humbled,' as concerning his own dignity, when he is among men, is said
to 'depart out o f this world to the Father,' in order that we also may behold

fbid, 283. (P-E-23.1)

'" Ibid., 284. (P.E. 22.3)
l5 H ~ M
Crouzel, Or~geneet la Philosophie, (Park: Aubier, 1962)- 109. Ongen writes, "Virtue is one, vice
is many; aith is one, falsehood is many; the wisdom of God is one; the wisdoms 'of this world,' and 'of
the nilers of this world, which are coming to nought' are many; the word of God is one, those who are
estranged fiom God are many." (Origen, "On Prayer," 279-P.E. 2 1.2) S m also Peter Widdicombe, The
Fatherhood of Godfrom Orïgen IO Athanarius, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994)- 16.

him there in his perfection, returning again to his own 'fùlness,' after the
emptiness wherewith he 'ernptied himself when he was with us."I6
Origen thus uses the idea of Christ retuming to his proper glory as an indication of what

will be the reality for believers. They, too, will be made fùll and delivered fiom their
emptiness. Final1y, Origen relates what he sees as the proper import of Jesus' retumand consequently the Christian's-to

the Father when he refers to John 20: 17:

'Touch me not; for I am not yet ascended unto the Father,' let us seek to
conceive of it in a mystical sense: the ascent of the Son 'unto the Father,'
when conceived of by us with holy insight in a rnanner befitting Deity, is
an ascent of the mind rather than of the body."
So Origen started with a literal reading of a text. He found that the literal meaning did
not render a satisfactory conclusion. He then proceeded to examine what Jesus may have
intended by refemng to his retum to the Father concluding that Jesus intended his return
to his divine fullness. Origen hrther determined that such an ascension was not one of
the body but of the mind. So Origen has moved fiom the world of the text to the world of
the hearer and has provided a spiritual interpretation of the individual's retum to the

Father. In subsequent sections Origen fùrther discusses what is intended when one says
God is in heaven. He moves on to a more spiritual interpretation whenever the Bible
speaks in human tenns of God. In 23.5 he writes:
So we have added from the 01d Testament also a few sayings which are
considered to show that G d is in a place, in order that we may persuade
the reader by every means 'according to the power' given unto 'us' to
understand the divine Scripture in a loflier and more spiritual sense,
whenever it seems to teach that God is in a place. And it was fitting to
examine these passages in connection with the words: 'Ow Father which
art in heaven'-words
which separate the essence of God fiom al1 created
things. For to those who do not partake [of his essence] there appertains a
l6

"

Ibid., 283-4 (P.E. 23.2)
Ibid, 284. (P.E. 23.2)

certain divine glory and power, and-so
deity. I Y

to speaic-an

effluence of his

So here is a place in which Origen's hermeneutic is shown. He discusses the literal
meaning o f a text. Ultimately he rejects this meaning as absurd and then proceeds to a
spiritual understanding. Origen concludes that by affinning that God is a Father in
heaven, people who say the Lord's Prayer are actually using words "which separate the

essence of God fiom al1 created things."" Ongen thus affirms the transcendent nature of
the Father. His henneneutic has revealed God's real nature- As well, one should note
that Peri Euches 23 has nine references to John's Gospel. This spiritual Gospel seems to

be a favourite choice of Origen's for discussing a spiritual interpretation o f Christ's
ascent and the non-material nature of God al1 of which wntribute to his concept and
practice of prayer. Once believers amend the way they think about God, they are better
able to pray and more prepared for the elevation of their minds back to perfection.

III. "Hallowed by thy name"="
Tertullim and Origen place great significance on the idea of God's name. For

Tertullian, the narne that God revealed to Moses is altogether different from the name
with which Christians have corne to know God. Tertullian sees God's name as "Father."

Again, using the notion of relative disposition Tertullian writes, "Before the Son [came]
the name of the Father did not exist."?' Using such texts as John 17:6 ("1 have manifested
'"bid., 286. (P.E. 23.5)
'' Ibid., 286. (P.E. 23.5)
'O Tertullian: Sanct$cerur nomen ruum (De Orat. 3 -4). Origen:
'Ayiamm d b w d r

(P.E.

24.1)
" Tertullian, "Prayer." tram Emily Joseph Daly in DljcÎp/lino~y,
Moral and Ascetical Works, (New York:
Fathers of the Church, Inc., 1959). 160.(De Orat. 3.1 )

thy name to men"), Tertullian shows that Christ has revealed God's name as Father.
Origen also sees God's name a s important since a person's (or being's) name manifests a
quality of the person being named. He cites the narne changes in the Bible which show a
change in individual quality-Abraam

becomes Abraham, Simon becomes Peter, Saul

becomes Paul (Peri Euches 24.2). With respect to naming God, Ongen seems to show
some parallels with Middle Platonic thought. Widdicombe notes that from Philo onwards

the TO

bv of Plato's TNnaeus is equated with b &V ("he who is") as a reference to God.

He further specifies that "Origen frequently uses b
exclusively of God.""

to describe God, and he uses it

So in Peri Euches 24.2 Origen writes, "In the case of God,

however, who is in himself unchangeable, and remaining always unaiterable, there is
always one name, by which, as it were, he is called, the '1 am' spoken of in Exodus, or
something of similar import."" This quotation fiom Peri Euches also shows the Ptatonic
notion of the immutability of God. This notion of immutability seems to be in stark
contrast to Tertullian's idea that God has revealed himself anew in Jesus Christ with the
new name of Father.
Are these two seemingly contradictory staternents reconcilable? The perspective

of each author helps in determining a partial solution. Tertullian is trying to name G d as
human beings relate to him. Thus, he is absolutely correct in asserting that God has the

new name of Father for those who have been adopted by him. Ongen is not making a
statement about how God relates to people. Instead, he is showing the permanent nature

of God's individual quality. Within the notion of God's narne not changing, Origen is

" Widdicombe, 28-9.

affirming the Platonic notion of God's immutability." The unchanging nature of G d is
an ethical statement just as his discussion of biblical characters and their narne changes

seern to indicate an ethical change in those individuals. So Tertullian is addressing his
reader' s progress in knowledge of God whiIe Origen is addressing the nature of God

himself. This contrast of çontinuity and discontinuity will be a m u e n t theme in the
comparison of Peri Euches and De Oratione. Ongen's stress on God's unchanging
nature influences his theory of prayer. Tertullian, conversely, in highlighting that God
has revealed a new narne for himself also makes an impact on his understanding of

prayer.
Next, both authors address the nature of what it means to "hallow" God's name."
Tertullian recognises the absurdity of the notion that mere mortais need wish God well as
if God lacked something upon which he relied for humanity to supply him. Tertullian
implicitly highlights a point which Origen draws out more fûlly. In Tertulliads De
Oratiorre 3.2, he writes, "non quod deceat homines bene Deo ~ptare."'~Origen in his

Pet-i Euches 24.5 points out that some writers, notably Tatian, have taken the imperative

mood expressed in prayers to reflect the more ancient practice of expressing wishes using
the optative mood." Origen decries such a notion that God would wish for something

'' Origen, "On Prayer," 287.

(P.E. 24.2)

'' John Sanders affirms chat Origen supponed the traditional Platonic notions concerning God as k i n g
impassibIe, immutable, uncreated, simple, ail-powerful and all-knowïng. See John Sanders, The God Who
RisAs: A Theologv of Providence, (Downers Grove: In terVarsity Press, 1998), 143.
'5 n i e Latin word is sancti@ketur, the Greek word is b
ryiawto.
'Tertullian, De Oratione, in Opera Catholica. Corpus Chnstianonrm. Senes Latina. Vol. 1, (Turnhout:
Brepols, 1954), 259. Daly's translation of this sentence is "not that it would be the proper thing for men to
wish God well," 160.
" The optative mood occurs fewer than 70 times in the New Testament. Its use in the Hellenistic world
had becorne drastically curtailed as its functions were assimilated mostly by the subjunctive mood,
although there were elements of the optative usage reflected in occurrences of the imperative. See Daniel
B. Wallace, Greek Grarnrnar Beyond the Busics, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1996), 480.

rather than command something to be. So in the creation account when God said "let
there be light", God was not expressing a desire that there should be light because he was

in darkness but instead was making a divine fiat. So both Tertullian and Ongen reject the
notion that when those who pray ask God to hallow his narne, they do not intend that God

Iacks anything nor wishes for anything. God does not pray (express wishes), God

cornmands. What then is the intention when one asks that God's name be hallowed?
Tertullian writes concerning this question, "We are asking that it be sanctified in u s who
are in Him, as well as in al1 other men for whom the grace of God is still ~aiting.'"-~

Tertullian is thus focusing on an interna1 manifestation of God's holiness in his people.

Since Tertullian's writing seems to be addresseci to the Church, the gathering of believers,
he is probably not intending an individualistic understanding of God's holiness being

made manifest. However, the statement is wonderfülly ambiguous so that i t could be

understood corporately as well as individualistically. Origen, on the other hand, gives a
decidedly existential orientation to God's narne being hallowed." Origen links hallowing

God's narne with exulting his name. Thus Origen writes in 24.4:
For this is to "exult the narne" o f God 'Yogether," when a man partaking
of an emuence of deity "exalts" that very power of God which he has
partaken inasmuch as he has been raised up by God and has conquered his
foes, who are unable to exult over his faIl. This is indicated in the twentyninth psalm by the words: ''1 will exalt thee, O Lord, because thou didst
raise me up, and not make my foes to rejoice over me." And a man
"exalts" God when he has dedicated for him a house within himself, as the

'"ernillian, "Prayer," 16 1 . (De Orut. 3.4)
The present author realises that the terni erisrenrial is anachronistic when applied to Origen. However,
Robert Daly's article has much to commend its conclusion that Origen did offer existential interpretations.
See Robert Daly, "The Hemeneutics of Ongen: Existential Interpretation in the Third Century" in Richard
J. Cli fford and George W. MacRae, eds. Ttie Word in rire World: Ersqvs in Honor of Fred~nck
L.
Moriarp. (Cambridge, M a s : Weston College Press, 1973), 135-143
">

title of the psalm has it: "A Psalm: A Song at the Dedication of the
House"; A Psalrn of " D a ~ i d . " ~
This notion of hallowing God's name in Ongen's Peri Euches is decidedly individuaiistic
and intemal to the believer. Origen's individualism shows a concern for individual
prayer and the relationship of a believer with God. This is a strong statement on his

concept and practice of prayer.

IV. "Thy kingdom cornen3'
In Tertullian's account of the Lord's Prayer, he reverses the order of this clause
with the one that usually follows it, "Thy will be done in heaven and on earth."
Tertullian gives no indication that such a reversal has taken place. There are, therefore,
two options lefi to explain this apparent error. Tertullian could have simply metathesised

these two lines, forgetting which order they usually followed. The second explanation
may involve the text upon which Tertullian was basing his discussion. Perhaps in the

versions o f the Bible available to him, these two lines had been switched. Whatever the
reason, the discussion wiil follow the order of "Thy kingdom corne" followed by "Thy
will be done, as in heaven, so on earth".

In the discussion of this clause, Tertullian has a decidedly eschatologicai focus.

He begins with the notion of God's kingdom coming in his people referring to Proverbs
2 1 :1, "For, when does God not reign, 'in whose hand is the heart of every king'?*32

Notice that Tertullian is defining God's kingdom not in spatial terms but in ethical terms.

-'O

Origen, "On Prayer," 287-8. (P.E. 24.4)
Veniar regnum ruum (De Orai. 5.1 ). Origen: 'EABÉm
Tertullian, "Prayer," 163. (De Orar. 5.1 )

''Tertullian:

''
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God's kingdorn is where his rule is made manifest. Tertullian tums this inward "now"
experience to an eschatological focus when he daims, "we direct o w hope toward Him,
and we attribute to Him what we expect fkom HirnmW3?
What is that which believers
expect of God? It is the coming of his kingdom which "tends toward the consummation
of the world" (De Oratione S. 1). Thus, Tertullian sees the Christian's hope in God's

kingdom coming sooner rather than later. Tertullian's focus on the kingdom being made
manifest in some end time bears slender parailels with the Stoic notion of a final
conflagration. The chief difference between the two is that the Christian notion of the
end still retains the individuality of persons and the continuation of creation, albeit in a

modified f o m ; whereas, the Stoic conflagration meant the destruction or melting down of

the created order. This conflagration entailed the destruction of any personal
consciences.
Origen's view on îhis clause is different. lnstead of an eschatological focus,
Origen focuses on Christ's statements in Luke 17:20-2 1 about the kingdom of God being
within believers. Thus, Origen defines the coming kingdom in this way, "And 1 think
that by God's kingdom is meant the blessed state of the reason and the ordered condition

of wise thoughts; while by Christ's kingdom is meant the words that go forth for the
salvation of those who hear them and the works of righteousness and the 0 t h virtues
which are being a~complished."~
Origen's discussion on the coming kingdom is fiaught
with Platonic notion of the ascent of the sou1 fiom its failen state back to perfection.

Although Origen views the kingdom as decidedly immanent and spiritual he does not

163. (De Oral. 5.1)
Origen, "On Prayer," 289. (P.E. 25.1)

" Ibid.,
?1

believe that it is fully realised in believers. He writes in Peri Euches 25.2, "As we
advance unceasingly 'the kingdom of God' that is in us will reach its highest point, when
that which was spoken by the apostle is fùlfilled, that Christ, when al1 enemies 'have been
subjected unto him,' shall 'deliver up the kingdom to God, even the Father, that God may
be al1 in ail."';' So one sees the two foci o f the kingdom which are held in tension by
theologians to the present day: the kingdom is already here; yet it is not fully realised.
Origen stresses its present/future nature while Tertullian focuses more upon its
consummation, Origen's notion of the kingdom certainly affects his concept of prayer in
that the individual believer can seek through prayer to have Christ's reign in his or her
own life brought to complete fniition. Tertullian's notion of an eschatological kingdom
also shows influence on his understanding of prayer in that he sees this clause of the
Lord's Prayer directing believers towards fùture fùlfilment.

V. "Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on earthn36
Since Tertullian places this clause before the previous one in his account of the
Lord's Prayer, he misses the point to which Origen draws attention. Ongen sees the
clause "as in heaven, so on earth" as applying to the first three petitions. Thus, Origen
writes, "Hallowed be thy name, as in heaven, so on earth; Thy kingdom corne, as in
heaven, so on earth; Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on earth.'"'

There are two major

Ibid.,290 (P.E. 25.2)
Tertullian: Fiut voluntas tua in caelis et in terra. Origen: r e m -

okpav@ ai E m fi<.
" Ongen, "On Prayer," 292. (P.E. 26.2)
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issues in this petition. The first concems the nature of the will of God. The second
addresses what the phrase "as in heaven, so on earth" actually means.

One should recall that the Stoics placed great importance on virtue, as did
Terhillian. It should hardly be surprising then that Tertullian makes reference to
following the teachings o f Christ. In De Oratione 4.2, one reads, "Now, what does Goci
will but that we walk according to His teachings?", the fullness of which is the salvation
of al1 those God "has adopted as His ~hildren,"'~Tertullian also holds up Christ as one
who perfectly lived within the Father's will- Furthemore, when believers ask that God's

will be done they are wishing well on thernselves since God's will is perfect. Tertullian
concludes that God's will does not exclude those living in it fiom adversity-Christ, in
fact suffered tembly though he was in G d ' s perfect will-instead

this petition calls

believers to "patient endurance" (De Oratione 4.5). Also Osborn has noted Tertullian's
fondness for paradox and sees an example of it in De Uratione 4.5." For example
Tertullian writes, "He [Jesus] Himself was the will and powet of the Father, yet He
surrendered Himself to the will of His Father to indicate the patient endurance which is
rightly due.'"O This is indeed a paradox, the one who had divine prerogatives became
subject to the divine. 1s this an example of Stoic influence or the sort of paradox reflected
by Philippians 25-1 l ? Ultimately, one has to determine whether the Philippians passage
is indebted to Stoic paradox or is simply a parallel of the sort of Stoic love of paradox

common throughout the ancient world. Whatever one concludes on this particular point,
overall it becomes apparent that Terhillian's understanding of God's will affects his
Tertullian, "Proyer," 162. (De Oral. 4.2)
Osbom, Tertitllian Firsr Theologian ofthe West, 144.

notion of prayer since he tells believers to pray for endurance in suffering rather than
deliverance fiom it.
Origen provides what he sees as the nature of Goci's wiil when he wrîtes:
[Elvery member of the Church ought to pray that he may so achieve 'the'
Father's 'will' as Christ achieved it, who came to 'do the will' of his
Father and 'accomplished' it in its entirety. For it is possible by being
'joined unto' him to become 'one spirit' with him, in this way achieving
'the will,' in order that 'as' it has been accompiished 'in heaven,' so it may
also be accomplished 'on earth.'"
So for Origen, the will of God is that people become Christiike. Ongen's language
connotes more of a mystical joining of the believer to Christ rather than a mimetic
relationship of the believer to Christ. Origen would have believers ask for union with
Christ rather than the forbearance to endure and follow in Christ's way.
Both Tertullian and Ofigen engage in allegory to expiain what the Lord's Prayer

means by "as in heaven, so on earth." Tertullian thus writes, "For, by a figwe of speech,
under the symbol of flesh and spint we represent heaven and earth.'"'

He, however, is

quick to note that even a literal reading would give a similar meaning to the petition. In
this place in De Oratione,O' Malley points out that Tertullian sometimes offers a deep
interpretation and then proceeds to show that the simple reading of a text is preferable?

Thus in discussing the meaning of "thy will be done in heaven and on earth", Tertullian
reasons that "even if this [phrase] is to be understwd literally, the sense of the petition is
the same, namely, that the will of God be done in us on earth, in order that is may be done

[by us] also in heaven. Now what does G d will but that we walk acçording to His
40
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Tertullian, "Prayer," 162. (De Orat. 4.5)
Origen, "On Prayer." 292-3. (P.E. 26.3)
Tertullian, "Prayer," 161. (De Oral. 4.1 )

teaching?'"" This is the plain, sensible reading o f the dominical phrase. This passage is a
good example o f TertuIlian's literal exegesis in that he shows a preference for the literal
sense of Scripture over its spiritual sense. Tertullian sees heaven and earth as referring to
two aspects of human beings, the mundane and the spiritual.
On the other hand, Origen's problem with God's will being done in heaven as on
earth stems from the notion that heaven itself still contains "~pirïtualhosts of

wickedness.'"

So Origen adopts an allegorical interpretation to make sense of what

seems a nonsensical understanding o f this petition. He allegonses heaven to mean Christ
and earth to mean the Church. So now the petition makes more sense when understood

this way. As God's will is done in Christ, so it should be done in the Church. This
interpretation does not fit within Origen's typical individuatistic interpretations and so it
should be noted. In îûrther reflection, Ongen also notes that in this petition Christ is
urging believers not to pray for earthly things which are infenor, but that earthly things
should be made better. His logic is very interesting at this point. It betrays a certain
Stoic flavour to it. One should reçall the first Stoic argument o f logic: if the first, then
the second; the first, therefore, the second? In this case the first proposition is "the will
of God on an earthly thing", the second proposition is "the transformation from earthiy to

heavenly". The following quotation shows a few such deductions:

'' O'Malley, 169.
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Tertullian, "Prayer," 1 6 1 -2 (De Oral. 4.2) The words used by Ternillian to designate a literal
understmding are simplicirer intellegendum.
Origen, "On Prayer," 292. (P.E. 26.3). In this Origen refers to Ephesians 6: 12 which States, "For our

"'

struggle is not against enemies of blood and flesh, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the
cosmic powers of this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of eM1 in the heavedy places." (NRSV)
" Robert H. Ayers, Language, Logic. and Reason in the Church Fathers: A Studv of Tertuliian. Augustine,
and Aquinas, Altertumswissenschafiliche Texte und Studien. Band VI. (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag,
1979), 1 7. Ayers labels this Stoic argument modus ponens.

For if, according to this interpretation, the 'will' of God is so 'done on
earth as is in heaven,' the earth will not remain earth. To take a clearer
exarnple. I f the 'will' of God were to be 'done' for the Iicentious as it had
been 'done' for the temperate, the licentious will be temperate; or if the
'will' of God were so to be 'done' for the unjust as it had been 'done' for
the just, the unjust will be just. Therefore, if the 'will' of God is 'done on
earth as in heaven,' we shall al1 be 'heaven' : for 'the flesh,' which does
'not profit,' 'and blood,' which is akin to it, 'cannot inherit the kingdom of
God,' but they would be said to inherit it, were they to change from flesh
and earth and dust and blood to the heavenly substance."
So Tertullian and Ongen conceiveci of heaven and earth in different ways. Tertullian saw

these two notions reflecting two parts of human nature (the material and the spiritual)
whereas Origen saw heaven reflecting both Christ and Christlikeness while earth
represented the Church as well as inferior, material things. Origen's hermeneutic and
philosophical understandings have influenced his concept of prayer. He sees praying for
God's will in heaven as on earth as a request for transformation fiom the earthly to the
heavenly. In contrast, Tertutlian's hermeneutic has played a major part in determining the
meaning of this passage. Consequently his understanding of prayer is influenced in that
heaven and earth are simply states-of-being that believers must be concemed about in
prayer.

VI. "Give us this day Our daily breadOf any section in the Lord's Prayer, this petition seemingly shows the -test

diversity in treatment by Origen and Tertullian. Tertullian deals with this section in a

'' Origen, "On Prayer," 294-5. (P.E. 26.6) One should recall that Middle Platonisrn is an amalgam of
vanous philosophies. Stoic allegory influenced Origen as did Stoic logic (See Ronald Heine's "Stoic Logic
as Handmaid to Exegesis in Origen's Commentary on the Gospel of John")
4s
Tertullian: panem nostrum quotidianum da nobis hodie (De Orat. 6.2); Origen:

&moimou&ç Qpîv m p ~ p o v(P.E. 27.1 )
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compact, laconic manner. Origen, on the other hand, seerns to exercise his training as a
grammarian here in a comprehensive manner. Whereas Origen s m s to want to plunge
into the depths of the curious word kmobaiov; Tertullian passes over its Latin
equivalent, quotidianum, without wmment. This Greek word, which is very rare, has
been problematic to many scholar~.'~
Tertullian was most likely aware o f the Greek
version of this prayer-given

his fluency in Greekm-why does he not deal with the

thorny issue of this word? Perhaps he does. In De Oratione 6.2 he writes, "Therefore,
when we ask for our daily [quotidianum] bread, we are asking to live forever in Christ

and to be inseparably united with his bo~iy."~'There is most likely some importance
attached to the wording of the prayer here wherein Tertullian uses quotidianum rather
than supersubstantialim. Quotidianum appears to stress the ongoing provision by God for
the needs of his people. Tertullian seems to be saying that he understands Christ as the
source of eternal life and the bread mention4 in this petition is Christ himself. Hanson
also notes Tertullian takes "Give us this day our daily bread" to mean Christ who is the
bread of life.5' This is a clear example of allegory. 1s this understanding fùndamentally
di fferent from Origen?

O Vthe word o b d a (Peri Euches 27.7). Stead has
Origen links B ~ O ~ with
noted that Origen's discussion of ousia in Peri Euches 27.8 parallels that of Philo and
& m o h o vis a hapar legomena. Its etymological derivation is questionable. Cullmann discusses the
meaning of this word in his book (52-4). He concludes that the word most likely means "for tomonow"
but notes that Jerome translated it as supersubstanfiaik (i-e.supematural). The notion of supematural
bread took on a Eucharistic connotation. See Cullmann, 52-4.
Adhémar d'Ales. La Théologie de Tertullien. 2e éd. (Paris: Beauchesne, 1905), 23 1. d'Alès writes about
Tertullian, "11 possédait fort bien le grec, puisqu'il était capable d'écrire des livres en cette langue; et il s'en
servait pour l'étude de l'Écriture sainte."
'' Tertullian, "Prayer," 164. (De Orat. 6.2)
49

Middle Platonist ~ r i t e r s .Origen
~ ~ contrasts two d i f k e n t notions of ousia. The first he
mentions is the Platonic notion of forms. He writes, "The word 'substance* (ousia)in its
proper sense is comrnonly used of incorporeal things by those who maintain that the
reality of incorporeal things is primary, such things having stable existence, not admitting

of addition nor suffering d i m i n u t i ~ n . ' However,
~
Ongen aiso points to the Stoic notion
of the ousia-that

being a material notion. Origen thus writes about such a concept of

ousia:

[Forthem] substance is the prime matter of existents, and the source of
existents; the matter of bodies, and the source of bodies; of things named;
or it is the first substrate, without quality, or the antecedents of existents;
or that which receives al1 changes or alterations but it is itself subject to no
alteration according to the proper notion of the term; or else that which
persists through al1 alteration or change.55
Stead points out that in the discussion in Peri Euches 27.8, Origen does not use ousia in
its normally understood sense but instead uses it as a "mass term." So Stead writes, "One
is considering, on the one hand, the realm of intelligible realities taken as a whoie, and on

the other, corporeal reaIity, taken again as a wh01e."~ Does Origen prefer one or the
other of these ideas here? One must recall that Origen tends to favour the spiritual
meaning of a text. In fact, he refers to some passages in John 6 which he daims that
Christ urges his audience to seek bread fkom heaven?' So in Peri Euches 27.9 Ongen

'' Hanson, 'Notes and Studies", 274.
'' Christopher Stead, Philosophy in Christian Anfiqui-,

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995),

164.

Ongen, "On Prayer." 298. (P.E. 27.8)

'' Ibid., 299. (P-E.27.8)

Stead, 164.
Ongen refers to John 6:24-58 in Per; Euches 27.2-4. In this stov the crowds who have k e n fed by
Jesus seek to make him their king. Jesus replies that they need bread from heaven, which he equates with
hirnself. This passage juxtaposes the spiritual concems expressed by lesus with the material coacems of
the crowd. Origen thus adopts Jesus' spiritual interest when he discusses this clause from the Lord's
Prayer.
"

writes, 'ive have shown that the different meanings of ousia are to be distinguished, and
since in the preceding discussion we saw that the 'bread' for which we are to ask is

'spiritual', we must needs form a conception of the ousia which is akin to that o f the
'bread.

111~4

Origen tends to favour an immaterial understanding of spirit as was shown

above with respect to his conception of God, thus one may tentatively conclude that
Origen leans more toward the Platonic notion of ousia here?
For Origen, the E ~ O ~ bread
O V nourishes those who partake of it spiritually.
Origen writes in Peri Euches 27.9 about this bread, "it provides at once health and vigour
and strength to the sou1 and imparts a share of its own irnrnortality (for the word of God

is immortal) to him who eats it.'"") Thus far, Tertullian and Origen seem to be in
agreement in that both see this i-moi>olovbread as providing eternal life. Does Ongen
also see Christ as this E ~ o U O ~ O bread?
V
It would appear that Origen afirms this notion
as well because he quotes John 6 5 8 with approval in Peri Euches 27.4. One difference

that is apparent in their treatment of this petition is their understanding of daily

( h o d i e l ~ f i p ~ pTertullian
~).
does not really mention this word at all, but it seems to
have a temporal significance (i.e,, a twenty-four hour period). Origen, however, connects
today with the notion of the present age? Although his discussion on the present age

-

-

- -

--

Origen, "On Prayer," 299. (P.E- 27.9)
Although Henri Crouzel points out with regard to this issue: "Origène ne se prononce pas ici clairement
entre ces deux conceptions. See Crouzel, 22. Peter Widdicombe thinks that Origen leans towards the
Platonic notion o f ousio here (See Widdicombe, 17).
60
Origen, "On Prayer," 300. (P.E. 27.9)
61
Ibid, 302. ( P .E. 27.13) Here Origen writes, "tt is a fiequent custom in the Scnptures to cal1 the whole
age 'today'."

invariably Leads him to discuss coming ages;" it is clear that Origen connects today with
the nourishment fiom

&moixnovbread, which is sufficient for eternaf life and union

with Christ.

Now that these details have been discussed, one should consider the overall
interpretation of this petition by Tertullian and Origen. Tertullian sees divine wisdom in
the ordering of this prayer so that heavenly concms are thus followed by earthly

concerns. One need not assume that the emphasis on earthIy concerns necessarily
presumes a material focus. Tertullian wrïtes that this petition should be understood "in a

spintual sense.'": This spiritual sense was mentioned above; narnely, that this request for
daily bread is actually a request for eternal life and the indivisibility from Christ's body.

Christ's body probabl y refers to the Chwch." Although he interpets this passage
spiritually, his discussion of some parables show a literal reading of the Bible. Thus he
writes in De Omtione 6.3 çoncerning the way in which this petition is to be understood:

Christ commands that we ask for bread, which, for the faiuifùl, is the only
thing necessary, for the pagans seek al1 other things. Thus, too, He
impresses his teaching by exarnples and He instructs by parables, saying,
for example: "Does a father take bread fiom his children and cast it to the
dogs?" And again: "If his son asks him for a loaf, will he hand him a
stone?" He indicates what children expect fiom their father. That cailer,
too, who knocked upon the door in the night was asking for bread.b5
See Peri Euches 27.15. One should recall the Platonic notion of future worlds here. Origen seems to be
raising this idea. Perhaps, though, Origen is simply referrïng to different stages in G d ' s relationship with
humanity (Le. the Mosaic dispensation followed by the age of Christ).
Tertullian, "Prayer," 1 64. (De Orar. 6.2)

"

''

The reason for this supposition fmds its support in De Oratione 2.6 where TertuIlian mentions the
Church as a Mother. Tertullian is using another common image of the Church as the body of Christ.
Rankin's book argues for Temllian's strong theology of the Church. He writes in the concluding chapter
of his book, "We have seen how he maintained a consistent position on the necessary unity, holiness and
apostolicity of the authentic church-the question of catholicity is perhaps another maner-employing a
nurnber of images which, inter alia, underlined these notes of the m e church." ( R e , 199)
Tertullian, "Praver," 164-5. TerniIlian is refening to the parables recorded in Matthew 1526; 7:9;and
Luke 1 1 5 .

''

One must recall that for Tertullian, the literal reading meant that he would read certain

genres with certain expectations. Thus Tertullian r e f a to a number of Jesus' teachings
and parables

Tertullian recognises that parables were stories intended to convey a

deeper meaning. The reason that this should be regarded as a simple reading is that
Tertullian does not read a spiritual meaning into a text, he simply recognises that this

genre will have a deeper meaning. Tertullian's henneneutic and text are both important

factors in his concept of prayer. Quotidianurn rather than supembsfantiaiim indicates a
daily relying on God. His allegorical interpretation of the phrase bolstered by parableswhich by definition reflect a deeper meaning-support

a renunciation of a material sense

to this petition.

Origen views a materialistic interpretation of this petition with disapproval. In
Peri Euches 27.1 he writes, "Since some suppose that we are told to pray concerning
matenal bread, it is right to refbte here their false opinion and to establish the truth
conceming 'the daily bread'?'

Thus, the spiritual interpretation of this petition as

detailed above is hardly surprising. For Origen, it is not the body which needs
nourishment, but the soul. He writes, "But what is more nourishing to the soul than the
Word, and what is more precious to the mind of him who makes room for it than the

b6 De Orat. 6.3: He [lesus] impresses His teaching by examples and He insûucts by parables, saying for
example: 'Does a father take bread from his children and cast it to the dogs?' And again: 'If his son asks
him for a loaf, will he hand him a stone?' He indicates what children expect f?om their father. That caller,
too, who knocked upon the door in the night was asking for bread. Moreover, He has rightly added: 'Give
u s this day' in view of what He had previously said: 'Do not be anxious about tomorrow, what you shall
eat.' To d i i ~idea He also referred in the parable o f that man who, when his crops were plentiful, laid plans
for an addition to his barns and a long-range program of secwîty-though he was destined to die that very
night."
67
Origen, "On Prayer," 295. (P.E. 27.1 )

Wisdom o f God? And what is more appropriate to the rational sou1 than tnith?'""is

is

a place in which Origen's philosophical presuppositions influence his notion of prayer.

People do not pray for material benefit but for spiritual f d i n g .

VIL "Forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven Our debtorsmp

Tertullian deals with this petition in a very straightforward manner, whereas
Ongen considers it fiom various aspects. Tertullian points out that the word debr (debita)
is a biblical analogy for sin since, "when a man owes something to a judge and payment
is exacted from him, he does not escape the just demand unless excused edom the

payment of the debt."" Origen focuses on the notion of debts meaning that people owe
things to various people. Thus, Origen sees that the believer owes a debt to fellow
Christians (P.E. 28.2); to fellow citizens (P.E. 28.2); to al1 people (P.E. 28.2); to himself
or herself (P.E. 28.2); to God (P.E. 28.3); to Christ (P.E. 28.3); to the Holy Spirit (P.E.
28.3); to one's own personal angel (P.E. 28.3); and, to the whole world (P.E. 28.3).

Furthemore, Origen specifies certain debts which various offices in the Church and
familial roles owe. He then cites widows, deacons, presbyters, and bishops as owing
debts. As well, he sees that husbands and wives owe debts to each other. He concludes
by writing, "in life there is not an hour of the night or the day that we do not owe

something.""

It becomes apparent in this discussion that Ongen has conflated the idea o f

" "id., 296. (P.E. 27.2)

'' Tertullian:

Dimitti nobis debira nostra. [sicur] nos guoque remifrimusdebiroribus nostris (De Orut. 7.1
and 2 ) . Origen: K a i &+ES Ofiv TÙ bt$&zAipara Qp6v. c b ~
rai Q p î Clmrapv
~
so?~
b$&ikktaiç i-pciiv (P.E. 28.1 ).
'O Tertullian, "Prayer," 165. (De Orat. 7 . 2 )
71
Origen, "On Prayer," 307.(P.E. 28.4)

sin as debt with obligations which people have with society around hem and with God.
For Origen a debt is expected behaviour because of who one is. Thus, in respect to a
person's debt to the three persons o f the Trinity, Origen writes:
And above all, since we are the 'workmanship' and 'thing formed' of God
that surpasses al1 else, 'we owe' it to maintain a certain disposition
towards him, and that love which is 'with d l the heart, and with al1 the
strength, and with al1 the mind' ; which things if we do not rightly perform,
we rernain 'debtors' to God, siming towards the Lord . - . .Moreover,
since Christ bought us 'with his own blood,' 'we are debtors,' even as
every servant is the 'debtor' of him who bought so much a sum of money
as was given for him. We also incw a debt to 'the Holy Spirit,' which is
paid when we do not 'grieve' him?
Origen's concept of debt being behaviour that one owes to someone else seems to dwell

more upon the complex tangle of societal obligations rather than the grace of God.
The second part of this petition is similarly addressed by Tertullian and Origen.
Here is an example of a simple reading of Scripture reflecting the style and context of a
passage being brought to bear on its interpretation. They cite the parable of the servant

fieed from his debt who in twn ref'üses to forgive the debt owed to him (Matthew 18: 25-

35). One will recall that a servant owed his master a great sum of money for which he
begged forgiveness fiom his master. The master acted graciously but soon afterward, this
servant refùsed to show the same mercy to a feI1ow servant who owed him a much
smaller sum of money. In response, the master thus reinstated the debt and threw the
unmercihl servant into prison. TertuIlian sees the point of this parable to be that Christ
intended for people who have tasted of divine forgiveness similarly to extend forgiveness
to those who have wronged them (De Orrrtione 7.2). Origen agrees with Tertuliian's

interpretation. They both point out that one ought to forgive a person for the same

offence if need be. In this way he demonstrates that he is cognisant of the stylistic issues
involved in the interpretation of parables.- As well, Tertullian sees Jesus' injunction to
Peter to forgive seventy times seven (Matthew 18:22) as an improvernent over the Old
Testament law which recordai vengeance wrought on Cain's behalf seven times over and
on Lamech's behalf seventy times seven (Genesis 4: 15,24). So Tertullian was placing
the injunction to forgive within the context of al1 Scripture. He was also wntrasting the
teachings of Jesus with the Law and showing Jesus' teaching to be superior. Tertullian's
version of the Lord's Prayer diffws fiom the Vulgate in this clause. Whereas the Vulgate
has dimisirnlrs; Tertullian has rernittimus." The words are roughl y synonymous as can be
seen in the fact that Tertullian uses dimitte in the first clause o f ibis petition. However,
rernittimus is a present tense verb while the Vulgate's dimisimus is a perfect. This

distinction is important in Tertullian's concept of prayer since h e sees the Christian's task
of forgiving one's debtors as an ongoing process while the Vulgate's choice of words
indicates an action that is already complete.'* The only addition that Origen offers to this
discussion is an interesting psychological insight: "lt is not we who are harsh towards
those who do not repent; rather, such persons are wicked to their own hurt: for 'he that
refuseth correction hateth hirn~elf."'~
This petition seems to be one in which the two authors seem most in agreement.
Strangely, Origen lays greater stress on proper living than Tertullian. It is not that Origen
-

(P.E. 28.3)
-- See the discussion
above in section VI. footnote 63 as well as the discussioa concemuig the parable of

" fbid., 306.
''

the unmercifiil servant in this paragraph.
" See footnote 1 of this chapter.
3 5 The Greek word used is &@qicbtt.~&v.This verb is in the aonst tense. Its aspect is undefieci. It would
appear that Latin translators had to decide whether a present verb or a perfect verb would best render the
intended meaning o f the verb here.

is some great antinomian. In fact Origen himself was known for an ascetic life;"
however, TertuIlian was much better known for his moralistic rigor. In the final section

in his chapter on this petition, Origen discusses briefly the notion that some sins are

unpardonable. He decries those people who arrogate the priestly power to pronounce
forgiveness for such sins. Modem teaders may be surprised that this list includes:
idolatry, adultery, and fornication. Tertullian's literal hermeneutic stresses the scriptural
idiom of debt meaning sin. He urges his audience to confess to God in prayer and show
equal forbearance to those who have grieved them. Origen's understanding o f debt is
more concerned with how one ought to be disposed towards God. With such an
understanding, a prayer for forgiveness is more o f an acknowledgement of not being in

union with God.

'' Ibid., 308. (P.E. 28.7)
-"

Eusebius has written about Origen's lifestyle: "Many years he continued to lead this life of philosophy,
cornpletely removing al1 the incentives to youthfiil passions fiom him, d h g the whole day undergoing no
mfling amount of laborious exercise, and at night devoting himsetf the most of the t h e to the study of the
holy Scriptures, and restraining himself, as far as possible, by a most rigid and philosophical life.
Sornetirnes he was exercised in the discipline of fasting; then, again, at night, he limited his times for sleep,
which, in consequence of his great zeal, he never enjoyed on his bed, but upon the bare ground. But, most
of al], he thought that the evangelical precepts of our Saviour should be observed, in which he exhorts that
we should not have two coats, nor make use of shoes, nor pass our time in cares for the hture. But
indulging, also, an ardour greater than his years, he persevered in cold and nakedness; and advancing to the
greatest extremes of poverty, astonished, most of all, his nearest fnends.. ..In presenting such specimens of
ascetic life to the beholders, he naturally induced many of his visiters [sic] to pursue the same course."
Eusebius Pamphilius, Ecclesiastical Hisroty, crans. Christian Frederick Cruse, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book
House, 1995 rqrint), 22 1-2. (Eccl. Hist. 6.3.9ff) As well, Louis Bouyer points to Origen's 27th HomiIy on
Numbet-s as demonstrating the basis for Origen's asceticism. In this homily Ongen sets out the justification
for the ascetic Iife as an imitation and participation in the life of Christ. Only as one renounces eanhly
desires can this goal be realised (Hom.Numb.33.1-3). See Louis Bouyer, The Spiriruality of the New
Testament and the Fathers. A History of Christian SpYituality. Volume 1. Tram. Mary P. Ryan. (New
York: Seabury Press, 1963)-287-9.

VIII. "And bring us not into temptation, but deiiver us from the ev2 onem
Tertullian offers a short interpretation of this petition in the following words,

"'Lead u s not into temptation,' that is, do not dlow us to be led by the Tempter.'" Tilley
sees De Oratione 8 as an example of Tertullian recognising that a figure o f speech should
not be taken literally.dOTertullian quickly dismisses the notion that the Lord is the one
who tempts his people. He attributes temptation to the Devil; whereas, events like God
commanding Abraham to sacrifice Isaac are not ternptations but proving grounds for
faith. This section not only shows a literal reading encompassing the style of a particular
idiom (i.e.,a figure of speech) but aIso dernonstrates Tertullian's ability to put events into
a context when he is discussing them. Tilley, again, points to De Oratione 8.5 as an
indication of contextualisation wherein Terhillian writes, "This passage He confirms @y
His words to His Apostles] later when He says: 'Pray that you may not enter into

temptation.' They were so tempted to desert their Lord because they indulged in sleep
instead o f prayer.'"' Here, Tertullian's henneneutic influences the idea that prayer is a
way to avoid temptation. One should also note that Tertullian uses deuehe in this petition

as opposed to the Vulgate's libera. Both verbs are present imperatives and have similar
semantic connotations. Deuehe in this phrase would mean something like "take us away

fiom evil." Libera would mean "fke us tiom evil." Tertullian's choice o f word here
seems to draw more attention to a removal fiom evil rather than the Vulgate's ernphasis

'' Tertullian:

Ne nos ind~icasin remptaionem, sed deuehe nos a ma10 (De Orat. 8.1 and 6j. Origen: K a i
pq & i a & v & ySpâq
q ~ &iç~rêipotapbv.&AAa p w a r Qpâqdrrrb & n
o*
(P.E. 29.1).
'"Tertullian, "Prayer," 166. (De Orar. 8.1 )
Tilley, 37.
SI
Tertullian, "Prayer," 167 (De Oral. 8.5)

on power over evil. One should not place too much importance on the difference o f
wording here.
Origen, on the other hand, writes voluminously on the omnipresence of
temptation for peopfe. His thesis is that al1 of life upon earth is a temptation." He then
examines how poor people, rich people, healthy people, sick people, famous people,
aristocratic people, as well as those o f a meaner station ali can succumb to temptation

(PeriEuches 29.6-8). H e fùrther specifies that even those who spend their time studying
Scripture can fa11 to the temptation o f heretical ideas (PeriEuches 29.10). Therefore,

since al1 of life is filled with temptation, Origen concludes, "We ought therefore to pray,
not that we may not be tempted (for that cannot be), but that we may not be encompassed
by temptation, a thing that happens to those who are held fast by it and o ~ e r c o m e . ' ~ ~

Origen then raises the problem of those passages in the Bible in which God seems
to be leading people into ternptati~n.~'In effect, Origen argues that when people seern to
have desires that will lead them to a place in which they are tempted, God gives them
what they want. Origen's argument seems to stem fiom Middle Platonism's ideas

surrounding the "fall" of souls fiom some pre-mundane state to the material realm. Harl
sees the expression r6p0v ha@îv (to be satiated) in Peri Euches 29.14 as indication of
Origen's doctrine of the fa11 of souIs. This portion of Peri Euches concerns G d granting
meat to the children of Israel in the desert for an entire month. Hari notes that Origen
-

'' See Peri Eucj~es29.2-9. Origen is referring to job 7: 1, ' " l r 6 ~ ~ p 0WL
v
ILÊZ~T@LO
~Q
VT L YO pi0ç
6 v drvûp~3lrovE m m ç . ( P L29.2) In Pen Euches 29.3, Origen quotes fiom Judith 8:26-7 in order to
establish his p o k t that Scnpture has a bewiidering way o f talking about God tempting people, in this
instance, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob are said to be objects of God's tempting.
Ibid., 3 14-5. (P.E. 29.1 1)

''

rasons that the hyper-abundance of meat was God giving so much meat to eat that the
object of their desire (rneat) was no longer what they desireci." One should recall that one
reason Middle Platonists gave for the fa11 of souls was a neglect or a satiety of those
rational beings. Origen is using the sarne idea to show that God sometimes gives the
object of desire in such an arnount that it no longer is desired by the soul. Thus, Origen
concludes, "yoii may then, having corne to hate that which you did desire, be able to
retrace the paths towards beauty and that heavenly food, which you once despised when
you yearned after evil things.'""~

well, in Peri Euches 29.13 Origen also shows the

doctrine of the fa11 of souls. He writes, "1 verily believe that God orders every rational

soul with a view to its eternal life, and that it always maintains its fiee will, and of its own
motion either mounts ever higher and higher until it reaches the pimacle of virtue, or on
the contrary descends through carelessness to this or that excess of wickedness.'~' It

should hardly be surprising that the notion of the fa11 of souls if it were to appear in this
writing would appear in Origen's discussion on "Bring us not into temptation." So Origen
sees temptation as a usefid tool since it also reveals the ûue nature of a p e r ~ o n .The
~~
Platonic notion of the fa11 of souls has an impact on Origen's understanding of prayer in
that Origen shows that if people ask God for what is not fitting, God may provide it to

'' He cites fiom Romans 1:22-28 in which God is said to have abandoned people to their evil desires as
well as the problem of God hardening Pharoah's heart (Ex. 9: 12,35; 10: 1,20,27; 1 1: 10).
Marguerite Harl, "Recherches sur I'origenisme d'Origène la 'satiété' (K-)
de la contemplation
comme motif de la chu te des âmes" in Le dechieetnent du sens: érudes sur I 'henneneurique chretienne
d'Origène à Gregoire de &sse, (Paris: Institut d'études augustiniennes, 1993)' 202.
36 Origen, "On Prayer," 3 17. (P.E. 29.14) This entire section is fraught with language that indicates a fall
into evil or desire.
" Ibid, 3 16. (P.E. 29.13)
'"lob
was tempted to curse God but did not thus revealing a tmly righteous man. Cain yielded to the
temptation to rnurder his brother, Abel, thus revealing his wickedness (cf:P.E. 29.18).

''

such a degree that they will won despise it and seek afier the spiritual blessings that G d

wmts to give. Here Ongen shows what is appropriate to ask fiom God.

When Origen finally discusses the clause, "Deliver us fiom the evil one'' in Peri
Ertches 30, one can see that he also sees this clause as an elucidation of the first one in

much the same way as Tertullian perceived it. He refers approvingly to Luke's rendering
of the Lord's Prayer which omits this clause. However, instead of Tertullian's focus on

the Devil as the originator of temptation, Origen rernains focused on life as a temptation.
He writes, "But God 'delivers us fiom the evil one,' not when the enemy that wrestles
against us in no way attacks us by any of his methods whatsoever or by the ministers of
his will, but when we conquer bravely, taking a firm stand against circ~mstances.'~~
Origen finishes his discussion in a philosophical mode. He believes that the best way to
overcome temptation is through "inspired and saving thoughts, which are stamped by the
contemplation of the tnith upon the soul of him who trains himself to be pint tu al.'^
Even though this petition asks God to deliver those who pray from evil and not to lead

them into temptation, Origen still sees a very large role for humanity in the equation. It
appears that the truly spiritual person can train himself or herself rationally to stand up to
temptation and overcome it. Perhaps this reflects the Platonic notion of the ascent of the
soul to perfection. A reader of these two works is no doubt stnick by Origen's effluence
of words especially compared to the relative paucity of words expressed by Tertullian.
Ongen's concept of prayer with respect to temptation is certainly influenced by his

S9 Origen, "On Prayer," 32 1 . (P.E. 30.1 ) The familiar refrain, "The Devil made me do it" would fmd no
sympathetic ear with Origen. Even if the origin of the temptation was demonic, Ongen stilf sees it as the

individual's responsibility to bear up under temptation.
w' (bill., 322. (P.E. 30.3)

philosophical presuppositions, especially with his focus on individual responsibility in
spiritual discipline.

IX. Concluding Thoughts

In De Oratione 9 and Peri Euches 34, Tertullian and Origen conclude their
writing on the Lord's Prayer. Tertullian offers a brief outburst of praise for the beauty of

the words of the Lord's Prayer and the teachings of Christ that have been elucidated in his
discussion. Origen 's concluding thoughts are matter of fact. As weil, he is hoping to be
able to return to the question of prayer at another time in order to give it a more
comprehensive treatment.
Most iniportantly, however, are the questions being explored in this thesis. Do

Origen's and Tertullian's presuppositions affect the way in which they treat the Lord's
Prayer especially with respect to their understanding and practice of prayer? The petition
by petition cornparison of the Lord's Prayer has reveaied that Origen repeatedly had

recourse to philosophical notions comrnon to Middle Platonism. One saw that the idea o f
the ascent of the sou1 to perfection is a common underlying theme. There were instances

in which Origen seemed to use Stoic logic in his argument. Furthemore, the ideas of the
descent of souls-that

is, their Fall-can be seen at one point in this treatment of the

Lord's Prayer as well as a general Platonic denigration of the material realm. Various
examples of Origen's spiritual interpretation were highlighted. This portion of Peri
Euches is f i k d with biblical references. The Gospels are well used in this section,

particularly Matthew and John (7 1% of al1 occurrences of Matthew in Peri Euches; for

Mark, 36%; for Luke, 45%; and for John, 75%). With respect to the Old Testament,

Psalms are by far the most commonly cited book (46% of al1 occmences). The

apocryphal books (by modern Protestant standards) of Tobit and Judith are used in his
discussion of the Lord's Prayer.
Tertullian's propensity towards the Iiteral meaning of Scripture is reflected in his
discussion. His comrnentary is much shorter than Origen's. He clearly did not feel
compelled to deal with the topic voluminously since the scriptural passages which he
cited could generally speak for themselves. There are a few occasions where Tertullian
feels compelled to adopt an allegorical interpretation (Le. his treatment of heaven and
earth and the question of daily bread), but these are the exception rather than his

preference. Little Stoic influence is present in his discussion o f the Lord's Prayer.
Tertullian's use of Scripture is not nearly as prolific as that of Origen's yet in his
discussion of the Lord's Prayer, the Gospels are well represented (63% of al1 refetences
to Matthew occur in De Oratione 2-9; 63% of al1 references to Mark; 70% of al1
references to Luke; 59% of al1 references to John). This cornparison of Tertullian's and
Origen's treatment has yielded interesting results. Their presuppositions seem to have
influenced the way in which they comrnented on the Lord's Prayer as they relate to their
understanding and practice of prayer.

CHAPTER 4
COMMON TOPICS IN TERTULLIAN'S AND ORIGEN'S
DISCUSSION ON PRAYER
1.

Opening Remarks

Less than half of Tertullian's De Oratione and Origen's Peri Euches is devoted to
a discussion of the Lord's Prayer. What are the other areas of interest for these two

authors? This chapter will explore topics relateci to the practice of prayer which the two
authors share in cornmon. The next chapter will examine aspects of their discussions
which are unique to each author. It should not be surprising that there is some overlap in

a topical discussion of prayer, nor should one be startled that each author has his own
particular topics for discussion. This chapter will focus on four areas which the authors
treat in common: opening remarks to prayer; the emotional attitude needed in prayer, the
physical characteristics of those who pray; and, the spiritual meaning and efficacy of
prayer.

II. Openhg Remarks to Prayer
Tertullian's opening rernarks on prayer stress the disjunction between the old and
new covenants. He claims that whatever was the standard in old days was abolished (like
circumcision), completed (like the Law), fblfilled (like prophecies), or perfected (like

faith).' He contrasts the new spiritual age with the older w n a l age. He irnmediately
cites the Lord's Prayer as dernonstrating the threefold grace of God in Christ-that

is,

"the Spirit of God and the Word of God and the Reason of Goci."' Tertullian, after
showing the superiority of Christ to John the Baptist with respect to prayer, sees three
important niles that Christ gave conceming prayer. First, prayer must be in secret so that
by faith those who pray may believe that God hears prayers ûom every place. As well,

prayer in secret ensures that modesty prevails and homage is rendered to God alone (De
Orarione 1 -4). Second, prayer must be laconic. The reason Tertullian provides seems to
be concerned with God's knowledge as well as care for his ~reatures.~
Third, the Lord's

Prayer shows the proper duties attendant on prayer, worship and supplication addressed
to God (De Orutione 1.6). As well, these opening comments indicate that Tertullian

engaged in spiritual interpretation of Scripture. He writes, "Yet, that concise phrase
which forms the third point of His teaching rests for support upon a profound and

effective figure of speech: the thought compressed within such few words carries a flood
of meaning to the mind.'" So Tertullian sees the entire Lord's Prayer as a figure of

speech summarising the entire Gospel. His pnmary claim centres around a deeper
meaning connected to the words of the Lord's Prayer. In fact, this deeper meaning to the
words of the Lord's Prayer is a justification for any c o m m e n t a . that he would offer on it.
The question of Tertullian's audience is most appropnately addressed here.
Tertullian's audience would have been a local body of people. He was addressing typical
See Tertullian, "Prayer," tram. Emily Joseph Daly, in Disciplinary. Moral and Ascerical Workr, (New
York: Fathers o f the Church, Inc., 1959). 157. (De Orar- 1.1)
Ibid., 158. ( D e Orar. 1.2)
Ibid., 159. ( D e Orar. 1.5) Tertullian writes, "We should not think that the Lord is to be approached with a
barrage of words since we are certain that of His own accord He has regard for His creahlres."

Christians with certain understandings of prayer. The present author sees no reason to

disagree witb Robert Sider's assessrnent of this work. Sider sees a homiletical structure
in De Oratione. The structure of the work is imprecise. So Sider writes, "A subject

originally deIivered as a homily has been published not only with traces of its homiletical

spontaneity but possibly with additions not tiitly assimilated into the original text? One
thing that appears somewhat strange in this introduction concerns a shift in focus in
which Tertullian seems to be thinking more of individual devotional prayer; whereas, he
later addresses issues much more appropriate to litwgical practices of the Church.
The reader of Origen's first two chapters of Peri Euches will notice a decidedly
different focus fiom that o f Tertullian. Origen begins with a discussion on the utter
unknowability of the mind o f God. He then quotes fiom 1 Corinthians 2: 1 1 as an
indication that the Spirit is needed to discern the mind of G d 6 So it is humanly
impossible to pray but God's grace in his Spirit rnakes it possible. The issue for Ongen is

the lack of commerce between the material realm-f

which humanity is a part-and

the

spiritual realm wherein God is found. What can bridge the gap? Although one may be

tempted to name Christ as this mediator between God and humanity; Ongen actually sees

the Spirit as the common currency bringing together the fleshly realm with the spiritual.
One should notice that Origen's discussion does not focus on humanity in general and the
prayers it addresses to God. Instead, Origen is focusing on the relationship in prayer
between believers and God. His specific audience was two people: Arnbrose, his patron,

' Ibid., "Prayer," 159. (De Orar. 1.6).
Robert D.Sider, Ancient Rhetonc and the Arr of Tertulfian, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 197 1), 40.
1 Corinthians 2: t 1 States, "For what human king knows what is tmly human except the human spirit that
is within'? So also no one cornprehends what is a i l y God's except the Spirit o f Gd." (NRSV)

and Tatiana, an othenivise unknown woman. One cm well imagine that Origen's

thoughts on prayer were not solely for these two, but could be addressed to Christians as
a whole. So when Origen considers the seeming impossibility o f prayer tiom hurnan
standards, he sees the Spirit of God within believers as the bridge which can inform the
believer on how to pray properly.'
Afier overcoming the impossibility of prayer. Origen then proceeds to discuss
how one ought to pray. Within this topic, Origen sees two issues. The first is the words
concemed with prayer (Le. for what one ought to pray) and the second is the condition of
the one who prays (Le. as one ought to pray). Origen continues to give numerous

exarnples of how one ought to pray. He then connects the notion of praying appropriately
with the help of the Spirit. He writes:
For neither can our understanding pray, unless previously the Spirit prays,
hearkening as it were to it, nor likewise can it sing and hymn the Father in
Christ with rhythm, melody, measure and harmony, unless the Spirit, who
'searcheth al1 things, yea, the deep things o f God,' first praise and hymn
him, whose 'deep things' he has 'searcheci,' and, so far as he is able,
ap~rehend.~
Thus for Origen, prayer is an intensely spiritual expexience. Ongen tacitly affirms the
continuity of prayer between the two testaments when he refers to Hannah's prayer in 1
Samuel, Psalm 16 as a "Prayer of David's", and Psalm 89 as a "Prayer of Moses". He
stresses their spiritual nature when he writes, "Such prayers, since they were tmly prayers

which came into being and were spoken by the Spirit, are filled with the teachings o f the
Origen refers to Romans 8:26 several times in Peri Euches 2.1 and 3. Oulton and Chadwick note that
"Origen here makes the point that Pau1 does not simpIy Say t v z u y ~ d v (as
~ t in v. 27), but
b x & p & v ~ ~ &[intercedes
~&t
exceedingly]. The English Bible versions do not attempt to reproduce this
distinction." See Origen, "On Prayer," in John Emest Leonard Oulton and Henry Chadwick eds.,

wisdom o f God.'" The Spirit available to believers who helps them in their prayers is the
same Spirit who helped form the prayers of the Old Testament betievers.
One can see in their introductions that Tertullian and Origen had different starting
points. Tertullian saw the radical new nature of prayer as Christ had taught it. Origen,
instead, focused on the transcendence o f G d and the need of the Spirit for believers to
pray. As well, their audiences were different. Tertullian's audience would have been
assembled group of believers, whereas Origen was specifically addressing two
individuals who had requested information of him. Origen's work is o f a more
occasional cast while Tertullian's has a formal presentation in mind. Fundarnentally their
starting points are different. Tertullian sees the advent of Jesus Christ as a new step in
humanity's knowledge o f God; whereas, Origen maintains that the perennial problem of
mortal inability to know the immortal is only overcome through the mediation of the
Spirit. These are not radically different views but they are di fferent. Perhaps one can see
in Origen an affirmation of the Platonic view of God who is utterly alien to humanity
while Tertullian's concept of God seems to display the Stoic tension between
transcendence and immanence. The theme o f continuity and discontinuity is apparent
here. Tertullian stresses discontinuity while Origen highlights continuity. The place in
which they begin their discussion o f prayer reveals much about their understanding o f
prayer. More importantly, their philosophical presuppositions on the nah>re of God seem
to bear some influence on their understanding of prayer.

Alexandriun Chrisiianity. Library ofChristian CIassics. Vol. 2. (London: SCM Press, 1954), 242 (footnote
42).

Ibid., (P.E. 2.4)
Ibid., 243. (P.E. 2.5)

III. Emotional Attitude Needed in Prayer
In chapters eleven and twelve of De Oratione, Tertullian highlights the proper
emotional state of one who would pray to God. He is particularly concerned with
stressing that anger prevents prayers fiom being heeded by God. A quarrel with another

person hinders prayer fiom reaching G d . Thus Tertullian reasons, "how can one
approach the peace of Cod without peace, or the forgiveness of sin when he nurses a
p d g e ? How will he please his Father if he be angry with his brother, when d l anger has

been forbidden us from the beginning?"'O Anger must be expunged from one who hopes
that his or her prayer will be heard by God. Tertullian provides the reader with an
example of typology. Tertullian introduces the Old Testament character Joseph, "For
Joseph, sending his brothers home to bring their father, said: 'Do not quarrel on the
way!' H e was, in fact, adrnonishing us-for

'way'-that

elsewhere our manner of life is called our

on the way of prayer that has been set up we must not approach the Father if

we are angry."' ' In this instance, the historical instance of the brothers joumeying is a
type for the Christian's life. As well, the fact that Joseph enjoined his brothers not to be
quarrelsome in their joumey is a type for Christians not be quarrelsome on their journey
through li fe and in particular in prayer. Tertullian uses typology here to draw a
contemporary lesson out o f an ancient story; thus, his hemeneutic is an influence in his
understanding and practice of prayer.
According to Tertullian, not only anger, but "every disturbance of the mind" can
hinder prayer. Tertullian then reasons, "For the Holy Spirit does not acknowlcdge an

'O

Tertullian, "Prayer," 168. (De Orar. 1 1. I )

"

Ibid.,168. (De Orar., 1 1.2).

impure spirit, neither is a sad spirit recognized by the Spirit o f Joy, nor a spirit that is
bound by one that is free. No one extends a welcoming hand to an opponent; no one

admits anothw unless he is a kindred spirit."'= Problems arise when one considers
Tertullian's words with respect to the effectiveness of prayer. In fact, the aimost Stoic
nature wi th which Tertullian approaches prayer seems to belie biblical practice. There
are many prayers in the Old Testament that show a disturbance in the mind of the one
who prays. The prayer of Hannah is notable (1 Samuel 1:9- 18). The account of her

prayer shows that she was so in the depths of despair that Eli, the High Pnest, assumed
her to be intoxicated. Many of the Psalms of David show a man who was equally
despairing." Since, as has been noted above, TemiIlian argued for the discontinuity of
prayer between the Old and New Testaments claiming that the prayers recorded in the
Old Testament do not r e f l e t the New Testament standard, some New Testament
examples of people who were disturbed while praying will be provided. The Gospels
record Jesus' prayer in Gethsemane the ni&t before his crucifixion (cJ Luke 22:39-44).
It would be hard to believe that lesus was not agitated in some respect. It would seem
that Tertullian holds up an impossible and needless standard for those who pray. His

reasoning on anger and prayer is not suspect of inaccuracy but his claim that one who
prays should be freed fiom "every disturbance of mind" in order for his or her prayer to
be heard is simply not what the biblical record seems to indicate. One may posit that

Tertullian was more indebted to the Stoic notion that one should be free fiom motions

12 )
Psalms of lament, for example Psalms 56 and 57, are an indication of the disturbed nature of
David as he prayed.
" Ibid., 1 69.(De Orar.
" Some of the

rather than see prayer in the scriptural sense as an honest outpouring of thoughts and

feelings to Gad?
Origen's discussion of the ernotional attitude needed in praym takes a similar
focus. He, too, mentions anger as a hindrance to effectuai prayer in Pen Euches 2 in his
discussion in praying as one ought (citing Matthew 5:23 and 24). H e writes:
"If therefore thou art offering thy gifl at the altar, and there rememberest
that thy brother hath aught against thee, l a v e there thy gift before the
altar, and go thy way, first be reconciled to thy brother and then corne and
offer thy @fi."
For what greater gift can a reasonable creature presmt to
God than a sweet-savoured word of prayer, offered by one whose
conscience is void of the fou1 savour that cornes fiom sin?15
Although there is a similarity in this therne of anger and prayer between Tertullian and
Origen, Origen treats it slightly differently. First, Ongen focuses not o n anger but on sin
as the hindrance to prayer. Secondly, Origen sees "sweet-savoured"'

prayer as the

greatest gift that people can offer to God but not the only gifi. Ongen agrees with
Tertullian that God should not be approached carelessly and proper preparation should be

undertaken before entering into prayer. He writes that one who would pray "should put
aside every kind of distraction and disturbance of mind, and recolIect as far as possible
the greatness of him to whom he comes, and that is a sacrilege to approach him lightly

14

So Peter Selby wrïtes about petitionary prayer in panicular, "Prayer in the biblical tradition has always
been presented as an activity which did not limit the freedom of God.. .: rather it appears to be thougbt of
as communication between the believer and God which accepts the liberty and integrity of both. There can
be no doubt that petitionary prayer more han any other depends upon the view of God which undergirds
it." Peter Selby, "Prayer" in J. G. Davies, ed., A Dicrionaw of Lirurgy and Worship, (London: S. C. M.
Press, Ltd., 1972), 320. For the Stoic view o f emotion, see Diogenes Laertius wherein he writes: "Passion,
or emotion, is defmed by Zeno as an irrational and umahiral movement of the soul, o r again as an impulse
in excess." Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Eminent Philosophers, Volume 2. Tram. R D. Hicks, (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, l96S), 2 17. (Diog. 7.1 10)
l 5 Origen, "On Prayer," 240. (P.E. 2.2)
is used in Ephesians
' Greek: & W & qkbyou E < X ~ (a< 6agrant word of prayer-the word
5:2 and Philippians 4: 18)

and carelessly and with a kind of disdain; and he should cast off al1 alien thoughts-""

Again one cannot help but criticise Origen along with Tertullian for this notion that
disturbances of mind should be banished by those who would pray. Origen seems to
forget al1 the examples he gave of those whose prayers seemed to corne from a disturbed
mind in the Old Testament. 1s this an inconsistency on Origen's part? At least with
respect to Peri Euches, one has to conclude that it is.
Origen focuses on something else when describing the disposition of one who

prays. He sees Paul's injunction to pray without ceasing in 1 ThessaIonians 5: 17 as very
important. For it is by this ever flowing prayer that "goes forth like a dart from the sou1
of the saint who prays, sent on its way by knowledge and reason or by faith, and inflicts a
wound for the destruction and overthrow of the spirits that are at enrnity with God, and
desire to cast around us the bonds of sin."'J Prayer has the effect of defeating the enemies
of God. Another interesting notion here helps one define Origen's spirituaIity. Origen
has generally been regardecl as a Christian mystic. Some will claim that in some
instances, his theology went beyond the bounds of what was acceptable.19 If one

conceives of a mystic as one who is alive to the spiritual realm then one can see Origen in
1-

Origen, "On Prayer," 323. (P.E. 3 1.2)

Ibid., 261. (P.E. 12.1)
John Meyendorff points to Otigen's and Evagrius' condemnation in 400 by Theophilus of Alexandria
and in 553 at Chalcedon II. He indicates Origen's concept of the fa11 as that of fallen intellects, and thus
humanity's dtimate destiny as "dematerialization and a return to a union with Goci's substance." See John
Meyendorff, Biran fine Theologv: Hisroncal Trends and Doctrinal Themes, Reprint of revised 2ndedition,
(New York: Fordharn University Press, l983), 26. Peri Euches was nearIy lost in antiquity due to the
presence of some ideas later deemed to be heretical: a real subordinationism of the Logos to the Father, (cf:
P.E. I k p r a y e r proper should onIy be addressed to the Father) and heavenly bodies are spherical (cf:P.E.
3 1.3). Henri Crouzel offers a defence of Origen, claiming that many of the reasons for which he was
condemned were actually the errors of Origenists and not Origen himself. This may be m e but one could
justly claim that Origen should not be condemned for issues which he could not reaiisticaily predict (i-e.
the Chnstological debates of the fourth century). See Henri Crouzel, "The School of Alexandria and Its
"
'O

this Stream. If one thinks that mysticism involves losing one's sense of oneself in some
transcendental union with God, then one will not be able to fit Origen within this scheme.
Origen's rnysticism keenfy involved his intellect. One can see in the above quotation that
Origen connects knowledge and reason to prayer. One who prays engages not simply his
or her etnotions but his or her reasoning faculties. Where one's knowledge is deficient,
then faith supplies what the reason lacks to make prayers effectua1 in battling God's
enemies. How, then, does Origen view ceaseless praise? Again, Origen answers this
question in the following manner:

That man 'prays without ceasing' (virtuous deeds or commandments
fiilfilled being included as part of prayer) who combines with the prayer
the needfül deeds and the prayer with fitting actions. For thus alone c m
we accept 'pray without ceasing' as a practicable saying, if we speak of
the whole li fe of the saint as one great unbroken prayer: of which prayer
that which is commonly called prayer is a part.'O
So Origen sees the cal1 to prayer as a cal1 to holy living in obedience to God. The

disposition needed of such a person is the disposition which a Christian should display to
everyone around him or her. So a great circle is completed. For Origen, the relationship

one has with others can help or hinder his or her prayers. But that person's whole life is
in fact a prayer which should define the way in which he or she relates to other people.

IV. The Physical Characteristics o f those who Pray

The discussion in this section can be divided into two parts: the posture of those
who pray and the place where one ought to pray. With respect to posture, there are two

Fortunes" in Ange10 Di Berardino and Basil Studer, eds., H i s t o o
~ f~~ e o l o g yThe Parrisric Penod,
Volume 1, Trans. Manhew J. O'Connell, (Collegeville,Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1996)- 177- 182.
' O Ibid.,261-2. (P.E. 12.2)

major considerations: the hands and the body. Both Tertullian and Ongen mention the
placement of hands in prayer. Tertullian begins his discussion in De Oratione 13 by
dismissing the practice of washing hands before prayer since this was the action
undertaken by Pilate in handing Christ over for execution. He writes, "We adore Christ,
we do not surrender Him. Surely, we ought rather to follow a course of conduct diffment

from that of the traitor and for that very reason not wash out hands.""

In De Oratione 14,

Tertullian likens the raising and spreading o f hands in prayer to Christ's crucifixion."

His final reference to the positioning of hands appears in De Oratione 17 wherein he
writes that hands should not be raised ostentatiously but "only slightly and to a proper
position.""

He argues for this modesty in prayer referring to Christ's parable of the

Pharisee and the tax colfector (cf: Luke 18:9- 13). Origen, too, mentions the position of
hands in prayer. He writes in Peri Euches 3 1, "That attitude in which the hands are

stretched out and eyes lified up is to be preferred to al1 others, since the body brings to
prayer the image as it were, of the qualities suitable to the soul.""

The quality suitable to

the sou1 must be none other than its orientation towards God best signified by arms and
gaze d i r e c t 4 heavenward. Origen is no dogrnatist. He recognises that such a position

may be impossible for some either because of physical limitation on the part of the person
praying or circumstances which will not allow such prayer. For both Origen and
Tertullian, their discussion of the placement of hands assumes that those who pray are

" TerniIlian, "Prayer," 170. (De Orat. 13.2)
-- For biblical precedents see: 1 Timothy 2:8; Psatm 134:2; and Isaiah 1 :1 5.
'' Ihid., 172. (De Orar. 17.1)
" Origen, "On Prayer," 323. (P.E. 3 1.2)
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standing. The fact that these two agree in this area indicates the acceptai practice of the
Church more than it does individual exegetical insights or preferences."
The discussion of the body's posture in prayer has already begun above with the
discussion of standing for prayer. Apparently such a practice was common both in public
worship and in private devotion. One can ven@ that people stood to pray fiom Tertullian
because he mentions that some people sit after they pray (De Oratione 16). How can one
sit d o m if one has not been standing? In De Oratione 16.2 one reads. ''For the phrase,
'When 1 had

offered my prayer and had seated myself on the bed,' was set down simply

and solely in the course of the narrative, not as a point of di~cipline."'~Here Tertullian is
making reference to the Shepherd of Hermas. Whether he regarded Hermas as part
Scripture is not pertinent here. He is simply pointing out that basing one's practices for
prayer on a narrative misuses the text. The narrative is simply recording what happeneci.

Just because something occurred in the story does not make it normative for the readers.
Tertullian further elucidates, "Otherwise, we would not be obliged to offer prayers
anywhere except where there was a bai! On the other hand, it would be violating his
directions to sit upon a chair or bench!"" One should notice that TertuIlian is bnnging out
a significant hermeneutical principle here in that he recognises the context of a writing

when he is citing from it. His hermeneutic, in this case the recognition of the importance
of the context of a passage he cites, influences his idea and practice of prayer.

Justin Manyr describes a worship service in his first apology, "When the reader has finished, the
president in a discourse urges and invites [us] to the imitation of these noble things. Then we al1 stand up
together and offer prayers." Justin Martyr,"First Apology" in Cyril C. Richardson, ed. and tram. Eariy
Christian Fathers (New York: Touchstone Book, 1 W6), 287. ( 1 Apol. 67)
" Tertullian, "Prayer," 17 1-2. (De Orat. 16.2)
" Ibid.,172. (DeOrar. 16.3-4)

Kneeling is another important posture in prayer. Origen sees that it has a specific
purpose-namely,

the confession of sin. He writes, "And as for kneeling, that it is

necessary when one is about to accuse oneself of his sins before God, supplicating him
for forgiveness thereof, it ought to be known that it is a symbol of the man who is abject
and submi~sive."~
Origen also mentions the notion of "spiritual kneeiing" in which

"every creature falls down before God 'in the name of Jesus' and humbles himself before
hirn.-:"

Here, Origen o f f a a spiritual interpretation since he adheres to the Platonic

notion that heavenly creatures have spherical bodies. If a heavenly creature is said to
kneel before God yet does not have material knees then it must kneel in a spiritual ~ a y . ~ O

TertulIian, too, recognises kneeling as a common practice among those who pray. In fact,
he offers advice on days when kneeling should not occur. Kneeling should not occur on
Sunday for that is the day on which Jesus rose fiom the dead.'' As well. kneeling should
not occur in the season of Pentecost. Why are these times specifically mentioned? For

Tertullian, as for Origen, kneeling symbolised an act of confession, contrition and
forgiveness. The day of Christ's resurrection as well as the season in which the gifi of the
Holy Spirit was celebrated were not appropriate times for confession. Confession could
happen at other times but these times were meant to celebrate life in Christ.
As for other circumstances attendant on prayer, Tertullian treats some topics other

than Origen does. Tertullian excoriates those who remove their cloaks for prayer (De
Oratione 15). He regards them as behaving as pagans do before their idols which is sheer

"

Ibid.,324. (P.E. 3 1.3)

Ibid., 324. (P-E. 3 1.3)
ï h e idea of heavenly creatures having spherical bodies was later rejected by the Church and this sentence
contributed to the near destruction of Peri Euches in antiquity. See the discussion in Oulton and
Chadwick. 232f.
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superstition. Instead, Tertullian says such a practice has no biblical basis and points out
the ridiculous idea that God will not heed those who continue to Wear their cloaks when
they pray. Tertullian is cautioning his audience in perfiorming outward signs which are
meaningless and do not reflect "devout homage" and "rational service" to God.
Ongen finishes his discussion on the physical characteristics of prayer with a

discussion of its place. He has a twofold concem. Where can one pray? ûrigen answers
that every place is suitable for prayer, however, he thinks that a place should be set aside

in every house for prayer. This place should be quiet and fiee fiom distraction. As well,
Origen urges his readers not to pray in the room where their mamiage bed is. For Origen,
the place where sexual intercourse occurs is not the most appropnate place for prayer to

God. Origen also sees the place where believers gather for worship as a good place for
prayer. Not only are the living beiievers there, but also God's angels and the spirits of the
saints who have died. The gathering of the comrnunity of believers then is an eminently
appropriate venue for prayer. Origen writes, "We must not despise the prayers that are
made there, since they have a singular value for him who joins genuinely in çommon
worship.""
Finally, Origen sees an eastward orientation in prayer as the proper position for
prayer. 1s this because facing east meant facing Jerusalem? That can hardly be justified
because Origen either would have faced north to Jerusalem if he was in Alexandna or
south if he was in Caesarea. Instead, Origen advocates facing the east in prayer since
this is the direction fiom which the Sun rises. Thus, Ongen sees facing east in prayer as

" Tertullian also mentions those of Jewish descent who will not kneel on the Sabbath (Sahuday).
'' Origen, "On Prayer," 326. (P.E. 3 1.5)

"symbolically of the sou1 looking to the rising of the tme light."33This custom was
cornmon in the early Church although there was no specific biblical warrant for such a
view.-" On the whole then, Tertullian and Origen are in agreement on the physicai
attributes C

O M ~ Cwith
~ ~prayer.

It seems that both of these authors are governed more

by the custorn of the Church than they are by anything else.

V. The Spiritual Meaning and Efficacy o f Prayer
Tertullian begins his discussion of the efficacy of prayer by discussing its spirituai
meaning. H e hearkens to Jesus statement in John 4: 2 3 4 , "The hour is coming when true
worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and in tmth." He then proceeds to describe
prayer in analogous ternis to pagan sacrifices. Tertullian writes:
We are tnie worshipers and true priests who, offerùig our prayer in the

spirit, offer s a c f i c e in the spirit-that is, prayer-as a victim that is
appropriate and acceptable to God; this is what He has demanded and what
H e has foreordained for Himself. This prayer, consecrated to Him with
Our whole heart, nurtured by faith, prepared with truth-a prayer that is
without blemish because of our innocence, clean because of our chastitya prayer that has received the victor's crown because of our love for one
another-this prayer we should bring to the altar of God with a display of
good works arnid the singing of psalms and hymns and it will obtain for us
fiom God al1 that we ask?
It may seem strange but a spiritual interpretation of prayer as a sacrifice offered to God is

absent in Ongen's writing. This is not to Say that Origen sees no spiritual significance in
prayer. Anyone reading his work will be struck by the very spiritual nature of prayer, but

'' lbid., 327. (P.E. 32)
" See discussion in Oulton and Chadwick, 384f.
35 Tertullian, "Prayer," 185-6. (De Orut. 28.3-4) Ddy records in a footnote to this passage the parallels
between TerhiIlian's language concerning Christian prayer and pagan sacrifice.

he does not describe it in sacrificial terms. instead he focuses on benefits that accrue to
those who pray .

One benefit of prayer which Origen perceives involves the settled nature of the
one who prays. To speak in a positive manner, Origen writes that one whose mind is set
on prayer "is in sorne sense profited merely by the settled condition involved in praying,
when he has disposai himsel f to approach God and speak in his presence as to one who
watches over him and is present . . . .[I]t is profitable to recollect God in whom we have

put our tmst, who perceives the secret movements of the seul."" To speak negatively-

in the sense that something is lacking that may othenvise be present-gen

sees

another benefit fiom prayer. He urges his readers to pray ofien because, "if this [prayer]
happens ofien, how many sins it prevents and how many good deeds it promotes, is
known by experience to those who have given themselves continually to ~ r a ~ e r . ' " ~
Ongen fùrther speaks of benefits which befall those who pray such as a great spiritual

blessing when he ponders the words fiom Psalm 123, "Unto thee have I Iifted up mine
eyes", and Psalm 25, "Unto thee have 1 I i f M up rny soul, O God":
When the eyes of the understanding are lifted up, away fiom converse
with earthly things and occupation with material impressions, and when
they are elevated so high that they can transcend created things and fix
themselves solely upon the contemplation of God and of reverent and
seemly intercourse with him who hears, it must needs be that the eyes
themselves derive geatest benefit, when "with unveiled face they reflect
as a mirror the glory of the Lord, and are transformed into the same image
from glory to glory." . . . Moreover, when the soul is lifted up and follows
the spirit and severs itseif fiom the body-and not only follows the spirit
but a h dwells in it, as is indicated in the words: "Unto thee have I lifted

-
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up my seul"-it must needs be that laying aside the nature of a sou1 it
becornes spiritual."
However, both Tertullian and Origen recognise that certain things can happen when
people pray. In this discussion one sees again the diffaence in viewpoint of the two

authors. One should recall that Tertullian holds that there is a fiindamental disjunction
between prayer in the Old Testament and Christian prayer, whereas Origen stresses
continuity.

Tertullian points out that prayers of old would Save people tiom al1 sorts of
calarnities such as fire, wild beasts, starvation, and enemies (De Oratione 29.1 ). In fact,
TertuIlian daims that Christian prayer does none of the things mentioned above. Instead,
it teaches "patient endurance" to "those who suffer, those who are sensitive, and those
who have sorrow." M a t is the purpose of Christian prayer? It increases grace so that

Christians "may know what corne.; tiom the Lord and what [they suffer] for the name of

GO^."'^

As well, Christian prayer, which Tertullian here calls the "prayer ofjustice"

(oratio irrstitiae),"averts the wrath of God, is on alert for enemies, and intercedes for

persecut~rs.'*~Christian prayer can overcome God but only for good. It would seem at
this point that Tertullian holds an opinion opposed to the Stoic notion of the

'"Ibid., 256-7. (P.E. 9.2) The notion of severing onesetf fiom the body could indicate Platonic notions
since his language here indicates a spirituaUrnaterial duality in humankind. The LXX uses the word i y q f i
in Psalm 25: 1 (24: 1 in LXX)which represents V31. Bruce Waltke writes, "Of the 144 times it is used in
the Psalms, over 100 of them have the first person suffix, "my soul." Thus in its most synthetic use,
nephesh stands for the entire person." See Bruce K. Waltke, "W??" in R. Laird Harris et al., eds.
Tlieological Wordbook of the Old Testament, (Chicago: Moody Press, 1980), 590. Origen seems to import
the Platonic notion of the soul ( ~ q qas) separate from the material body; whereas this intention is not
present within the Psalm. c -Gerhard Kittell and Gerhard Frïerichs, eds., Theologicui Dictionaty ofthe
N~trTesfament, Reprint of 1985 edition. Abridged and Translated by Geoffiey W. Bromiley, (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1Wî), 1346.
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predetermining of al1 things. According to him, Christian prayer has power to "heal the
sick, exorcise demons, open prison doors, loosen the c h a h s of the innocent," "rexnit sins,
repel temptations, stamp out persecution, console the fainthearted, delight the courageous,
bring travelers safejy home, calm the waves, stun robbers, feed the F o r , direct the rich,

raise up the fallen, sustain the falling, and support those who are on their feet."4' I f
TertuIlian was actually using this treatise as a text for a sermon or lesson, one can well
imagine the rhetorical fervour with which he engaged at this point. He is nearïng the end
of this work and is no doubt t y n g to impress upon his hearers the necessity of their

praying. He only has a few sentences remaining in his talk. Either h e convinces his
audience or they walk away unchanged. Before considering how he finishes his talk, one
should tum to Origen's thoughts on Christian prayer.
One should recall that Origen's fundamental pnnciple was a continuity between
the Old and New Testaments. This principle of continuity extended to his treatment of

prayers. In Peri Euches 13, Origen cites numerous examples of answered prayer found in
the Old Testament. He reminds his readers of Hannah's prayer, which resulted in the

birth of Samuel (13.2; cf: 1 Samuel 1 :9ff.): Hezekiah's prayer, which resulted in a

prolonged life ( 1 3.2; cf: 2 Kings 20: 1 ff.); Mordecai and Esther's prayer, which resulted
in the Jews being saved fiom annihilation (13.2; cf: Esther 13 and 14);" Judith's prayer;
which resulted in her overthrowing Holophernes, the Babylonian commander (1 3.2; cf:
Judith 13:4- 10); the prayers of Ananias, Azarias, and Misael, which preserved them fiom
the fiery fùmace into which they had been thrown (13.2; cf: Daniel 3: 24,49,50--LXX);

''

Ibid., 187. (De Orar. 29.2)

and Jonah 's prayer, whicb resulted in his being fieed fiom the belly of the great fish
( 13-2;cf: 1 :1 7;2: 1 ;3 :14).These citations fiom the Bible are taken initially at their

literal level. Origen affirms that God answered the prayers of these people in the
mundane way in which they were recorded. Origen's next step is one of
contextualisation. He claims that many similar prayers are answered in the present
( 13-3). In 1 3-4 Origen then further discusses these ancient prayers but changes his focus.

He writes, "1 consider that, after giving a list of those who have been benefited by prayer,
it has been most necessary to add this, in order to twn away fiom prayer for trivial and
earthly things eamest seekers after a spiritual life in Christ, and to exhon the readers of
this book to the pursuit of things mystical, of which the aforesaid were types.'"'

So

Origen sees these prayers as types repraenting mie spiritual prayer. With respect to the
prayers of Hannah and Hezekiah he writes, "And in our case we must make it our
endeavour that the sou1 be not childless or barren, as we listen to the spiritual law with
spintual e a r ~ . ' ' ~To the prayers of Mordecai, Esther, and Judith, Ongen sees the spiritual
prayer as one that will deliver those who pray from enemies which plot against believers,
including "the spiritual forces of evil." He sees the prayers of Ananias, Azarias, and
Misael of delivery fkom the fiery fumace as representing prayers of deliverance fiom
"every terrestrial place." Origen then further exclaims, "let every one who has escaped
fiom the evil in human life, and has not k e n set on fire by sin, nor had his heart h l 1 of

'' These prayers are in the Greek additions to the book of Esther. The MT contains no references to the
prayers of Esther and Mordecai.
Origen, "On Prayer," 264. (P.E. 13.4).
Ibid., 264. (P.
E. 1 3.4).
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fire like a furnace, give thanks no less that they did who were tned in a 'fire of de^.""^
With respect to Jonah's prayer, Origen writes:

[I]f at any time he should happen to find himself because of disobedience
'in the belly of the fish'; let him repent and pray, and he shall go fonh
therefiom; and going forth and continuing to obey the cornmandments of
God he shall be able in 'the kindness' of 'the Spirit' to prophesy the
Ninevites that are perishing even now and become for thern a cause of
salvation, if he is not displeased at the 'goodness of God' and does not
seek that his 'severity' should continue towards them that repent."
This is an example of Origen's hermeneutic wherein he begins with some literal
statements fiom Scripture and moves to a spiritual interpretation of them so that his
readers can see how ancient scriptural teachings are still applicable in the present context

(as the mode1 which Tojesen proposes would indicate).
Given his avowal of the continuity of prayer between Old and New Testaments,
one may well wonder if Origen sees any significance in Christ's coming as it pertains to
prayer. It c m hardly be doubted that Ongen did. It seems that with respect to his notion
of prayer, Ongen saw Christ's advent as a way of interpreting history in a very existential
manner. The prayers of the Old Testament that resulted in material reversals now speak
about spiritual reversals. Christ's example has not only set a standard in day-to-day

living but also in the process of interpreting texts. Because of Christ's resurrection and
ascension, Origen sees the interpretation of texts as part of the method in raising the
individual fiom the matenal realm to the spiritual realm."

Ibid.,265. (P.E. 13.4). The 'fire of dew* is mentioned in the LXX o f Daniel 3:49-50.
Ibid.,265. (P.E. 13.4)
''cf: Karen JO Toqesen, Hermeneurical Procedure and Theological Sîrwcture in Origen's Exegeris. (Berlin;
New York: De Gruyter, 1986), 12 1-4. She cites numerous examples from Origen's work which indicate
the teaching role of Chnst (or the Logos) in the Iives of sinners or contemplatives as they ascend toward
'"

a

perfection (for example: Con. C e k 3.62 and Job 1.20).

One final issue with respect to the efficacy of prayer involves the question of

those who pray. TertuIlian finishes his entire treatise with an expression of natural
theology. This hearkening to natural theology may reflect Stoic influence. One may
recall that Stoic thought contained notions of a natural theology-that

is, the world shows

the existence of GO^.^^ In De Orarione 29.4, one finds:

Al1 the angels pray, too; every creature prays; the beasts, domestic and
wild, bend their knees, and as they go forth fiom their stables and caves
they look up to heaven with no idle gaze. Even the birds, upon rising in
the morning, mount into the sky and stretch out their wings as a cross in
place of hands and Say something which might seem to be a prayer. What
need, then, is there of türther discussion of the duty o f prayer?'"
Tertullian makes the claim that various parts of the created world dernonstrate a natural
knowledge in that they pray to God. This is in fact the argument by which he finishes
this treatise. His claim is that prayer is something natural and that those who are
Christians should not neglect the duty of prayer. His last sentence finishes his sermon on
a high point. As a final effort to convince his audience that prayer is necessary he claims,
"Even our Lord himsel f prayed, to whom be honor and power forever and ever?'

Tertullian's discussion on al1 those who pray, although it may well be tme, seems more to
be a rhetorical flourish rather than a natural progression fiom what preceded it. There is

little doubt that Tertullian would have wanted to finish with a strong statement. As far as
he was concemed-and

it is hard to disagree with him-the

fact that Christ himself

prayed should be the strongest argument for the Christian to pray.
Of course for early Stoics this natural knowledge of God was so because God was equated with the
world. So Diogenes Laertius records, "The substance of God is declared by Zeno to be the whole world
and the heaven, as well as by Chrysippus his fmt book Ofthe Go&, and by Posidonius in his fmt book
with the same title." See Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Eminenr Phiiosophers,Volume 2. Trans. R. D.
Hicks (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1965 reprint), 253. (Diog 7.148)
JV
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Origen, too, discusses who prays; however, Origen begins with Christ and h e
paints Christ as the High Priest who prays for and with his people (Peri Euches 10.2).
After discussing Christ, he also asserts that angels pray (
h
i
Euches 1 1.1 ). Not on1y do

they pray but they pray along with believers. hterestingly, he proves his point by
quoting ffom Tobit wherein the reader finds the archangel Raphael informing Sarah that
he had brought her payeras a mernorial before God (cf: Tobit 12:12). Origen's notion of
what is authoritative affects what text he will use to support his theories. In this instance

one finds Tobit has played a part in shaping his notion and practice of prayer. Afier
considering angels, Origen then considers the prayers of those saints who have already

died (PeriEuches 1 1.2). Saints already dead being u ~ t e to
d living believers by their
common faith are also bound by ties of filial love to those who still struggle. As well,
Origen reminds his readers that when a member of the body suffers, the whole body
suffers. Thus, those who are in the Lord's presence also pray with those who travail on
earth. Here we see a clear expression of the communion of saints. There are saints on
earth and there are saints in glory. They are not, or should not be, ob1ivious to each other.
Instead, they continue in their relationship to each other in that mystical body, the church,

which transcends life and death, the past and the present. Origen makes no mention of
beasts or birds praying. He seems to reserve this privilege for rational creatures.

VI. Concluding Remarks

This chapter has shown four key topics which TertuIlian and Origen addressed

and in which they have points of agreement. They both seem to have similar views on
--

'O

-

Ibid., 1 88. (De Orat. 29.4)

-

-

-

the posture and disposition of those who pray. They do have different views when it

cornes to topics such as the spiritual meaning and efficacy of prayer. Their opening
remarks to their treatises are good indications on why they differ in some of their
reasoning. Tertullian lays particular stress on the discontinuity of prayer between the OId
and New Testaments. Origen cioes not share this view. His reasoning probably concems

how he views the immutability of God. God does not change, so how can the way in
which his creatures relate to him change? The previous discussion has s h o w that
Origen's thought shows indications of Platonic influence and his own herrneneutical

procedure which dwells more on symbois and personal meaning than literal meanings and

universal truths. Tertullian seems more governed by the form of his address-being
homiletical-and

his audience-being a congregation of some sort. It would seem that

the topics discussed above demonstrate that philosophical presuppositions and

hermeneutical theory did in fact influence each author's theory and practice of prayer.
The next chapter will consider the topics which each author considers in isolation fiom

the other. What one author omits or includes can be equally helpful in examining their

approach to developing a theology of prayer.

CAAPTER 5
UNIQUE TOPICS IN TERTULLIAN'S AND ORIGEN'S
DISCUSSION O N PRAYER
1. Opening Remarks

The most fascinating difference between TertuIlian's and Origen's treatment of

prayer occurs when one considers the topics each author addresses which the other does
not even mention. A comparison of De Oratione and Peri Euches on a chapter by
chapter b a i s reveals three topics by each author which the other fails to treat altogether
or only with a passing reference. Tertullian devotes three chapters to the role of women in
public prayer, two chapters to liturgical practices involving prayer, and three chapters to
the frequency of prayer. Origen, on the other hand, offers three chapters to a discussion
of prayer in general, four chapters to the problems involved in prayer, and four chapters
defining prayer. The following discussion will not be a comparison so much as an
exploration into the possible reasons why Tertullian or Origen may have ernphasised
these topics.

II. Unique Topics in Tertuiiian
A. Women and Public Prayer

Tertullian devoted the greatest amount of space to the role of women in worship
particularly as it pertained to prayer. He begins his discussion in De Oratione 20 in
discussing the appropriate attire for women. He points out that customs have changed

since the time that Paul wrote his admonitions on the dress of women (cf: f Timothy 2:9;
1 Corinthians 1 1 :3@. Along with the ApostIe Peter he urges women not to dress
ostentatiously, Wear too much jewellexy, or put more care into the appearance of their hair

than modesty requires (cJ De Oratione 20.2; 1 Peter 3:3). Up until this point, Tertullian
writes in his lucid compact style; however, when he huns to consider whether virgins

should be veiled in worship, he goes to great effort to try to convince his audience that
virgins are also women and thus should be veiled in worship. He states the problem in

the following way:

Those who grant to virgins the right of having their heads uncovered seern
to support their position by the fact that the Apostle designated
specifically, not that virgins, but that women, are to be veiled; that is, he
referred not to the sex, using the generic term 'females,' but to one group
within the sex, saying 'women.' For, if he had specified the [entire] sex
by the term 'fernales' he would have laid down an absolute law relating to
every woman; but since he designates one group within the sex, he sets it
apart by his silence regarding another group.'
Tertullian begins his discussion with what may be regarded his normal hemeneuetical
practice-he

tries to explore the cornmon understanding of the term woman fkom a

biblical perspective. In the creation account, he notes that Eve is refmed to both as
wornan and female. Since Eve was still a virgin at the point in the story to which

Tertullian refers, he concludes that the texm wornan can refer to virgins as well.'
Temillian is not content to leave his argument at this point. He feels compelled to show
that the Apostle Pau1 also meant al1 women when discussing that women should be veiled

in public worship. H e points out that in other contexts, Paul rneant the Greek word

' Tertullian, "Prayer," trans. Emily Joseph Daly, in Disciplinary, Moral and Ascetical Works,(New York:
Fathers of the Church, Inc., 1959), 176. (De Orat. 2 1.2-3)
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be a gender encompassing t e m . Thus, he concludes when Paul wrote that

every woman who prays or prophesies with her head uncovered disgraces her head (1

Connthians 1 1 :5), Paul meant the ewyv to refer to every member of the f m a l e sex. Has
not Tertullian supporteci his argument by this point? Apparently he felt the need for
further buttressing.

Now Tertullian considers the wisdom of the Pauline adrnonition. He contends
that women should remain veiled on account of the angels who took wives fiom the

daughters of men (cf Genesis 6:2). As well, Tertullian uses 1 Corinthians 1 1:14- 15 as
proof that long hair is meant as a covering for wornen both married and virgin (De

Oratione 22.7). So Tertullian argues fiom these scriptural passages that the tenn for wives
(Latin: mores) could refer to virgins or widows. Since the term is not specific to one
group of women, the whole sex can be included.
Tertullian does not argue strictly from Scripture. He tums next to an argument
fiom nature. Hair is a covering and an adornrnent for women. 1s it not as well for
virgïns? 1s it not equally disgraceful for a virgin to have short hair? Tertullian, of course,

answers in the affirmative (De Oratione 22.7-8).3 Thus, Tertullian concludes that the
tenn woman refers to al 1 fernales-al

though he does exclude prepubescent girls.

Tertullian makes an interesting staternent in this paragraph. He writes with respect to
women having their haïr long, "Finally, Israel has the same regulation, But even if it did
not, Our law, amplified and supplemented, would demand an addition, imposing a veil

'The Latin word are mulier andfemina. It a p p m that Tertullian has a Lahn text of Genesis in mind here
since he refers to Greek tenns later in this chapter.
One must recognise that TertuIlian's culture held different things as socially acceptable than the modern
one does.

'

upon virgins, also."' R. P. C. Hanson sees this as one of many indications arnong
burden of a legalistic Old Testament religion"
Tertullian's writings that has removed &'the
only to replace it with a "legalistic New Testament one." He writes, "It is characteristic
of Tertullian that by far the longest chapter in his book on the Lord's Prayer should be the

twenty-second in which he deals with the insignificant question of whether virgins should
be veiled during public prayer."s The question of women being veiled may be irrelevant
in the modern era, but it was not to Tertullian. AAer all, Tertullian penned two treatises

about the attire of women afier De Oratione, De Cultu Feminarum and D e Virginibus
Ve'elandi~.~
Hanson is surely correct that Tertullian seems to reject the Old Testament law

on1y to impose another strenuous set of rules on his audience.
It appears that one of Tertullian's concerns apart fiom the virtue of modesty is tied
to social n o m s and piety. Those who have wnseçrated themselves to God are no longer
available to be married so they should not dress as if they were. Instead, they should
dress as mature manied women do (De Oratione 22.9). One should not dress more

scandalously in the place of worship than one does in the marketplace. Tertullian writes,
"Why do you expose before the eyes of God what you cover in the presence of men?

Will you be more rnodest in the public street than in church?"' Tertullian also urges

'TertulIian, "Prayer,"

179. (De Orat. 22.8)
R. P. C. Hanson. "Notes on Tertullian's Use of Scripture" in Journal of Theological Studies, Vol. 12,
1961,279.
De Crtlfu Feminarum predates Tertullian's Montanist alliance (early 200's). This work stresses modesty
as a primary Christian virtue. He does not approve of any unnatural adomments for women (cosmetics,
jewellery, dyed fabrics). De Virginibus I/elandk, written about 207, shows some movement towards
Montanism. This work stresses the Paractete's office as one of "the direction of discipline, the revelation
of the Scriptures, the reformation of the intellect, the advancement towards better things." (De Virg. 1)
Tertullian's a h in this work is to ensure that women wore veils ui church.
' TerniIlian, "Prayer," 180. (De Orar. 22.9)

virgins to remain veiled so that they will not be gazed upon by m a 8 TertuIlian then
praises virgins who p a s thernselves off as married for in fact they are manied to Christ.
Finally, Tertullian strongly urges those who are betrothed to be veiled. He holds up
Rebecca as an example who "when her fùture husband had been pointed out to her, she
covered her head with her veil merely because she knew she was to marry him? This
lengthy chapter is another exarnple of Tertullian 's literal exegesis of Scriptwal passages.
One could even accuse Tertullian of an over simplistic reading in this case. This chapter

is a case where Tertullian's moralistic thoughts dominate.'O

At this point, the carefbt reader may perceive an incongruity in Tertullian. The
previous chapter noted that Tertullian emphasised the discontinuity between prayer in the
Old Testament and the New Testament. As weil, Tertullian ais0 stressed that God had

given a new narne to his people by which they prayed to him. This was discussed in
Chapter 3. Hanson has observed that Tertullian also does away with portions of the Old
Testament law that were unbearable for their ancestors." However, here one sees
Tertullian referring with approbation to a custom fiom the Old Testament which should
serve as a mode1 for believers. It would seern that Tertullian may be seen as a
progressive in a theological sense, but ultra-wnservative in terrns of social practices. He
is progressive theologically because he is grappling with the implications of the message

of jesus Christ as it pertains to prayer. The Christian movement is still relatively young
at his stage in history. The teachings of its founder require a drastic paradigm shift. This
This exhortation is not unknown in some lslamic areas of the world.

' Temllian, "Prayer," 18 1. (De Orut. 22.10)

'O Hanson, Notes and Studies, 279. Hanson includes reference to this chapter when discussing TertuIlian's
moral approach. Hanson writes, "Having virtually removed the burden of a legalistic Old Testament
religion, he introduces a legalistic New Testament one."

was the mission of the early church. Tertullian, however, does not see social n o m s as

needing rethinking. They must be adhered to zealously."
B. Liturgical Practices Involving Prayer
Tertullian also offers cornments on two practices that occur within the content o f
the worshipping community. The first involves the kiss o f peace. In his day it was

comrnon for believers to exchange a kiss of peace following prayer, especially the Lord's
Prayer. The problern arose that those who were fasting refused to take part in this
practice. Tertullian argued against it in a number of ways. First he reasoned that the kiss
of peace is not attached to the reception of the Eucharist but it is a seal after prayer. I f the
kiss was attached to the reception of the Eucharist then people would be correct in
refiaining fiom the practice since a fast precludes the taking of the Eucharist. However,
Tertullian asserts that the kiss is attached to prayer. So he writes, "What prayer is
complete without the bond of a holy k i s ~ ? " ' ~Tertullian further argues that when people
refrain h m the kiss, they reveal that they are fasting. He is hearkening to Jesus'
injunction forbidding those who fast to draw attention to their fasting. As a concession,
Tertullian allows that the kiss can be avoided at home where it is impossible to conceal

one's fast from one's family members. The only public occasion when one may omit the
kiss of peace is on Good Ft-iday when al1 are fasting and thus there is no need to conceal
the fact. Why does Tertullian draw attention to this practice in his treatise? It would

"

Ibicl., 279. Hanson refers to passages Erom De Monog. 7.1-2 and 8.1

'' De Orarione 22.9 contains the foIlowing sentence, "Many apply their own ideas and persistence in the
sarne to custom established by another. Granted that virgins should not be forced to cover their heads; at
any rate, those who are willing to do so should not be prevented." Daly sees this sentence as an indication
that Tertullian's bishop at Carthage did not "favour the views held by Tertullian on this subject." (p. 18 1
h.7)
" Tertu llian, "Prayer," 174. (DeOral. 1 8.3)

appear that the public practice of prayer should be done in a fitting manner. Tertullian

saw that the withholding of the kiss of peace broke the fellowship of the communal

prayer of the assemblai Church. Daly points out that in early Afncan liturgy, the kiss of
peace was associated with the Lord's Prayer.'' in Temillian's mind the kiss of peace

being omitted by some breaks an important bond o f fellowship in prayer. This is a
concem not born out of general theological principles but one that proceeds fiom specific
circumstances.
TertuIlian's other concem is with those engaging in the days of fasting within the

week known as station days (De Oratione 19). The problern arose that those who were
fasting felt that they could not partake in the Eucharist lest they break their fast. It seems
that those fasting were even absenting themseives fiom participation in the prayers
attacheci to the Eucharist. Tertullian urges his audience to partake in the Eucharist in a
special way. He tells them to receive the elements as is the custom in the Eucharist but
then to Save them until after their fast is over. Thus the two duties are kept. The duty of

participation in the Lord's Supper is kept and the fast is kept as well. Tertullian finishes
his argument by rerninding his readers that the notion of station is a military t m . He
recalls that as a soldier's duty must be observed in al1 circurnstances, so too should the
Christian's duty be kept in al1 circumstances.
This would be a pressing issue for conscientious believers who felt their twin
duties to God were in conflict. Tertullian offers a path by which both duties can be met
without a diminution to either. His interest is pastoral and also theological. TertuIlian
sees the importance of maintaining the fellowship intact within the context of a praying

''

Daly, 1 73 h. 1 for De Oratione 18.

community. One can hardly doubt that communal prayer was intensely important for
Tertull ian. These two issues show the eminently practical side of Tertullian. This fact
need not be surprising since Tertullian seems to have practid application in view in this
treatise. He wants people to know how to pray and why to pray.

C. Frequency of Prayer
Whereas Origen stresseci that the whole life of the believer should be a prayer;
Tertullian seems to think more of specific times and instances when believers should
pray. He has a more practical aim. In response to the hypothetical question, "When
should one pray?", Tertullian lists numerous occasions when believers should pray.
First he recognises the injunction to pray at al1 times and in every place.
However, he perceives the problern that arises when he considers Christ's order not to
pray in public ( c - Matthew 650. How are these seemingly contradictory statements to
be brought into accord? Tertullian uses another biblical passage to bridge the gap
between the injunction to pray everywhere and the injunction not to pray in public. He
cites 1 Timothy 2:s and writes that Christians should pray "In every place.. .which

circumstance or even necessity provides.""

So Terhillian concludes that any place is an

appropriate place to pray.
With respect to times for prayer, Tertullian sees some use in the hours that were
recognised as times of community prayer (Terce, Sexi, and None). He then marshals
biblical evidence supporting these three times. The third hour-Terce-was

when the

disciples were gathered for prayer and first infùsed with the Holy Spirit (cf: Acts 2: 15).
The sixth hour-Sext-was

when Peter had the vision o f the creatures in the sheet when

he was praying (cJ Acts 1O:9). The ninth hour-None-was

when Peter and John went

into the temple to pray and subsequently healed a lame man (cf. Acts 3: 1-7). Tertullian

recoeises that these incidents he has cited are in no way prescriptive for Christian
prayer, but his practical side emerges. He writes, "It would be good to establish some
binding force to wrest us violently at times, as by a law, fiom Our business to such an
obligation so that we may offer adoration no less than three times a day at least, being
debtors to the three divine Persons, Father, Son and Holy Spirit."'6 Further, Tertullian

also expects people to pray at dawn and evening. So Tertullian prescribes five set times
dunng the day for prayer.

Finally, Tertullian sees prayer as an important practice whenever one interacts
with fellow believets. Thus, when a believer enters one's house, one should Say a prayer
wi th them (De Oratiorie 26.1 ). Tertullian also attaches the kiss of peace to this practice.

One can see the importance of maintaining not only a good relationship with God through
prayer but also the importance of good relationship with fellow believers through the kiss
of peace. For Tertullian, prayer is the ultimate expression of Christian unity. One can
see by this discussion of the frequency of prayer that Tertullian has maintained a practical
edge. Prayer can happen anywhere at any time; however, Tertullian recognising human

nature sees that specific times of prayer are helpful for the believer. A believer is forced
to slow down at points in the day and commune with God and fellow believers.

D. Concluding Remarks
One may perceive a different focus in Tertullian's writings in this chapter. When

l5

TertuIlian, "Frayer," 182-3. (De Orar. 24)

'" Ibid.,183-4 (De Orur. 25.5)

Tertullian addresses issues which On'gen does not, he seems to show a very practical
interest. Osborn sees Tertullian's treatment of payer as erninently practical as against a
more philosophical approach of Clernent of Alexandria." Even if one may find
Tertullian's views on the apparel of wornen objectionable, Tertullian had very specific
concerns in mind- If women dressed as he desired then Christians c ~ u l dbetter focus on
communion with God instead of getting distracted by everyday issues. His discussion of
Iiturgical practices was concerned with keeping the unity among the believers in prayer.
His discussion on the times of prayer was meant to ensure that people would keep on
praying. These issues were ones which they could put into practice in their daily living.

Unlike Tertullian, Origen's concerns were more esoteric.

III. Unique Topics in Origen
A. Prayer in General

When Origen begins his discussion of prayer he explores the two major words
used for prayer in the Greek Bible, ~ ~ p o a ~
and
qfi

in an attempt to distinguish

between the two words. He defines ewfi as a word for "a person who promises in
prayer to do this or that, if so be that he obtains these things fiom God. But the tenn is

also employed in its customary usage: as for example, we find it so used after the plague
of fiogs, the second in order of the ten. ...'Pharaoh called for Moses and Aaron, and said,

" Osborn,

Firsr Theologian of the West, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 150.

'Pray the Lord for me,. ..'."13 Origen daims that ~hfi
tends to have the connotation o f

making a vow to the Lord; whereas,

V E W ~

refers more to a simple prayer utterance.

However, Oulton and Chadwick point out that "this long discussion o f Ongen on &i>Xi

and n p o o ~ q fhas
i no great value, It amounts to no more than this. The customary

meaning o f both words is 'prayer'."'9 Origen's reference to Hannah's prayer shows the
distinct semantic domains o f these two words. Origen quotes from 1 Samuel 1 :9- 11,
"And Eli the priest sat upon a seat by the door posts of the temple of the Lord. And she
[Hannah] was in bittemess o f soul, and prayed [ n p w q i j s a z o ] unto the Lord, and wept

sore. And she vowed a vow [ e b j v ] , and said, O Lord o f hosts, if thou wilt indeed look
on the affliction of thine handmaid, and wilt give unto thine handmaid seed o f a man,
then 1 will give him unto the Lord as a gift al1 the days of his life, and there shall no razor
corne upon his head.""

So irp&qfi
has a basic meaning o f prayer in general;

whereas, &%i
has a dual function either as a synonym o f npoa~qfi
o r the more

specialised connotation o f making a vow to God.
Origen also returns to the subject o f prayer near the end of his treatise. In Peri
Euches 33 he discusses the fonns that prayer should take. He outlines a fourfold pattern
for prayer. Origen describes these components of prayer as their subjects. He, therefore,

writes:
At the begiming and preamble of prayer, so far as possible, God is to be
glorified, through Christ glorified together with him, in the Holy Spirit
--

-

-

''Origen, "On Prayer," in John Emest Leonard Oulton and Henry Chadwick, eds., Alexundrian
Chrisriunïty. Library of Christian Classics. Vol. 2. (London: SCM Press, 1954), 244. (P.E. 3.2)
l u Ibid., 234.
'O lbid., 246-7.

hymned together with him. And next in ordm afier each one must offer
general thanksgiving including blessings bestowed on many besides
himsel f, together with those he has persona11y obtained fiom God. A fier
thanksgiving, it seems to me that he ought to accuse himself bitteriy before
God of his own sins, and then ask God, first for healing that he may be
delivered fiom the habit that causes him to sin, and secondly for
forgiveness of the past. After confession, it seems to me that in the fourth
place he should add his request for great and heavenly things, his own and
general, and also for his farnily and dearest. And finally he should bring
his prayer to a close glorifjmg Goci through Christ in the Holy Spirit."

Origen validates al1 these items of prayer by pointing to examples in Scripture. Thus for
the opening gIoriQing of God he looks to Psalm 104: 1-7. For thanksgîving he points to 2

Samuel 7: 1- 17. Confession apjxars in Psalm 3923 and Psalm 3 8 5 6 . Requests for great
and heavenly things appear in Psalm 28:3." The majority of examples of prayer corne

fiom the book of Psalms and Psalms played an important part in the liturgy of the eady

Church? Their importance is still evident in the litwgical traditions which weekly have a
responsive Psalm afier the Old Testament lesson.=' Origen's opening discussion on the
words used for prayer fits within his training as a grammarian. His natural inclination
would be to explore what people understood prayer to be. His closing staternents about
the subjects of prayer are his own practical advice to his readers on how they should go

about prayer. Origen had persona1 prayer in mind rather than prayer within the context of
the communal worship environment.
" Ibid., 327-8. (P.E. 33.1) This pattern of prayer is not altogether difierent 6om the ACTS pattern
(Adoration, Confession, Thanksgiving, Supplication). Origen's preferred order would be more like
ATCSA (Adoration. Thanksgiving, Confession, Supplication, Adoration).
Notice that Origen only rnakes spirimal requests of God. This idea will be explored below.
" Alec Robertson writes, "From the earliest times the Christian commuaity sang the psalms following the
practice of the synagogue, in antiphonal or responsorial fonns, and the psalter became basic to the Iiturgy
of mass and office. We leam Eiom the fathers of the church how psalmody spread over the Christian
world. Eusebius (260-340). Bishop of Coesarea, paints a vivid picture of the result: 'The command to shg
psdms in the name of the Lord was obeyed by everyone in every place.. ." TertuIlian even mentions the
use of Psalms in howehold prayer (De Omt. 27). Alec Robertson, "Psalmody" in J. G. Davies, ed. A
Dictional o f l i t ~ i r g yand Worship. (London: S. C. M. Press, Ltd., 19721, 326.

''

B. Problems with Prayer

Origen begins Peri Euches 5 with a disclaimer that only pure atheists or those
who question God's providence reject prayer outright. So for those who accept divine
providence, prayer is a necessary component of life. One should recall such
philosophical systems as Neo-pythagoreanism, Platonism, and Stoicism on top of theistic
faiths like Judaism and Chnstianity here. Origen quickly points out a problem. If God
knows everything before it happens, "What need is there, then, to offer up a prayer to
him who before it was prayed knows what we lack?"" Not only is there a problem with
God's foreknowledge, there is a problem with his determination of things. Prayer cannot
change what are natural processes; for example, Origen cites the man who prays that the
seasons be shified so the temperature is more moderate as senseless (Peri Euches 5.3).
Origen sums up the problem this way, "First: if G d knows the future beforehand, and it
must corne to p a s , prayer is vain. Secondly: if al1 things happen according to the will of

God, and if what is willed by him is fixed, and nothing of what he wills can be changed,
prayer is vain."'"

How does Ongen solve these problems? Origen first establishes that people have
fiee will (PeriEuches 6.3). In fact, when he discusses the notion of fiee will he bases his
reasoning in the "facuhy of motion." Oulton and Chadwick point out that Ongen's

" Roman Catholic and

Angiican for example.
Origen, "On Prayer," 248. (P.E. 5.2)
" /bide,
250. (P.E. 5.6)

argument that rational creatures are moved "'through themselves" ( 6 ~ainÔv)
'
as
ultimately coming fiom Plato.:' He then concludes that God has so arranged creation that
what has been foreseen by him is arranged by Providence suitably for
every single person, and it is understood beforehand what so-and-so will
pray for, his kind o f disposition, the nature of his faith, and what he desires
to happzn to him; and, this being u n d e r s t d beforehand, some sort o f
arrangement as this will acwrdingly have been made in the disposing of
thing~.'~
Furthemore, Origen asserts that G d will only answer prayers positively that are in
people's best interest (PeriEuches 6.4). This is one place in his treatise on prayer in
which Origen is most certainly displaying his Middle Platonic heritage. The questions he

has asked and the arguments he has espoused above are the same as discussed by
Maximus of Tyr&9,a philosopher generally portrayed in the school of Middle Platonism.

Origen was a capable philosopher and the mode in which he thought was Middle
Platonic. When he addressed himself to the topic of prayer, he felt cornpelleci, no doubt,
to respond to the very substantial philosophical problems which some people had with

prayer. Perhaps even his patron, Ambrose, had asked Origen to deal with these issues
when he exarnined the topic of prayer. Origen's concem is decidedly more cerebral than
Tertullian's. This a function of not only personal preference but also the audience each

Oulton and Chadwick, 337. They refer to Phaednrs 245C and Lam, X, 8938. Plato regarded this
motion "through itsslf' as the essential character of the soul. See also M. I. Denis, De la philosophie
d 'Origène, (Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1 884). 25 1.
'vbid.,252. (P.E. 6.4)
-Y Daniélou quotes Maximus' views on prayer, "God will not grant a request for anything bad." Further
Daniélou summarises Maximus' opinions on prayer, "But what about prayers of petition in general? Can
they make God change his mind? They cannot make God give a man something he is not fit to receive or
retùse a man something he deserves.. ..Moreover, if what you ask for is good, God will give it you even if
you do not ask for it, and if it is bad he will not give you even if you do." See Jean Daniélou, Origen.
(New York: Sheed and Ward, I955), 93.
"

was addressing. His phi losophical presupposi tions most certain1y influenced his concept
and practice of prayer.
C. Types of Prayer

Chapters 14 through 17 of Peri Euches begin with a brief exposition of 1 Timothy
2: 1 as a way of entering into a discussion on different types of prayer. In this section

Origen distinguishes between supplication (~E*S),

prayers (m~q
intercessions
i)),

(évt&*iç), and rhanksgiving (~hapmzia).
Supplicarion is defineci by Origen as a
"petition offered with entreaty for the obtaining of something which a person lacks."" He
cites four exarnples of supplication fiom the Bible: the prayer of Zechariah for a son
(Luke 1 :13); Moses' entreaty to the Lord to spare the children of Israel (Exodus 32: 1 1);
Moses' reporting his prayers to the people for their forgiveness (Deuteronomy 9: 18); and
in the Greek version of Esther, Mordecai entreated the Lord to spare his people (Esther
13:8,9 in Vulgate or 4: 17 in

LXX).

When Origen considers the tenn prayer (~~:poo&q-fl),
he specifically mentions
that pr-uyer should be addressed only to the Father. Origen says that prayer is "offered in
a dignified manner with ascription of praise by some one conceming matters of

importance."" Johannes Quasten translates

as adoration in this context thus

making it clear to the modern reader that Origen intended prayer to be centred around the

adoration of the Fatha." Origen fbrther explains in Chapter 15 of Peri Euches the
following:
-

'O

ibid..267. (P.E. 14.2)

" Ibid., 267.

(P.E. 14.2)

" Johannes Quasten, Patrologv:

Volume 2,(Allen, Texas: Thomas More Publishing, 1983),67.

I f we understand what prayer is, perhaps we ought not to pray to anyone
born [of wornan], nor even to Christ himself, but only to the God and
Father o f all, to whom a h our Saviour prayed, as we have mentioned
before, and teaches us to pray . . . .For if, as is shown elsewhere, the Son is
different from the Father in person and in subject, we must pray either to
the Son and not to the Father, or to both, or to the Father alone. NOW,
everyone without exception will agree that it would be most absurd to pray
to the Son and not to the Father, and that to maintain this would be
contrary to revealed tnith. I f we were to pray to both, this would involve
making our requests in the plural, ...It remains, therefore, to pray only to
G d the Father of all, but not apart fiom the high priest, who was
"appointed by the Fathed3

It would seem that Ongen has categorically ruled out any prayer to Christ. However,
Pelikan points out that Origen "himself addressed prayers to Christ; and in opposition to a
pagan critic he championed the appropriateness of 'petitions to the very Logos himself,

consisting of intercession and thanksgiving, so long as the distinction between prayer in
the absolute sense and prayer in the relative sense was o b s e r ~ e d . " ~
With respect to the practice of prayer, one may gain an insight into Origen's

doctrine of God. Some have accused him of a heretical subordinationism. However,
various scholars have cautioned against a too simplistic view for one major reason.

Origen lived before the Christological controversies of the fourth century. So
Cunningham correctly points out that "Ongen did not have the benefit of a Chnstological
language that could state with precision the relationship of Son to Father or the character
of Christ's d i ~ i n i t y . "Cunningham
~~
may have too fervent a desire to portray Ongen as

more theologically acceptable to modem scholars than he actually was. Oulton and
Chadwick probably speak more realistically when they state:

'' Oulton and Chadwick, 269-270. (cf:P.E. 15.1)

His philosophic background at Alexandria provided him with a conception
of God into which it was very difficult, if not impossible, to fit a doctrine
of the essential Tnnity. And, secondly, Origen lived before the
controversies and the great conciliar decisions o f the fourth and fifth
centuries had given fomal expression to the Catholic Faith. At the
beginning of the third centwy thought was fluid on these matters?
On the whole, in his preference for prayer only to the Father, Origen is simpIy following
the liturgical patterns of the Church o f his day? He cites five examples of prayer from

Scripture. The references are: Azarias' prayer in the fiery funiace (LXX Daniel 3:25);
Tobit's prayer of larnent (Tobit 3: 1-2); Hannah's prayer to God for a child (1 Samuel
1 :10- 1 1); Habakkuk's prayer (Habakkuk 3: 1-2; and, Jonah's prayer (2: 1-3). Ongen notes

that Jews would reject the first two references as not authoritative he thus proceeds to the
final three references.jWulton and Chadwick assert that these references do not fit
Origen's own definition o f prayer because the Habakkuk reference does not seem to have
any matter of importance in it and Jonah's prayer has no ascription o f praise."
Intercession is "a request to God for certain things made by one who possesses

more than usual confidence.'"

Origen cites the following examples o f intercession:

'"laroslav PeIikan, The Emergence of the Catholic Tradition (100-600)-Volume 1 . The Christian
Tradition: A Histov of the Development of Doctrine, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 197 l), 199.
Pelikan quotes fiom Contra Celsum 5.4.
?' Lawrence S. Cunningham, "Origen's On Prayer" in Worship, Vol. 67, July 1993,337.
'6 Oulton and Chadwick, 189. However, Athenagonis, a second century apologist, wrote, "But the Son of
God is the Logos of the Father, in idea and operation; for afier the pattern of Hùn and by Him were al1
things made, the Father and the Son k i n g one. And, the Son k i n g in the Father and the Father in the Son,
in oneness and power of spirit, the understanding and reason of the Father is the Son o f God."
Athenagonis, The Writings of Justin Martyr and Alhenagorus, Trans. Marcus Dods, George Reith, and B.
P. Pratten. Ante-Nicene Christian Library. Volume 2 (Edinburgh: T. & T.Clark, 1870), 385. (Log. 10.2)
37 Cunningham, 337.
Wh;. Ot-igen would have womed whether these citations were acceptable to the Jews is unclear. He
quotes Tobit in other places (P.E. I 1.1 ;3 1.5) and does not seem to be concemed that Jews do not accept it
as authoritative. The phrase Origen uses here to specify Tobit's standing in Jewish eyes is CLi(

''

Ev6iat3qicq.
" Ibid.,
'O

188.
Ibid., 267. (P.E. 14.2)

when Paul writes that the Spirit intercedes with groans (Romans 8:26-27); when Joshua
prays for the sun to stand still (Joshua 10: 12); and when Samson asks that God give hirn
strength to topple the Philistine temple (Judges 16:30).
Thanksgiving is "an acknow ledgernent, with prayer, that blessings have been
obtained from God, the greatness o f that for which acknowledgernent is made having
been recognized, or else the apparent greatness to him who has been benefited of the
benefit that has been confmed upon hirn.'"'

Strangely enough, the one example that

Origen gives for thanksgiving is Christ's words in Matthew 1 1 :25, "1 thank you, Father,
Lord of heaven and earth, because you have hidden these things fiom the wise and the
intelligent and have revealed thern to infants." This exarnple is odd because the words

and not & i > X a p i m 6 . 'Eeopohqrendered I thank in English is t~opohayoûpa~

oûga~
tended to be used more in the context of cot/esson rather than thanksgiving.
However, this linguistic puzzle may show the inter-relatedness o f these two words.

E b a p t o W is thanksgiving for what the Lord has done. 'EkpoAoyoûpa~viewed
from its positive connotation is a confession of faith. Such a confession naturally l a d s to
what God has accomplished in Christ. This in turn can be rendered into praise or

thanksgiving.
The modem Christian may wonder if Origen would allow any room for prayer for
matters concerned with the material realm. They may be shocked to find that such an

answer would be negative. Recall that Origen, true to his Platonic heritage, denigrated
the material realm in favour of the spiritual realm. The closing sentence o f chapter 17

''

Ibid.,267. ( P X . 14.2)

indicates his views on prayer for material matters. He writes, "We must pray concerning
the pre-eminently and truly great and heavenly blessings; and as concerning the shadows
that accornpany these pre-erninent blessings we must commit this matter to God, who

'knows before' we 'ask him what things' we 'have need o f for the perishable body.'"'
For Origen, much like other Platonists, the material realm was but a shadow of true
reality. God takes care of the material realm and the prayers of believm affect the
material realm but only as the material realm was affected through the spiritual realm.

D. Concluding Remarks
TertuIlian's unique topics focused on the practical areas of public worship and
liturgical practice- His major concern in discussing women and public prayer, liturgical
practices and times of prayer stressed the importance o f prayer in fostering Christian
unity. His hermeneuticaf approach certainly contributed to his idea and practice of prayer
since he relied on literal exegesis in order to buttress his arguments. Origen seems to
have little concern with these areas. lnstead he dwells on definitions and philosophical

understandings. Perhaps because philosophy is the pimacle of human intellect, Origen

sees that this is an appropriate pIace for the rational human mind to consider the mode of
commerce between the human sou1 and the divine. How can anyone pray? What actually
is prayer? These are questions with simple answers in one respect but they also cause
great intellects to stmggle. The concept of prayer must be understood before one can do
it properly. Origen, thus, expends great effort defining tenns. Once the terms are known

then one must grapple with problerns that mise when one seriously considers communion
with God in prayer. Origen addresses himself to the very human concerns of prayer.

'' Ibid., 274. (P.E. 17.2)

Origen's philosophical concern does seem to have some bearing on why he addressed

himself to these topics and influenced his understanding and practice of prayer.

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION
The aim of this thesis was an exploration of the factors which influenced the
concept and practice of prayer in Tertullian's De Oratione and Origen's Peri Euches.
This study has been one of cornparison in which two ancient proponents o f the Christian
faith were held alongside each other so that the modern reader could corne to a better
appreciation of the polyvalent nature of the Christian witness concerning prayer-even in
early Christian history. Numerous examples have been cited wherein Tertullian's views
have differed fiom that o f Origen's with respect to the Christian practice of prayer. The

hypothesis that was put forward to explain this disagreement in viewpoint was that each
author's formative influences in the areas of the Bible, hermeneutics, and philosophical
world view were important factors in delineating their notion and practice o f prayer.

Chapter 2 discussed background information related to the three influences that
were traced throughout this thesis. This was not a comprehensive discussion, instead it
focused on various ideas within the factors which were pertinent to Tertullian's and
Ongen's concept and practice of prayer in their respective treatises. For Tertdlian, the
pertinent issue attached to Scnpture was his choice of Matthew's version of the Lord's
Prayer. His use of Old Testament citations as compared to New Testament ones is aiso

noteworthy. The ratio o f New Testament to Old Testament citations is approximately 5: 1.
Tertullian's claim that Christian prayer is a departure fkom 01d Testament prayer is a

theme that has often been noted in the preceding discussions.' Tertullian was certainly
interested in demonstrating the newness of Christian prayer in its fom and especially in
its knowledge of God as Father.
Origen's use of the Bible is slightly different. Although he cites tiom the New
Testament more than he does fiom the Old Testament; the ratio of New Testament
citations to Old Testament is a bit under 2: 1. The testimony of Scripture as located in the
Old Testament was much more important to Origen than it was to Tertullian. This fact
fits nicely with the notion that Origen wished to stress the continuity of prayer fiom the

OId Testament to the New Testament. Thus, prayer by Origen's definition, should only
fittingly be addressed to the Father. The God to whom prayers were addressed in the Old
Testament is the same God to whom prayers are addressed in the New Testament. The
very nature of prayer, then, remains constant because the God to whom believers pray is
the same. This distinction in biblical usage should not belie the fact that Origen, too,

shows heavy reliance on the four Gospeis in his treatise. Again Matthew is the most
quoted Gospel because Origen also favours Matthew's account of the Lord's Prayer.
However, Luke and John are also significantly present in this discussion. The reason for
Luke's presence is Origen's constant referral to the Lukan version of the Lord's Prayer.
John's Gospel is as present as Luke's probably because of its more spiritual focus. The
discussion on the clauses in the Lord's Prayer which contain the greatest preponderance
of Johannine citations display a decidedly spintual interpretati~n.~

' For example. Tertullian contrasts prayer in Old Testament times with Christian prayer (De Orat. 29.2).
' See the discussion of "Our Father which art in heaven" (Chapter 3-11) and "Give us this &y our daily
bread" (Chapter 3 .VI).

Herrneneutics also seems to have had an impact on Tertullian's and Origen's
understanding and practice of prayer in their treatises. The mere fact that there was so
much biblical material used in each treatise should be an indication of the importance of a
fiarnework for interpretation of these Scriptural passages. As was noted in Chapter 2,
TertuIlian did not set out a specific hermeneutic but his methodology in interpretation
bears tacit witness to the presence of a hermeneutic. He looked for the cornmon
meanings attached to words, for the contexts within which passages he was studying were
located, and for a literal reading of the text. His hermeneutic seems most akin to modern
modes of evangelical interpretation. Tertullian was not a pre-nascent critical biblical
scholar. Instead his training in rhetoric seemed to govem his exegesis more than
anything else. As well, there are elements in his hermeneutic which would generally be
rejected in this day. His use of typology and allegory show that for al1 the affinities one
may see in him with the modem world, he was located within an ancient milieu which
prized typology and allegory as valid modes of exegesis. After ail, his background in
Stoic philosophy included the use of allegory to explain ancient texts which may be
otherwise obscure and offensive to readers. These factors did have an impact on his
concept and practice of prayer as was dernonstrated in subsequent chapters to Chapter Z3
Origen's henneneutic was erninently spiritual. This is not to Say that Tertullian's
was not

spiritual. It means that Origen's interest in biblical hermeneutics led him to

rernove the hearers fiom a mundane environment and help lift them to a spiritual plane in
which they could encounter the spintual tmths which are much more important for the

- -

For example, see the discussion on "Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on earth" (Chapter 3.V)

individual soul's return to perfection. The reader of Peri Euches notes that Origen took
elements of the Old Testament-notably

some of its prayers-and

spiritualised the

answer to these prayers. No longer does God give succour or support in the material

realm. Instead, these prayers were used as types that were subsequently applied to
spiritual realities (Peri Euches 13.3-5). The four step process by Karen JO Torjeson
discussd in Chapter 2 proved helpfùl in demonstrating the way in which Origen would

move fiom the grammatical and historiai circumstances of a text to a spiritual and
existential interpretation of the text. This hermeneutical influence was vitally important
in defining Origen's idea and practice of prayer in Peri Euches.

When one considers the philosophical influences on Tertullian and Origen, one

sees the gteatest divergence between the two writers. It is true that Origen's Middle
Platonism contained Stoic elements that would be shared by Tertullian; however, it is the
overtly anti-material bias of Platonism that seems to have the greatest influence on
Origen. It was established in Chapter 2 that Tertullian drew some inspiration fiom Stoic
philosophy. For Terhillian, philosophy was helpfiil insofar as it aided people in their

quest to know God more. The relative paucity of philosophical influences in D e Oratione
shows that TertuIlian was not as dependent on philosophical notions to describe prayer as
was Origen. This dearth of philosophical reasoning can be explained in a number of
ways. First of aIl, TertuIlian's audience may not have been sufficiendy sophisticated to

understand philosophical ideas. Secondly, Tertullian may have thought that
philosophical language would not be helpfbl to describe prayer. The latter explanation
seems more reasonable if one recalls the erninently practiçal nature of this treatise.
Where philosophical notions seern to occur in De Oratione, one sees that Tertullian is

dwelling more upon the nature of God than he is about the fonn or subjects o f prayer.
For example, when Tertullian discusses the first clause of the Lord's Prayer, he includes a

brief discussion of the relative disposition of the Father, the Son, and the Church as
Mother. As well, the fact that he dmws attention to God's new name as Father
demonstrates the notion of the increasing knowledge of God, itself a part of Stoic natural
theoIogy (cf: De Oratiorte 2). These Stoic categoties influenced his understanding and
practice of prayer. Much of what has been mention4 above involves communal
relations. One should recall that Tertullian places great importance on the fellowship
attendant on communal prayer. His description of the Father, the Son as well as the
Church as Mother provide a solid basis for such practice.
Origen's Middle Platonism is pervasive throughout Peri Euches. One can have
little doubt that i t played an important part in his writing. Whenever Origen shows a
preference for spiritual over material maners he is demonstrating his Platonic heritage.
Whenever he grapples with fundamental questions connected with prayer he shows his
Platonic heritage. For example, his opening discussion on the sheer impossibility of
prayer highlights the divide between the transcendent, spiritual God and his finite,
material people. As well, his discussion in Peri Euches of the problems that some have

with prayer corne from Platonic sources (cf: Peri Euches 5-8.1). The reader's attention
has been drawn to sufficient examples of Origen's Middle Platonic heritage in Peri
Eitches to conclude that it played an important part in his concept and practice of prayer
in Peri Euches.

The 1 s t three chapters of this thesis were not only to show a cornparison of what
Tertullian and Origen wrote but also to dernonstrate that the three presuppositions

discussed above were indeed present in the work. Not only has this thesis essayed to do
this, but it has also demonstrated that these presuppositions were important in each
author's understanding and practice of prayer in their respective works. The chapter on
the Lord's Prayer showed that Origen and Tertullian agreed on some points but differed
on others. It is interesting that the two seemed to agree when they both adopted a more
spiritual bias. This notion is not surprising in Origen, but it is in Tertullian. 1s this
inconsistent on Tertullian's part? Perhaps it is. The clause conceming God giving people
their daily bread is spirituaiised by Origen to mean a feeding of the soul with spintual

food while Tertullian takes the clause to mean that Christ is the bread of life who gives
etemal life. On the surface their conclusions may seern different but Origen sees the soul

as irnmortal in need of sustenance. This sustenance cornes fiom the Logos who is also
Christ. So there really is not much difference between the two on this point.

More important are the points of difference between Tertullian's and Origen's
exposition on the Lord's Prayer. The first clause of the Lord's Prayer shows a di fference
which highlights the notion of discontinuity of prayer between the Testaments for
TertuIlian and the continuity for Origen. Tertullian stresses the revelation by Christ of a
new narne for God while Origen stresses the immutability of God. Strangely enough,
both of these authors are correct in what they affirm. Tertullian is certainly correct in
showing the newer way of addressing God in prayer as Fafher. Origen is also correct in

affirming that God does not change. The God who revealed himself to Moses is the sarne
God who revealed himself in Jesus Christ. Origen's affirmation is ethical, Tertullian's is
relational. The two n d not be mutually exclusive. Their discussion on the second
phrase of the Lord's Prayer seems to fùrther their arguments already begun in the

previous section. In fact it is in this section in which they discuss the importance of the
name Father.
TertuIlian's discussion of the clause about the çoming kingdom is eschatologid
in its focus; it looks toward the accomplishment of what God has promised through
Christ. Origen, on the other hand, dwells on the kingdom's presence in believers in the
present day. As was pointed out in the discussion above, TerhiIlian and Origen mbody
the two sides of the debate about the nature of the kingdom.

The petition praying for God's will to be done in earth as in heaven M e r
involves differentiation between Tertullian and Origen. Tertullian argues that it is God's
wilI that people are obedient to his teachings. Further, he equates heaven with people's
spiritual nature and earth with people's material nature. Origen conceives of God's will
as people becoming Christlike. His notion of heaven and earth has a dual undatanding.

First of all, heaven means Christ and earth means the Church. Seçondly, heaven
represents Christlikeness and earth represents inferior or material things.
Since the petition about daily bread has recently been discussed, it will be passed
over here. The petition concerning forgiveness is concerneci with being forgiven one's
debts while one forgives the debts owed to oneself Tertullian defines the notion of debt
as a biblical idiom for sin. Origen sees debt more as moral obligations that people have
with each other and with God. Origen stresses ethical living before God and humankind.

Although Origen does mention sin in conjunction with the notion of debt, he seems more

inclined to understand debt in a more societal mode than as sin-something
separates a person tiom God and fiom other people.

which

Tertullian's and Origen's discussion o f ternptation centres around where each
author places the primary location for temptation. Tertullian sees the Devil as the main
source for temptation. He, therefore, sees this petition of the Lord's Prayer as a request
that God not allow the Devii to tempt anyone beyond what they can bear. Origen, on the

other hand, locates ternptation within life in general. The Devi1 may or rnay not tempt
but it is Iife which constantly tempts the believer. The deliverance that Ongen seeks then
is that temptation not be of the type that overwhelms believers. It is important to
remember that for Origen, one is delivered £iom temptation by pure thinking. One may
justly wonder if Ongen is too anthropocentric at this point. Why would one bother to
pray to God concerning temptation if it is strictly a personal discipline? It would seern
that although Origen sees the locus of activity in resisting temptation primarily within the
sou1 of the individual, the life of the individual is one of constant interaction between the
human and the divine. It is only as one becornes more spiritual (Le., more in tune with
God) that one c m focus one's thoughts toward resisting temptation.
The two final chapters on common topics and unique topics also bear considerable
testimony to the notion that Scripture, henneneutics, and philosophy were important
elements within Tertullian's and Otigen's concept and practice of prayer in their works.

In Chapter 4 one sees the topic of the emotional attitude of those who pray as immensely
influenced by philosophical notions (even more so than biblical notions). Both Tertullian
and Origen point out that the one who prays should be fke from anger and any other
disturbance o f mind. It would seem that both writers held the view that emotions were
beneath God's dignity. This being the case, it was inappropriate to approach God with

any bad emotions. This is an element of their notions of prayer more akin to Platonism or

Stoicism than it is to biblical faith. Origen seerns to ignore examples of prayer in the Old

Testament which show people considerably disturbed in mind (Le., Hannah in 1 Samuel
1 ). Given that Tertullian emphasised the newness of life in Christ and thus a disjunction
with prayer as conceived in the Old Testament, he still ignores a number of New

Testament exarnples wherein great people of faith seern somehow disturbed in mind (Le.,
Christ in Gethsemane, Matthew 26:36-46; Paul asking to have a "thorn removed fiom his
fiesfi", 2 Corinthians 127-9).
Both authors treat the spintual meaning and efficacy of prayer. Tertullian
describes prayer within the context of worship using vocabulary and ideas reminiscent of
pagan sacrifices. It is through this language of sacrifice that Tertullian shows the efficacy
of prayer. According to Tertullian, those who pray with a pure heart will obtain
evexything that they ask of God. Origen, on the other hand, sees the efficacy o f prayer in
numerous ways. First, prayer has a positive psychological effect for those who pray.
Second, those who pray are also kept fiom sins. Lastly, Origen sees that those who pray
have their understanding elevated above the mundane to the spiritual realm. As far as the

efficacy of prayers is concemed, both authors have a positive view. Tertullian stresses
the disjunction between the Testaments in that prayers u s 4 to deliver people tiom
suffenng; whereas, Christian prayer teaches patient endurance amid suffenng. Urigen
stresses continuity between the Testaments but spiritualises the Old Testament prayers so
that they have a spiritual and existential application to the present day.

Chapter 4 also focused on the physical posture of those who prayed. Both
Tertullian and Origen seerned to assume that people stood with arms outstretched in
prayer. There does not seern to be any differentiation between personal and communal

prayer. As well, both recognise that kneeling is an important posture when one is
confessing sins to God. Their discussion on posture in prayer seems to indicate a
common heritage or church practice.
Although space in this thesis does not permit, perhaps future study could examine
the importance of chwch tradition and praxis as other influences on developing a notion
and practise of prayer for Tertullian and Origen. As well, a full study into the topic of

prayer in al1 of TertuIlian's and Origen's writings would be beneficial. One would be
able to trace the development in each author's deliberations on prayer. Since Tertullian
was a well known proponent of Montanism later in his life, one may well discover that

his theological shifi had an impact on his concept of prayer. Study of the development in
Origen's thought is more problematic since many of his extant writings are preserved in
Rufinus' Latin translations. niese translations generally do not reflect Origen's thought
since Rufinus often removed some of Origen's more objectionable ideas fiom his work.
This chapter also discusses the method by which Tertullian and Origen introduce
the topic of prayer to their audiences. Tertullian stresses disjunction berneen the two

Testaments claiming that what was old had been abolished, compieted, fulfilled, and
perfected-at

Ieast with respect to the practice of prayer. He then points to thrw practical

ways of prayer set out in the Gospels. Prayer should be in secret. It should be
econornical in its choice of words. The Lord's Prayer is a good mode1 for prayer since it
shows the sorts of things that are appropriate in prayer. Origen begins his treatise with a
discussion on the sheer impossibility of prayer. The only way that he sees that prayer is
possible is through the mediation of the Holy Spirit. Once such a problern is sumounted
he then discusses the topics of appropriate subjects and modes of prayer.

Chapter 5 focused on the unique topics that each author addressed with respect to
prayer. Tertullian discusses the dress of women in worship, some liturgical practices of
worship, and how often one ought to pray. The themes he highlights in these discussions
concern maintaining fellowship in the community especiaily in its prayer life. Women
should be veiled so as not to be a distraction. Those fasting and taking part in station

days should not absent themselves fiom the prayers because this breaks fellowship.
Finally, five set times of prayer are detailed not only because it is helpfùl for the
individual believer to develop the habit of regular prayer but because it ensures that al1
believers will be praying. These topics are intensely practical and show Tertullian's
desire to help his audience to become people who prayed. Origen's topics of discussion
show his own peculiar interests. Origen concentrates on defining prayer based on the
words that are used in Scripture to describe it. This topic shows his background as a

grammarian. As well, his discussion of the philosophical problems attached to prayer
show his own philosophical background. This subject has been discussed at numerous
occasions in this thesis. However, Origen does provide some very practiçal guides to
prayer when he discusses the concept and subjects of prayer. The pattern for prayer that
he provides is adoration, thanksgiving, confession, supplication, and adoration.

This brief overview shows that there is some credibility in the hypothesis that
Scripture, hemeneutics, and philosophy were major influences in Tertullian's and
Origen's concept and practice of prayer in their treatises. Whether one resonates with the
sort of ideas Tertullian and Ongen espouseci with respect to prayer, one should not doubt
that both of these men prayed. Furthemore, they both demonstrated that the life of the

Christian should include prayer as 3 key element to it.
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APPENDIX A
THE ORDER O F DE ORA TIONE A N D PERI EUCHES

Provided below are the chapter topics for TertuIlian's De Oratione and Origen's Peri
Eriches.

TertuIlian's De Oratione

Chapter Topics
1
Introduction to prayer
-7
Lord's Prayer: "Father in Heaven"
3
Lord's Prayer: "Hallowed be thy name"
4
Lord's Prayer: "Thy will be done in heaven and on earth"
Lord's Prayer: "Thy kingdom corne"
5
Lord's Prayer: "Give us this day Our daily bread"
6
7
Lord's Prayer: "Forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass
against us"
8
Lord's Prayer: "Lead us not into ternptation, but deliver us from evil"
9
Concluding thoughts on the Lord's Prayer
10
Petitions offered in prayer
11
Prayer should be free of anger
12
Prayer should be fke of any other disturbance of mind
Hands need not be washed before prayer
13
14
Hands are raised and spread in prayer
15
Cloaks should not be set aside in prayer
16
One need not sit after prayer is ended
Prayer should be done with humility
17
18
Those who fast should still exchange the kiss of peace after prayer
19
Those on station days should not refrain fiom prayers
20
Women should be moderately attired
21
The problem: some in the Church allow virgins to be unveiled
The resolution: inclusiveness of the terrn woman, thus virgins too should be
22
veiled
The practice of kneeling in prayer
23
Prayer can be done anywhere
24
25
Prayer should observe particular times
26
Pray with visitors to your house
27
The addition of Alleluias and psalms afier the ptayer
28
Prayer offered in the spirit is a fitting sacrificial victim
The efficacy of prayer
29

Chapter Topics
Introduction to the subject of prayer
192
The words Euche and Proseuche
394
Philosophical objections to prayer
5
6-8.1
Answers to Objections
8.2- 1 O Advantages of Prayer
11
Angels and Christ pray with believers
12-13.1 M o l e Iife ought to be a prayer
Examples of answered prayer from the Old Testament
13.2
Similar prayers answered today
13.3-5
Content of prayer
14.1
14.2-5
Fonns of prayer
14.6- 1 5 Prayer proper addresseci solely to the Father
16-17
Content of prayer
Introduction to the Lord's Prayer
18
Prayer should not be done in streets or synagogues
19-20
Prayer should not be vain repetitions
21
Lord's Prayer: "Our Father which art in heaven"
22-23
Lord's Prayer: "Hdlowed be thy name"
24
Lord's Prayer: "Thy kingdom come"
25
Lord's Prayer: "Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on eartfi"
26
Lord's Prayer: "Give us this day Our daily bread"
27
Lord's Prayer: "Forgive us our debts as we also forgive Our debtors"
28
Lord's Prayer: "Bnng us not into temptation"
29
Lord's Prayer: "But deliver us from the evil one"
30
Disposition and posture in prayer
31.1-3
3 1.4-7 W e r e one ought to pray
Prayer toward the East commended
32
33
Subjects of Prayer
Conclusion
34

' The breakdown of Pen Euches is based upon Oulton and Chadwick's topical division of the text. See
John Ernest Leonard OuIton and Henry Chadwick, eds. Alexandrian Chrisrianin). Library of Christian
Classics. Vol. 2, (London: SCM Press Ltd., 1954), 202-5.

